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Resumen 
La economía mundial ha llegado a tener una importancia fundamental y un claro 
impacto en nuestro día a día. Los traders, trabajadores de los mercados financieros,  
trabajan bajo estadísticas, análisis de compañías, noticias y muchos otros factores que 
influyen en la economía global en tiempo real. Además de tomar continuamente 
decisiones de riesgo, los traders también son influidos por sus propias emociones, 
llegando a atravesar momentos realmente estresantes. El trading es una de las 
profesiones más estresantes reconocidas mundialmente. Esta tesis aúna conocimientos 
sobre los efectos del estrés y sobre sensores como componente tecnológico, revisando, 
comparando y resaltando estudios relevantes y productos disponibles en el ámbito 
comercial. Este trabajo es utilizado para desarrollar un sistema que, usando la tecnología 
de sensores biométricos, puede ayudar a los traders a evitar que la toma de decisiones 
sea condicionada por el estrés durante el proceso de trading. Múltiples disciplinas, 
desde programas basados en inteligencia artificial hasta complejas funciones 
matemáticas, son usadas para ayudar a los traders en su esfuerzo por maximizar los 
beneficios. El problema es que hay un componente esencial que aún no es considerado 
como es la peligrosa influencia del estrés en la toma de decisiones de los traders, en este 
rápido entorno evolutivo que es el mercado financiero. Esta tesis toma en consideración 
la negativa influencia del estrés sobre los individuos y propone un sistema diseñado 
bajo una nueva arquitectura (Self-Aware Architecture) con base en la definición de unos 
principios biométricos para trading, proveyendo a los traders de la información 
necesaria para que sean conscientes en tiempo real de sus propios niveles de estrés, 
evitando de esta manera una toma de decisiones arriesgada por el propio estado del 
trader. El sistema ha sido diseñado considerando aspectos tecnológicos y psicológicos 
para mostrar esta información de la manera adecuada. Sensores biométricos son usados 
para reunir los datos necesarios para mostrar la información al trader. El sistema 
resultante es capaz de funcionar en traders individuales y en equipos de traders, 
ofreciendo en este último caso el nivel predominante de estrés colectivo. El sistema ha 
sido probado dentro de un entorno real y los resultados obtenidos son mostrados en esta 
tesis mostrando la evidencia de que un trader consciente de sus propios niveles de estrés 
puede mejorar su promedio de beneficios reduciendo el riesgo en su continua toma de 
decisiones. 
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Abstract 
The role of the global economy is fundamentally important to our daily lives. The stock 
markets reflect the state of the economy on a daily basis. Traders are the workers within 
the stock markets who deal with numbers, statistics, company analysis, news and many 
other factors that influence the economy in real time. However, whilst making 
significant decisions within their workplace, traders must also deal with their own 
emotions. In fact, traders have one of the most stressful professional occupations. This 
work studies the current knowledge about stress effects and sensor technology by 
reviewing, comparing, and highlighting relevant existing research and commercial 
products that are available on the market. This study is made in order to design a system 
using sensor technology that supports traders to avoid the poor decision making during 
the trading process. Multiple disciplines, from programs with artificial intelligence to 
complex mathematical functions, are used to help traders in their effort to maximize 
profits. However, an essential problem yet not considered in this rapidly evolving 
environment is that traders are not supported to adequately manage how stress 
influences their decisions. This work takes into consideration the negative influences of 
stress on individuals and proposes a system designed to support traders by providing 
them with information that can reduce the likelihood of poor decision making. Traders 
are not aware of how their stress levels jeopardize safe decision making. This work, 
taking into consideration the known influences of stress on biometric changes, proposes 
a system, based in biometric principles for trading context, designed to cover this 
information gap and minimize the likelihood of poor decision making. The system has 
been designed bearing in mind both technical and physiological aspects to show the 
information in a suitable way. Biometric sensors are used to collect data associated with 
stress and a software platform based on a new architecture (Self-Aware architecture) has 
been developed to collect, analyse and display this information. This architecture is 
derived from a general model where the trading context will be a specific context fitting 
in the more general model to take advantage of the architecture in other stressful areas. 
The resulting system is capable of efficiently providing self-aware information for 
individual traders and self-aware collective information for teams of traders in trading 
companies. The system is tested in a real environment and the results provide evidence 
that self-aware traders could positively improve their daily final balance and diminish 
risky decision making. 
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Chapter 1 
1. APPROACH AND OBJECTIVES 
 
En este capítulo se describe de forma general el contexto de la presente tesis doctoral. 
En primer lugar, se plantean las motivaciones que han dado lugar a la elaboración de 
la tesis, presentándose de forma concisa los objetivos de la misma. 
Posteriormente, se describen las principales contribuciones. 
Finalmente, se presenta la organización del resto de capítulos de este documento. 
In this chapter, the context of this work is described in a general way. Firstly the 
motivations and the objectives to achieve are presented. After that the main 
contributions are explained and finally how the book is organized is shown. 
 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
During the 1930's, Hans Sely, a medical student at the University of Prague, noted that a 
group of persons who suffered from different types of illnesses showed the following 
common symptoms: tiredness, loss of appetite, weight decrease and fatigue, amongst 
others. Mr Sely was the first to refer to the term “stress” in a biological context [1] 
including inappropriate physiological response to any kind of demand [2]. In his 
terminology, “stress refers to a condition and stressor to the stimulus causing it”. 
Currently, there are many definitions of stress. For McGrath [3] stress is the interaction 
between three elements: perceived demand, perceived ability to cope with the demand 
and the perception of the importance of being able to cope with the demand. According 
to Tepas and Price [4], stress is related to: adaptation, anxiety, arousal, burnout, coping, 
exertion, exhaustion, exposure, fatigue, hardiness, mental load, repetitiveness, strain, 
stressors, and tension. It is well known that stress is studied in many research fields such 
as psychology, computer vision, physiology, behavioural science, ergonomics and 
human factor engineering. 
In the present days of widespread global financial crisis, stock market traders have a 
particularly stressful profession. This makes the decision making process in the stock 
market increasingly difficult. Stability within the stock markets is largely an illusion and 
stress is a common denominator amongst traders. Decision making is somehow safe as 
long as the environmental conditions do not affect the trader. Pharmaceutical drugs such 
as Bitalin, Adderall, Vicodin and Oxycontin are currently widely used by traders in 
Wall Street to avoid panic moments by controlling the emotions of traders [5]. Decision 
making in the trading process (transactions with shares and bonuses made by traders in 
financial markets) is a good example of an activity where risk management in real time 
is important. Besides, this activity increases stress levels. Stress has a significant impact 
in decision making because it can undermine our capability to make safe decisions. 
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Research on the influence of stress on decision making is not new. Kowalski et al [6] 
suggest that knowing decision making process under stress situations would help to 
understand how people decide in critical moments. Adya et al [7]  demonstrate through 
some experiments that decision support systems can moderate psychological 
experiences in stressful situations.  
There are several available tools to assist traders in their daily work: real time chart 
tools, analysis of the companies by economic experts and real time news. Furthermore, 
research has been carried out on the work of traders to assist them on a daily basis. 
Brown et al [8] propose an expert system for the trading process in commodities futures. 
Wolberg [9] uses kernel regression for modelling financial markets. Keng and Quek 
[10] use a neuro-fuzzy model and Zhang et al [11] test trading strategies for trading 
agents in artificial financial markets. Although all of this external information and 
indeed this research are positive and useful, nonetheless, trading inherently depends on 
good judgment exercised during real time decision making in the financial market. 
Crucially, no information is available to the trader about a major risk source in the 
decision making process: his/her own state-of-mind. The reader will see in this work 
that a trader who is aware of his/her own stress levels can make more effective and 
coherent decisions. Bad decision making by a trader under highly stressful situations 
can bring about catastrophic consequences, not only on his/her finances or for the 
company that he/she works for, but also on the psychological health of the trader [12]. 
Hence, it is in the trader’s interest to know if he/she is under stress, such that poor 
decisions may be avoided.    
1.2 MOTIVATION 
Increasing profit in the financial markets is one of the most researched and studied 
subjects [13]. The focus of most of these studies has been on creating systems to try to 
predict the movements of the financial markets and take advantage of those movements. 
However, the financial markets change on a daily basis and consequently, the systems 
that work today may not be effective in the future.  
The latest systems that are being used in the market are the high-frequency trading 
systems. These systems are based on programs running on high-speed computers that 
analyze market data, using algorithms to take advantage of trading opportunities that 
may open up for only a fraction of a second to several hours. These previous attempts of 
widespread involvement of technology replacing humans have caused negative 
consequences. For example, The United States stock market crashed on May 6, 2010 
(called flash crash [14]). On that day, the Dow Jones Industrial index had its largest 
intraday point loss and this was attributed to the use of high-frequency trading systems.   
In this work we have developed a system (Self-Aware Trader) under the principle that 
the trader is the main actor in the role of the trading process and all systems are there to 
support the trader. As it has been previously found, the illusion of control prevents the 
trader from realizing that he/she is entering a phase of unsafe decision making.  
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It is currently possible to use the sensor technology available on the commercial market 
to measure the trader’s stress level in real time and this information can be fed back to 
him/her. 
This work merges knowledge on stress effects and sensor technology by reviewing, 
comparing, and highlighting existing research and commercial products to establish 
how sensor technology can support traders providing information about their stress level 
and avoid bad decisions. 
The Self-Aware Trader software blends technology and psychology to feed back to the 
trader this important information. Thanks to the system, the trader is supported in real 
time in order to allow a safer decision making. 
Furthermore, the system has been extended into supporting a group of traders and it has 
been validated in an investment company environment. We consider that the perfect 
balance between a technological offer to help traders and an improved human decision 
making must help avoiding significant losses due to risky decisions. The completion of 
the test in a real environment, and the positive feedback obtained, supports this 
hypothesis. 
1.3 OBJECTIVES 
This work will present the Self-Aware Trader system with the main objective of 
supporting a safer trading process, encouraging less risky behavior that can potentially 
lead to bad decision making. This main objective is expanded in the following detailed 
objectives: 
• State of the art study and related work: A necessary study of the areas where this 
work is related to will give us the necessary knowledge to execute the work for 
the Self-Aware Trader system. 
• Identifying basic biometric principles in trading context: It is necessary to define 
basic biometric principles in order to get a successful integration of the 
necessary technology to assist traders in their daily work.  
• Identifying issues in the trading process where sensor technology can be 
decisive: It is necessary that the system developed will be applicable to the 
trading context. 
• Indentifying recommended guidelines for sensor designers: It is necessary to 
study the sensors commercial market and see how the available sensors fit in the 
trading context. After the study, it is necessary to introduce recommended 
guidelines to improve and allow a perfect integration of these devices in the 
trading process. 
• Self-Aware system model deployment: Decision making under stress is a huge 
problem in many areas, not only trading. The objective is to try to build a 
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general model where the trading context will be a specific context fitting in this 
general model. This work would be useful to the other areas where stress in 
decision making is critical. 
• Specific context trading architecture deployment: Once the general model is 
designed, we have to translate the specifications of the trading context to a 
suited architecture, always following the basic rules of the general model. 
• To increase traders’ awareness of their own stress levels reducing the illusion of 
control. To achieve this objective two points are crucial: 
1. To measure biometric data from a trader in real time through sensors to 
detect when good decision making may turn into risky decision making 
2. To alert the trader in a way that it can increase effectiveness 
• To extend the trader’s awareness concept to a group mode and use this 
information as a measure of the predominant state of the market in real time 
(advisor’s sentiment or market feeling).  
• To get feedback about the system from traders in a real environment: It would 
be ideal to get the traders’ impressions on the system design. This allows an 
evaluation on the usefulness and impact of the system in their daily work. 
1.4 EXPECTED IMPACT 
The development of our proposed system will bring the following 
scientific/technological benefits: 
• The development of a universal architecture that aims at improving decision 
making under stressful situations. 
• The creation of the necessary services to facilitate the evaluation of risk during 
decision making under stressful situations in individual and collective modes. 
• The creation of a solution that fosters good decision making by traders, reducing 
risk situations with benefits to the health and finances of the own 
trader/company. 
• The monitoring of the vital signs of the trader with sensors to determine a 
shifting pattern where stress starts to have a considerable adverse effect in 
traders’ decision making  
• The creation of a solution to evaluate the trader’s experiences linked to the risk 
of the trading process for each trader. 
• To facilitate the management tasks of a traders’ team supervisor. 
This work will also produce interesting outcomes in the form of knowledge transfer: 
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• Increasing awareness on the interaction between stress and risks in trading. 
• A tool that traders can use to decrease bad decision making, which as a result 
will have a positive impact in the market.  
These benefits will be checked through the results obtained in the experiments. These 
experiments were made in a real environment with real traders. In this way, we can not 
only get the feedback on this work, but we can also capture important comments for 
future work. 
1.5 CHAPTER OVERVIEW  
The content of this book is organized in chapters as follows: 
Chapter 2: The state of the art is presented in this chapter. The stress influence in the 
decision making and the alterations suffered in the human body are described. Some 
basic biometric principles are defined for the trading context. Sensors capable of 
measuring these alterations available in the commercial market and its relationship to 
this work are shown. A comparison and a discussion of these sensors close the chapter. 
Chapter 3: The system developed and implemented in this work is presented.  
All the models and architectures used are explained starting with the sensor selection. In 
the same way, the modes of operation of the system (individual and group) are shown 
and a description about the software implementation is given. 
Chapter 4: The tests performed during this work and the results extracted are presented 
in detail: Trading from a home office (individual mode) and in a company (group 
mode). 
Chapter 5: The conclusions obtained during the work are presented. Some possible 
future work lines and improvements to the current model are commented.  
References: All the citations in this book can be found in this section. 
Appendix: This section adds some extra documentation to this book, in concrete three 
questionnaires filled in by the traders in the company are included. The information 
contained in this section is organized as follows: 
• Appendix A: Questionnaire Client Test (trader not connected to stress aware 
group).  
• Appendix B: Client Test (trader connected to stress group aware). 
• Appendix C: Supervisor Test. 
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Chapter 2 
2. STATE OF THE ART 
 
En este capítulo se realiza un estudio sobre las tecnologías más importantes 
relacionadas con las contribuciones propuestas en esta tesis doctoral. En primer lugar, 
se presentan los conceptos más importantes relacionados con la influencia del stress en 
la toma de decisiones (apartado 2.1), así como su repercusión biométrica en el cuerpo 
humano (apartado 2.2), haciendo especial énfasis en aquellos aspectos medibles con 
sensores, siendo estos necesarios durante la realización de la presente tesis doctoral. 
Seguidamente, en el apartado 2.3, se proponen unos principios biométricos para ser 
contemplados en el contexto de trading a la hora de elegir sensores. Además se 
presenta el estado del arte de aquellos sensores disponibles en el mercado. Finalmente, 
en el último apartado se realiza un análisis de los sensores expuestos relacionados 
íntimamente con el ámbito de la presente tesis. 
 
In this chapter, a study over the most important technologies related with this work is 
presented. Firstly the main concepts about stress in decision making (subsection 2.1) 
and its biometric impact (subsection 2.2) are described. The biometric variables that 
are possible to measure with sensor support are highlighted. After that, in subsection 
2.3 some fundamental biometric principles are proposed for a better selection of 
sensors in the trading context. Moreover, the sensors related to this work available in 
the commercial market are shown. Finally, a detailed analysis and comparison of the 
described sensors is presented. 
 
2.1 THE INFLUENCE OF THE STRESS IN DECISION MAKING 
Traders continuously require good judgment in order to make good decisions in real 
time. In fact, judgment and decision making are the principal skills of traders. However, 
judgment and decision making are different processes, have different outcomes, and 
investigators differ in the characterization of these two concepts. It can be argued that 
decision making is the result of judgment, in other words, an action-based response.  
Connelly et al. provide models of decision making [15] whilst others research have 
characterized its role in information processing ([16], [17]) and as part of the larger 
cognitive architecture ([18], [19]). Regardless of how these two elements are ultimately 
defined, they are considered by most to be related and interconnected. It is clear that 
judgment and decision making are altered under stress conditions. The question as to 
precisely which elements are degraded and in what ways is less clear and is a much 
more complex issue. It has already been argued that stress can lead to hyper vigilance, a 
state of disorganized and somewhat haphazard intentional processing. Janis and Mann 
[20] were the first researchers to formalize these observations under their decision-
conflict theory. According to this theory, hyper vigilance results in a frantic search, 
rapid attention shifting, and a reduction in the number and quality of alternative options 
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considered. Ultimately, this state leads to degraded judgment and decision making. 
Several investigations have lent support to this theory. Janis, Defares, and Grossman 
[21] found this to be true for some decision making tasks made under the stress of 
perceived threat. Keinan [22] also reported similar findings. Cognitive resource theory 
(Vecchio, [23]) confirms that stress can negatively impact on intelligence and decision 
quality.   
The wider theory is that when a person is under stress, he/she takes into consideration 
fewer alternatives when searching for a solution to a problem [24]. Selten et al. [25] 
explain that when we have to make decisions, we use a toolbox of strategies and we 
apply the strategy with the most adaptive heuristic available. Adaptive heuristics [26] 
are simple behavioral rules that are directed towards payoff improvement but may be 
less than fully rational. One of the best-known heuristic is “Take the Best” (TTB). In 
TTB, the person chooses between two alternatives, and predicts which of the two will 
have the higher value with regard to some currently relevant criterion. To do this, 
alternatives are compared with regard to their values on cues, or attributes that they both 
share. The most valid cue is the first to be attended to “Validity” denotes the “de facto” 
correlation of a cue with the criterion of interest as G. Gigerenzer et al. reported [27]. If 
that cue discriminates between the two, the alternative it favors is chosen and no further 
information is needed. If it doesn’t, the second-most valid cue is used, etc. As a 
consequence, TTB bases its final decision only on the most valid cue that is the first to 
discriminate between the alternatives: “Take the Best (cue) and ignore the rest” 
according to G. Gigerenzcer et al. Broder ([28], [29]) confirms how TTB strategy works 
with traders in an artificial stock market where subjects tended to expand their strategy 
when the cost of gathering the additional information was perceived as low; however, in 
situations where the cost is high, they tended towards the TTB strategy.  
Stressed decision makers usually demonstrate impaired performance [30] and generate 
fewer alternatives in the decision process because these alternatives appear less 
attractive under conditions of stress [31]. Furthermore, decision making for traders is in 
real time and the time impact factor is also crucial in stress levels because the search for 
alternatives is truncated by the time limitation ([32], [33]). In this regard, Baradell and 
Klein [34] reported that stress is perceived as time pressure and lowers self-esteem. 
Furthermore, the subject is more likely to consider that if he/she makes the wrong 
decisions, this will be perceived by others as poor performance and will lead to negative 
consequences. In particular, it can lead to the subject making more errors in cognitive 
tasks, using stereotypes when making judgments, and a having a greater tendency to 
ignore situational norms when reaching decisions.  
Research on group settings shows how the quality of group decisions declines under 
stressful conditions due to time pressure [35]. 
The decision making of traders not only suffers from the negative influence of the time 
limitation. The decisions are in cascade and there is evidence that individuals tend to 
rely on previous responses regardless of previous response success [36]. It is for this 
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reason that when a trader loses in one decision, this can negatively affect the next 
decision. Fatigue is another stress-related factor [37] to be taken into account.  Soetens, 
Hueting, and Wauters found that fatigue degraded the decision making process [38].  
We cannot forget that traders, like any other persons, are affected by their own life and 
emotions. According to Lazarus [39] where there is stress, there are also emotions. He 
considers that the separation of these fields is an absurdity given their strong 
interdependence. There is no known research prior to the 1990s on the nexus between 
emotions and decision making. In 1998 Ledoux [40] considered the influence of 
emotions in decision making. Further research ([41], [42]) show that affective states are 
an important neurological regulator of the relationships between humans and their 
environment and that normal behaviour is greatly disturbed in the absence of such 
regulators. Individuals with impaired emotional processing show an inability to observe 
socials conventions, a tendency to take actions adverse to their own well-being that lead 
to financial or interpersonal losses, and repeated engagement in disadvantageous actions 
showing disregard to previous mistakes. Pixley argues that the intrinsic uncertainty 
associated with financial markets makes emotions such as confidence and trust an 
unavoidable element in corporative decision making [43]. Similarly, Mercer [44] 
provides examples of how emotions might be useful in formulating better explanations 
of rationality in the context of allegiance formation, justice, and strategic choice. He 
states that cognition, in addition to emotions, can lead to errors of judgment. Dreisbach 
et al [45] conclude that positive emotions increase flexibility in decision making, create 
a shift in heuristic use, and enhance the activation of remote associations from memory. 
However, negative emotions have negative influence [46] on the decision making 
process.  
One factor common to all stressful situations and in particular to traders, is the 
relationship between stress and the professional experience. Studies ([47], [48]) show 
how stress tends to have a more negative impact on less-experienced professionals. 
Professionals with more experience can multi-task more effectively than those with less 
experience. Therefore, the quality of decision making depends on the experience level 
of the subject [49]. This is easily understandable with the Klein experiment where he 
observed the decision making process of fire ground commanders. He determined that 
people with experience follow systematic and sequential strategies recognizing patterns 
while people without experience need to process additional new information [50]. 
As a summary from the different relevant literature sources reviewed, the reader will 
note that decision making has frequently been studied under simulation or laboratory 
environments. It is likely that the complexity of judgment and decision making forces 
this type of approach. But more restrictive approaches in real-world-like environments 
are highly desirable, in order to augment the study of decision making under naturalistic 
settings. 
It can be deduced from the research referred to above that decision making is degraded 
under stressful conditions. It is highly important to detect the moment in which the 
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trader becomes stressed to avoid possible errors during the decision making process. 
The problem is that, when the trader is under stress, he/she may neither be aware of 
being under stress nor of all of the effects of stress on the decision making process. 
Stress levels can be deduced not only from the environment but also from biometric 
data taken from the trader. Section 2.2 will first study how physiological parameters 
reflect stress and subsection 2.3 will show how sensors can measure these parameters. 
2.2 BIOLOGICAL STRESS PARAMETERS 
There are many studies about the biological effects of stress. Some biological signals 
are easier to measure than others, therefore our objective is to find representative signals 
that are easy to measure with sensors which are available on the market. Nevertheless, 
we present several relevant variables that are essentially related with stress levels, even 
though currently there are no suitable non-invasive sensors to measure in real time some 
of these variables. 
The stress and cognitive processing literature include: neuro-anatomical structures, 
subcortical and cortical functions, biochemical influences, and pharmacological effects 
on cognitive performance whilst under stress. The most commonly examined systems 
are those considered being neuro-endocrine-based and they include the pituitary-
adrenocortical, adrenomedullary, and the sympathoneural systems. The relevant studies 
are commented in the following: 
According to Gaillard et al. [51] there are two types of energy mobilisation systems in 
the human stress response: an effort system dominated by the adrenal medullar system 
and catecholamine (the autonomic nervous system) and the distress system dominated 
by the adrenal cortical system and its agent, cortisol. Akil et al. [52] described the brain-
pituitary-adrenocortical axis asserting its involvement in the regulation of 
glucocorticoid hormones implicated in the stress response. According to Staal [53], the 
neuro-physiological elements believed to be involved in the human stress response 
related to this literature are shown in Fig. 2.1 extracted from this study.  
Cerebral Cortex /
Hypothalamus
Sympathetic 
Nervous System
Pituitary Gland 
(Adrenocorticotropic
Hormone)
Adreno-medullary
System 
(Catecholamine)
Adrenal Cortex 
(Cortisol)
 
Figure 2.1. Neuro-physiological elements involved in the human response to stress [53]  
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Cannon most likely identified the first human response to stress [54]. He established the 
relationship between the adrenaline level rise in stressful situations and the drop in 
adrenaline in a controlled situation. Many studies indicate that the endocrine system 
changes are high in relation to the stress level [55]. This theory has been substantiated 
by Coates and Herbert et al. [56] showing in one experiment that cortisol level changed 
for London traders during risky market operations. 
The purpose of that article was to clarify the role of the endocrine system changes when 
risks are taken in the financial market. The study focuses on a group of male traders in 
the City of London and steroid hormones. Testosterone and UFC (urine free cortisol), 
known catalysts for cognitive responses and behavioural changes, were the subject of 
measurement and study. It was intended to measure changes in the levels of both 
steroids, the influence on them of the events that traders face up in their daily working 
life and the effect caused on the norms of behaviour and on the decision making 
process. However, by focusing on testosterone, this article is not entirely satisfactory. 
Testosterone is a predominantly male hormone (also produced by women although at 
lower levels) but cortisol levels do not differ according to the sex of the subject. 
Cortisol is produced by the adrenal glands and plays a central role in the behavioural 
and physiological response to physical or psychological stress. When a stressful 
situation arises, hormone levels increase and they return to normal after the actual 
emergency. The problem emerges when stress is prolonged (for example, a persistent 
fall in the stock market). In this case, cortisol levels in the blood are fired up, altering 
the performance and cognitive interpretation, amongst other physiological disorders that 
result in a distortion of sensory perception. The experiment took place over around eight 
days and was conducted on the work premises of a broker. The levels of these hormones 
were measured whilst operators performed their daily work. They found that the daily 
testosterone levels were significantly higher than the daily average of the previous 
month on days when the trader made profits. In the case of cortisol, there was no 
relationship between the loss and increased levels of this steroid. The researchers 
considered if there was any correlation between their levels and the risk and it was 
found that the higher volatility (standard deviation of change in the value of a financial 
instrument with a specific time horizon) of the daily trader’s profits and losses, the 
highest daily levels of cortisol and the standard deviation of those levels. This suggests 
that the individual levels of cortisol are not related to the rate of economic return, such 
as testosterone, but are related to the variable nature of the returns. If testosterone is 
responsible for competitive fighting, it peaks after adolescence and the levels of 
testosterone remain stable for 15 or 20 years thereafter, thus, the explosive combination 
of youth and capital management must be taken into account. Cortisol is a good stress 
indicator, and it has been tested in other contexts (air traffic controllers [57], flights 
pilots [58] and in other studies [59]). However, usually cortisol is not measured in real 
time and it is usually measured by obtaining samples of saliva from the subject. 
Consequently, this parameter is not suitable for measuring the stress levels of traders in 
real time.  
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Victor Johnston [60], following a different hormonal study, claims that the hands are 
testimony of the hormonal flow in the foetal stage and that this can be calculated 
through the measurement of the index and ring fingers; it is possible to have an 
indicator of exposure to foetal testosterone. Increased exposure is reflected if the ring 
finger is longer than the index finger. The conclusion that he attempts to provide, 
without experimental support, is to exclude advisors with a ring finger longer than index 
finger (because of its negative implications on controlling panic or euphoria) and to rely 
more on the minor asymmetry finger present, especially if their financial intermediary is 
continually abusing of the intuition.  
With all these related studies about hormones, our behaviour can vary depending on 
certain hormonal levels, but in relation to hormonal changes, the current technologies 
do not offer the support necessary to measure them in real time, and in the case of the 
trader, real time information is crucial.  
Given the strong interdependence between stress and emotions, one would expect that 
hormones would also have an important role in the emotions. Research indicates that 
this is indeed the case [61]. In this regard, there are several approaches on the detection 
of emotions. Emotion analysis could be used to monitor the emotional state of a subject, 
taking actions based on the type of individual feeling being experienced. This branch of 
affective computing traditionally relies on the detection of emotional states by means of 
four approaches: facial ([62], [63]), speech ([64], [65], [66]), physiological features 
([67], [68], [69], [70]); or a combination of those ([71], [72]). All these studies collect 
affective information and identify emotional states, making use of indirect measures 
which can be roughly classified in analytic, subjective, performance, and physiological 
measures [73], according to Shina [74] there is a cardiovascular differentiation of 
emotions. Appling the emotional computing used in these studies to traders, the facial 
and speech recognition approaches first and the second approach are not suitable 
because, for example, it is not possible for a trader to stare at a fixed point without 
moving (invalidating the facial recognition). Furthermore, it is not possible for a trader 
to speak on a continual basis (invalidating speech recognition). However, with the 
physiological measures (skin temperature, heart rate, etc...) Repin and Steenbarger [75] 
“find that subjects whose emotional reaction to monetary gains and losses was more 
intense on both the positive and negative side exhibited significantly worse trading 
performance.” These results provide valuable information to the traders, but they do not 
provide indications of the trader’s stress levels in real time. The researchers conclude 
that there is an emotion with a discrete value (sadness, happiness, fear, euphoria, etc...) 
and this would be a starting point to translate the emotion into a stress level 
measurement. However, in doing so, the measurement would be obtained with delay 
and traders need their stress level information in real time to avoid a risky decision 
making. 
Focusing on the neurophysiological stress response of the autonomic nervous system, 
Cacioppo [76] found that some physiologic variables change with stress (heart rate, 
blood pressure, respiratory rate, perspiration, inhibition of digestive system and sexual 
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functions). According to [77], in stressful situations the brain is affected by chaotic 
electrical and electromagnetic signals. This phenomenon is called cortical inhibition. 
These signals affecting the brain are generated by the heart and are constantly 
exchanged between those organs. However, when a person’s tension and anxiety erupt, 
the signals become out of sync creating a distortion similar to white noise in a radio 
station. The signals are measured by the beat to beat variation in the heart rate, known 
as the heart rate variability or HRV. The inconsistent and chaotic heart rate is a 
reflection of cortical inhibition. In the same study, this cortical inhibition is tested in 
relation to the impact of stress on the cardiovascular system in real time. The more 
stable the frequency and shape of the waveform of the heart rate, the more coherent in 
physiological terms is the person. When physiological coherence occurs, the brain 
associates it with feelings of security and well-being but when stress appears, it 
provokes cortical inhibition and an unstable waveform of the heart rate, as we can see in 
Fig. 2.2 extracted from this study. 
 
Figure 2.2. Different heart rhythms (coherence and chaos) 
Following this line of research, other studies ([78], [79], [80]) showed that there is a 
relation between heart rate variability derived from the electrocardiogram (ECG/EKG), 
blood pressure and stress. Work reported in [81] describes the relationship between the 
changes in heart rate, blood pressure, skin temperature, and muscle tension in stressful 
moments. Skin conductance [82], the breathing rate [83], the brain waves [84] and the 
pupil diameter [85] are related to stress too. Based on these studies, we can conclude 
that there are some main variables that change in stress situations: heart rate, blood 
pressure, breathing rate, brain waves, muscle tension, pupil diameter, skin conductance 
and temperature. Lo and Repin [86] reported that physiological variables associated 
with the autonomic nervous system are highly correlated with market events even for 
highly experienced professional traders. The authors reached to this conclusion with 
some experiments carried out by means of a ProComp+ data-acquisition unit with 
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Biograph (Version 1.2) biofeedback software from Thought Technologies, Ltd and six 
sensors (skin conductance response, blood volume pulse, body temperature, respiration, 
and two electromyographic sensors, facial and forearm). 
These physiological variables are also referred to in some studies as biometric variables 
or biosignals. For example, Kobayash et al [87] attempt to detect stress by using 
biosignals (finger plentysmogram and respiration) under visual search tasks (tasks that 
typically involve an active scan of the visual environment for a particular object). Sul et 
al [88] evaluate stress reactivity and recovery with biosignals and fuzzy theory. The 
method of stress measurement through biosignals has indeed been applied to some 
aspects in natural situations such as for quantifying driver stress (see Healy et al [89]). 
Therefore, we can obtain biometric variables that change in our body and there are some 
sensor devices that are suitable to measure biometric data from the trader in real time. In 
summary, the studies discussed above illustrate that the biometrical variables that have a 
direct impact on stress levels are the following: 
1. GSR (Galvanic Skin Response): It measures the electrical conductance of the 
skin. The signal can be decomposed into Skin Conductance Responses (SCR), 
related to short events, and the Skin Conductance Level (SCL), related to the 
underlying basal arousal activity. The GSR is often the primary 
psychophysiological measure used when gauging emotional and stress activation 
as it responds very quickly (1-3 seconds after onset of stimulus). 
2. BVP (Blood Volume Pulse): It is an indicator of blood flow using a 
photoplesthysmyography. In stress, the amplitude of the blood volume pulses 
tends to decrease following sympathetic arousal. 
3. HR (Heart Rate): It is computed from the raw BVP waveform by finding 
consecutive local maxima. An increase in sympathetic activity will increase the 
heart rate. Moreover, the Heart Rate Variability (HRV) and the 
Electrocardiogram (ECG/EKG) in stress are inconsistent (cortical inhibition). 
4. EMG (Electromyogram): It is the electrical activity of the skeletal muscles 
(characterizes neuromuscular system). The greater the stress, the more likely the 
muscles will produce a synchronous twitching effect. 
5. EEG (Electroencephalogram): It measurement of electrical spontaneous brain 
activity and other brain potentials. Stress could throw the frequency to the higher 
beta range brain waves. 
6. Temp (body/skin Temperature): It is the actual temperature of the body and the 
skin. In stress situations the temperature of the body and skin changes. 
7. BR (Breathing Rate): It is the number of movements which are indicative of 
inspiration and expiration per unit time. Under stress, this number is altered.  
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8. EOG (Electrooculography): It is the measure of retinal function by recording 
changes in steady, resting electric potentials of the eye. Under stress, important 
changes in these measurements take place. 
In summary, higher stress is detected with lower BVP values, higher BR, EMG, GSR, 
SCR, HR values and changes in TEMP, EOG, and HRV. If it is possible to measure 
these variables in real time, it is possible to gain an understanding of the trader’s stress 
levels that can be fed back to user. In the next section, the sensors available on the 
market to measure these signals are described.  
2.3 SENSOR TECHNOLOGY 
This subsection begins with a brief introduction to the technology evolution in trading 
and shows how sensor support can provide further help in assisting traders in their daily 
work.  
Moreover, some basic biometric principles applied to the sensors (universality, 
permanence, performance, accuracy, acceptability, adaptability) are defined to be 
assessed on the trading context. These principles are crucial in order to understand how 
this work could be used independently of the evolution of the technology bearing in 
mind that these principles should be fulfilled in trading context.  
Furthermore, a discussion on how sensors capable of measuring biosignals could 
improve the trader’s decision making process is presented. According to the literature 
and the commercial products available on the market, when looking for suitable sensors 
for the trading process, some devices can be useful to obtain biometrical measures. 
Taking into account that stress has a direct impact on biometric variables (shown in 
Section 2.2), some sensors currently available in the commercial market have been 
studied as examples of the available possibilities to gather the needed information and 
to feed back to the trader his/her stress level. In the same way, some related current 
research projects using this kind of sensor technology are mentioned. 
The sensors will be classified according to some basic biometric sensor principles that 
under our understanding are crucial in trading context. The complete list of analysed 
sensors will be presented. 
2.3.1 TECHNOLOGY EVOLUTION IN TRADING  
The first traders are dated in the 12th century and they managed the debts of agricultural 
communities [90]. In these times, the transactions of the money were face-to-face. With 
the arrival of the telegraph, it was possible to disconnect the flow of financial 
information from the physical transportation of money. According to [91], this financial 
information was firstly printed on paper and later distributed in electronic form 
changing the social interaction in financial markets. From a face-to-face market we have 
currently a 24-hour global market with fluctuating exchange rates and subsequent 
speculation [92] supported by electronic trading mechanisms ([93], [94]). This trend is 
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continuing by replacing direct human decision making with computer-based algorithmic 
[95]. 
In this entire evolution, the one goal remaining is to increase the profit. It is one of the 
subjects where more research and studies has been carried out. Most of these studies 
have focused their effort in creating systems to try to predict the movements of the 
financial markets and take advantage of that [96]. However, the financial markets are 
changing every day and in this kind of volatile scenario, systems that are effective today 
may not be effective tomorrow.  
The latest systems that are being used in the market are high-frequency trading systems 
[97]. These systems are automatic trading systems that running on high-speed 
computers searching opportunities of trading operations that may open up for only a 
fraction of a second or for several hours. The more technological advances are applied 
to trading, the less human decision is required in real time, moving this responsibility to 
the programmers designing trading algorithms.  
The problem is that there are a lot of critical opinions to the use of that kind of systems, 
arguing that the volatility is growing up favouring the instability of the financial 
markets and the impossibility for small traders to have a chance in the market. For 
example, the flash crash on May 6, 2010 was attributed to the use of these systems. 
Probably the perfect balance between a technological offer to help traders and improved 
human decision making allows avoiding great losses due to risky decisions. A growing 
body of interdisciplinary research foregrounds the activity performed within this work, 
in particular the constant need for collaboration between social and technical factors at 
the level of discourse [98]. In the next subsection it is possible to see how the sensors, 
which are currently offered in the market, could help in doing that. 
2.3.2 BIOMETRIC SENSOR PRINCIPLES UNDER TRADING CONTEXT 
One of the most extended uses of biometric sensors is the identification of the user for a 
special purpose (security, health, etc.). There are some basic biometric principles to 
evaluate whether a particular body (biometric) characteristic is suitable to identify a 
person, which are known as the seven pillars of biometric wisdom [99]: universality, 
distinctiveness, permanence, collectability, performance, acceptability and resistance to 
circumvention. However, in the trading context, we need to change the focus from 
identification to the characterization of the state of the user and this movement changes 
slightly the principles. Of course, it is also possible to use biometric sensors for 
identification purposes with traders (for example to initiate a special financial 
transaction) but the goal of the sensors that we analyze is to obtain the stress levels of 
the traders, i.e. we are interested in the characterization of the state of the traders.  
We propose to consider the following principles for biometric sensoring in the trading 
context (Table 2.1).  
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Table 2.1. Biometric sensor principles to detect stress in trading context 
Principles Explanation 
Universality Stress has impact in all human beings in the same 
physiologic variables: blood volume pulse, breath rate, 
electromyogram, galvanic skin response, heart rate, 
temperature, electrooculography and 
electroencephalogram. 
Permanence As long as stress persists, the anomalous values of the 
physiologic variables persist. 
Performance A person's physiologic measure needs to be collected in a 
reasonably easy fashion for quick measurement of stress 
levels avoiding delays. 
Accuracy The degree of accuracy of trader’s stress levels must be 
enough to feed back to the trader and provide truthful 
information. 
Acceptability Applications will not be successful if the trader offers 
strong and continuous resistance to intrusive biometrics.  
Adaptability The measures must be adaptable: from real time measures 
to a time window required measures. 
 
It is possible to appreciate that the two first principles, universality and permanence, are 
closely related to the physiological variables that change in our body under stress 
influence. If we want to monitor traders, the first consideration to take into account 
according to the universality principle is to select a sensor capable of measuring one or 
several of these concrete variables. According to the permanence principle, the trader 
should be permanently monitored during the trading session. This allows determining at 
what point the trader enters into a stress period. We consider that the two first principles 
are essential and they must be fulfilled before considering the rest of the principles.  
To fulfil the performance principle, the stress measures should be obtain without delays. 
These delays could come from diverse circumstances. For example, the communications 
capabilities of the sensor limit the performance of the sensor to collect the measures 
taken. For example, if the sensor only offers an infrared protocol to transmit the data, 
the speed of this protocol limits the information that the sensor can send in a time 
period. Another circumstance that adds delays is the need to apply algorithms to the 
measurements collected to get a stress level measurement (it is necessary to translate the 
sensed biometric measures to a stress level). The more signals are processed in this 
algorithm, the more time is needed to obtain a stress level measurement. 
Currently, there are no studies about what kind of biometric variable measure is more 
precise to measure stress. However, the more different biometric samples we gather to 
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get the stress measurement, the closer we approach to the real perception of the stress 
levels. This is the reason why we have related the accuracy principle with the number of 
sensors that are sensing the trader. If the stress level measurement is based on one 
biometric variable, this measurement is less truthful than if it is based on five biometric 
variables, avoiding in a better way false positives. For example, if a trader is working 
and turns on the heater, his/her temperature will increase and will be detected by the 
sensor. If the stress level measurement is based on only in the temperature, changes 
might provoke a stress level indication. If the algorithm is based on temperature, heart 
rate and breath rate, it does not produce this false positive. Furthermore, in cases where 
a psychological variable is deliberately altered (for example a trader with a pacemaker) 
we can avoid this variable in a system where more variables are contemplated. 
The acceptability principle takes into account the trader’s comfort with the sensor 
during trading session. Some sensors may be more suitable than others for the trading 
process. Ideally, a trader should be monitored by a device in a non-invasive manner. We 
consider that this would be achieved if the trader retains sufficient physical mobility to 
carry out his work (most traders are situated in front of computers) and the sensor 
should not feel uncomfortable to the trader and he/she should not be distracted from his 
work as a result of any discomfort generated by the sensor. Furthermore, the 
“invisibility” of the sensor will be ideal for increasing the acceptability, for example 
there are people that consider less invasive the use of lens instead glasses. 
Finally the adaptability principle deals with the capacity of the sensor system of 
adapting the measures taken to the trader’s profile. For example, a futures trader could 
have more interest in being informed of his/her stress levels continuously in real time 
whereas a shares trader rather be more interested to be informed in a variable time 
period of his/her predominant stress levels. 
We have selected in the current commercial market some sensors available that fulfill 
the two first principles: universality and permanence. In the next subsection these 
sensors are presented. We are going to analyze the fulfillment grade of the rest of the 
principles depending on the concrete sensor selected.  
2.4 SENSORS ON COMMERCIAL MARKET 
This section reviews and discusses the sensors that are available on the commercial 
market which are suited to calculate the necessary biosignals to measure the trader's 
stress levels. These devices are also called biofeedback devices, understanding that 
biofeedback is the process of becoming aware of various physiological functions using 
instruments that provide information on the activity of those same systems, with a goal 
of being able to manipulate them at will [100]. 
This section also addresses some current research projects on this type of sensor 
technology. It will provide a comparison of the products in this review and in the 
context of trading, and it will discuss when a sensor technology can be decisive in the 
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trading process. Finally, this section provides guideline considerations for developers of 
sensors for the trading market.  
2.4.1 REVIEW AND DISCUSSION 
The relevance of stress in the market is becoming increasingly significant, particularly 
during times of economic crisis when workers are under more pressure. According to 
literature and the commercial products available on the market, if we are looking for 
suitable sensors for the trading process, we propose to divide the products for measuring 
stress into five categories:  
1. Individual sensors to obtain individual biological parameters where we show 
individual sensors to obtain individual biosignals related to stress. 
2. Generic sensors for gathering the data where specific devices are shown which 
are capable of obtaining and processing as many biosignals as necessary. 
3. Wearable sensors, intelligent clothing with some examples of the application of 
this sensor technology in clothes. 
4. Stress-specific sensors which provide a direct stress measure. 
5. Other types of sensors including some interesting systems that could not be 
directly related to one of the previous categories. Furthermore we discuss some 
current research projects on this kind of sensor technology. 
Different tables are presented in the review to illustrate the sensors (one per category). 
The tables contain the following columns: sensor: name of the sensor; figure: a small 
illustration of the sensor; developer/reference: manufacturer of the sensor and a 
reference for further information; measured signals: the stress-related signal or signals 
that can be measured by the device will be indicated (it should be noted that some 
sensors can measure other biosignals which are not related to stress measurements and 
these kinds of signals are not included in the tables); communication capabilities: the 
way in which the device transmits the data; and specifications: some technical 
specifications and some details are shown according to the product.  
The acronym “N.A.” is used to indicate that the information is not available for a 
particular product. In addition, each category has been added some particular 
information common to the category sensors referred into the specific table. This 
specific information will be explained in each category. For ease of reference, in the 
comparison which follows in subsection B, a lower case letter is added before the name 
of the sensor to reference it in the comparison table.  
2.4.1.1 Individual sensors  
The first category consists of individual sensors to obtain individual biological 
parameters to gather the biometric data necessary related to stress: heart rate, blood 
pressure, breathing rate, brain waves, muscle tension, skin resistance, temperature and 
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retina changes. Nowadays, it is possible to purchase several devices to measure each 
biosignal, and Table 2.2 selects one representative example for each device that is 
available on the market. Depending on the trader’s preferences, some sensors may be 
more suitable than others for the trading process. Ideally, the trader should be monitored 
by the device in a non-invasive manner. We consider that this would be achieved if the 
following conditions were met: 
1. The trader retains sufficient physical mobility to carry out his work (most traders 
are situated in front of computers);  
2. The sensor should not feel uncomfortable to the trader and he/she should not be 
distracted from his work as a result of any discomfort generated by the sensor.  
Table 2.2. Individual sensors 
Sensor Figure Developer/ Reference 
Communications 
Capabilities 
Measured 
Signals Specifications 
a) Polar 
RS800   
Polar /[101] Polar IrDA USB HR,  HRV Soft textile chest transmitter 2.4 GHz 
included 
b) GSR 2  
 
Thought 
Technology  / 
[102] 
N.A GSR Skin  resistance range 1,000 ohms - 
3,000,000 ohms .Variable frequency 
range 0 to 40,000 Hz  
c) HEM 
790IT 
 
Omron / [103] Omron USB 
cable 
BP,  HR 
 
2 User - 200 Total Memory with Date 
and Time Stamp  
d) PS2133  
 
Pasco/ [104] PASPORT™ USB 
interface  
BR Range: 0 to 10 kPa. Accuracy: ± 0.5 kPa. 
Maximum Sample Rate: 20 samples per 
second 
e) SC911 
 
Bio-Medical 
Instruments / 
[105] 
N.A TEMP Reads in increments of 1/10 of a 
degree F. Range: 58 to 158 degrees F. 
Accuracy: =/- 1.8 degrees F 
f) 
Neurobics 
A3 
 
 Neurobics / 
[106] 
Wireless EEG Software and PC wireless receiver 
included. Sampling rate: 122 
samples/sec. Processor: 10 bit 
g) Clinical 
EMG 
 
Metron / [107] N.A EMG 35 Segment LED Bar graphs and four 
LED numeric Displays. Frequency 
Range: 10 Hz +/- 3 Hz @ 80 dB/Dec 
(Butterworth) to 450 Hz +/- 40 Hz @ 
40 dB/Dec (Butterworth) 
h) S225 
 
Qubit Systemsb 
/ [108] 
USB EOG 3 electrode cables, a set of 100 
disposable electrodes, and a laboratory 
manual are included. 
 
It is possible to find biosignals that can be non-invasively monitored with existing 
technology in real time. However, the following problems arise with these options: 
1. It is necessary to translate the sensed biometric measures to a stress level in real 
time. 
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2. The accuracy will depend on how many different kinds of sensors are used 
(electrocardiogram, blood pressure, skin resistance, etc...) so with one sensor 
usually the accuracy principle is compromised. 
3. Each kind of sensor will process the stress level in a different way, so it will be 
necessary the design a different software according to the sensor’s measure. 
Generally the communications capabilities of these sensors are limited which has a high 
impact in performance principle. Some sensors transmit the data via USB port (devices 
“a”, “c”, “d”), only one, “f”, uses wireless and the others have not available 
communications module. As a result, most traders should pay attention continuously to 
the measure of the sensor and thus breaking the acceptability principle. 
2.4.1.2 Multichannel sensors 
This category includes the multichannel devices, which are capable of gathering various 
biosignals at the same time - fulfilling the accuracy principle. Usually companies which 
offer these kinds of devices also offer different models of the same product.  
The main difference between the models relates to the number of biosignals that the 
device can gather at the same time (number of channels). It should be taken into account 
that depending on the device, more than one channel is needed for one biosignal 
(usually electroencephalogram), Table 2.3 shows some devices of this kind. We have 
attempted to select the appropriate model of each device to measure all biosignals 
related to the stress level. A column entitled “channels” has been added to Table 2.3. 
The advantage of using multichannel devices is that they can gather several biosignals 
at the same time to detect stress levels with the highest degree of accuracy. Furthermore, 
they usually include software to manage all data in real time.  
However, the following problems arise: 
• The stress level is not directly measured with this kind of product, so we need to 
apply algorithms in real time to compute the data collected;  
• Apart from using the computer to process the information, the trader has to carry 
a unit (to connect the sensors) which is not very comfortable and thus breaking 
the acceptability principle;  
• The device requires a more complicated configuration setup in order to place the 
sensors on the trader; and 
• In the case of “j”, “k”, “l”, the power supply is through batteries, which means 
that the trader may need to change the batteries whilst trading with the risk of 
losing important feedback. 
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Table 2.3. Multichannel sensors for gathering data 
Sensor Figure Developer/ Reference 
Comm. 
Capabilities 
Measured 
Signals Channels Specifications 
i)  
Biopac 
MP150 
 
Biopac 
Systems / 
[109]  
Ethernet All 16 Power source: AC Adapter. 
Resolution: 16 Bits. 
 Absolute Maximum 
Input: ±15 V.  Operational 
Input Voltage: ±10 V.  
Accuracy (% of FSR):  ±0.003 
j) 
 Nexus 
10 
 
Mind Media 
B.V / [110] 
Bluetooth All 10 Power source: Batteries. 
Resolution: 24 Bits 4 FAST 
EXG channels 2048 
Samples/sec 4 AUX channels 
128 Samples/sec 2 Digital 
channels 128 samples/sec  
k)  
I-330C2+  
J+J 
Engineering 
/ [111] 
USB /RS232 All 12 Power source: Batteries. 
Resolution: 16 Bits Input 
Ranges: ±500 µV, ±2000 µV, 
Max: 1024 Samples/Sec. Max 
Bandpass: 1-400HZ. 
l) 
Flexcomp 
Infiniti   
Thought 
Technology/ 
[112] 
USB/Bluetooth 
(additional 
device 
Teleinfiniti) 
All 10 Power source: Batteries. 
Resolution: 14 Bits. Input 
range:2.8V±1.696V.2048 
samples/sec on all 10 
channels. Accuracy: 5% 
 
A good example of the use of this type of unit in the trading process can be found in the 
work of Lo [86] where he used a ProComp+ data-acquisition unit (an older version of 
“l”), already mentioned in the previous section. Lo creates vectors containing the 
following information: number of SCR responses, average SCR amplitude, average HR, 
average ratio of the BVP amplitude to local baseline, average ratio of the BVP 
amplitude to global baseline, number of temperature changes exceeding 0.1ºF, average 
respiration rate and average respiration amplitude. They found statistically significant 
differences in mean electrodermal responses during transient market events relative to 
no-event control periods, and statistically significant mean changes in cardiovascular 
variables during periods of heightened market volatility relative to normal-volatility 
control periods. 
The problem with this type of unit (the device and all the sensors) carried by a trader, is 
that the physical movements of the trader are limited due to the equipment. The best 
sensors available in the market to fulfil the acceptability principle are the wearable 
sensors. 
2.4.1.3 Wearable sensors 
“Intelligent clothing is becoming an emerging area within ambient intelligence 
regarding that ambient intelligence is focused on building digital environments that 
proactively, but sensibly, support people in their daily lives” [113]. According to [114], 
“smart textile and garment applications will be available in the market between five and 
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ten years time, most likely in sports and extreme wear, in occupational and professional 
clothing and in technical textiles.”  
There are some examples of wearable sensors that could be used by traders achieving in 
a successfully way the acceptability principle according to the comfort of the trader. 
Table 2.4 illustrates some examples.  
Table 2.4. Wearable sensors 
Sensor Figure Developer/ Reference 
Comm. 
Capabilities 
Measured 
Signals Autonomy Specifications 
m)  
Lifeshirt 
 
Rae 
Systems / 
[117] 
Wireless  HR,BR, 
TEMP 
220 hours Meet the needs of first 
responders, hazardous 
material workers, fire 
fighters, industrial cleanup 
crews, and homeland 
security. A proprietary 
modem is used to transmit 
the data. 
n)  
Vital Jacket 
 
Mind Media 
B.V / [118] 
Bluetooth HR, ECG 72 hours High level sport to fitness 
and health applications. Use 
three disposable electrodes 
that are attached via fine-
wire technology. Data can be 
collected over 72 hours and 
are stored on an SD memory 
card or sent it. 
o) 
Smart 
Underpants  
Joseph 
Wang / 
[119] 
N.A HR, BP N.A Future healthcare, sport or 
military applications. Use 
amperometric sensors 
through direct screen-
printing onto the textile 
substrate. Electrochemical 
sensors printed on the 
elastic waist offers direct 
contact with the skin. 
p) 
Exmocare 
BT2  
 
Exmovere 
Holdings/ 
[120] 
Bluetooth HR,BVP, 
TEMP 
18 hours Alert care providers using 
infrared signals to 
determine blood volume 
pulse without chest straps, 
electrodes or two-handed 
contact. Able to detect 
human emotional and 
behavioural states, including 
side effects to drugs. 
q)  
Emband 24 
 
Emsense / 
[121] 
Wireless HR,EEG, 
TEMP 
N.A Designed for consumer’s 
market research. Utilized for 
in-context studies such as in-
store shopper research and 
product innovation. Using 
24 EEG sensors, each 
measuring at 20,000 
times/s, the headset collects 
480,000 measurements/s. 
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Recently, Pantelopoulos and Bourbakis published a complete survey [115] about this 
kind of sensor for health monitoring and prognosis.  We agree with the views expressed 
by the authors that the great advantage for the devices based on smart textiles (“m”, 
“n”, “o”) is the high wearability and comfort for the user. Besides, they are highly 
reliable as they guarantee good contact between the skin and the biosensors even when 
the subjects are in motion.  
Even the other wearable sensors presented in Table 2.4 (“p”, “q”) are not invasive for 
the trading process. This is illustrated by the research conducted by Leon et al. [116] 
whereby a prototype T-shirt is used to measure the transmission of biosignals through 
bluetooth in order to determine an affect-aware behaviour model within an intelligent 
environment.  
However, the problem remains that there are no available sensors that provide the stress 
level measurement. Furthermore, as in the previous category (“j”, “k”, “l”), as wireless 
technology is used in most cases (“m”, “n”, “p”, “q”), the sensor requires small 
batteries in order to be wearable. This means that the trader needs to check that the 
device has enough battery for the next trading session. Changing the batteries whilst 
trading would break the acceptability principle again. Table 2.4 indicates the autonomy 
of the battery of each of the devices. 
2.4.1.4 Stress-specific sensors 
In this category, sensors developed to provide stress level measurements to the users 
have been included. There are not many examples of this type of sensors on the current 
commercial market. Table 2.5 provides a good representation of the designs that are 
currently available. 
There is no concrete unit to measure the stress level, but it is possible to detect two main 
tendencies between the manufactures of this kind of devices: 
• Usage of colour: the stress measurement is indicated with colours. For example, 
in the cases of “s” and “v”, a high coherence level (no stress presence) is shown 
in green, normal coherence (stress levels not in a risky zone) is shown in blue 
and poor coherence (high stress levels) is shown in red. Furthermore, in the case 
of “t”, the higher the stress level, the more intensely the colour appears. The 
colour shifts from a soft yellow, to orange and to a deep red. 
• Usage of waves: in this case, the stress measurement is shown with a wave 
shape. In “r” a wave related to heart rate variability is presented after a recorded 
session (not in real time) and following the detection of stress levels by a 
process carried out by proprietary software. The example of “u” illustrates the 
usage of wave presentation for stress levels in real time. A wave is shown on the 
device representing the pattern of the pulse rate. Depending on the wave, a series 
of triangles appear on the screen which work as cues to modify the breathing 
and to reduce the stress. 
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A “Real Time Stress Measure” column has been added in Table 2.5 to show whether the 
device offers a real time stress measure. Similarly, an “Indication” column has been 
inserted to show the method of communication of the stress level (wave or colours).  
Table 2.5. Stress-specific sensors 
Sensor Figure Developer/ Reference 
Comm. 
Capabilities 
Measured 
Signals 
Real 
Time 
Stress 
Measure 
Indication Specifications 
r)  
Stress 
Monitorin
g 
Firstbeat 
 / [122] 
N.A HR,  
ECG 
No Wave Power supply: Battery 
(Over 96 hours). 
Measurement accuracy 
1 ms (1000 Hz). 
Recording capacity 
1,960,000 heartbeats 
(app. 14 days) 
s) 
emwave 
desktop 
 
Heart Math 
/  [123] 
USB HR, HRV Yes Colours  USB Plethysmographic 
pulse sensor for ear, 
optionally for finger. 
Sample rate 360 
samples/s. Gain setting 
adjusts automatically 
via LED duty cycle and 
photo diode gain 
adjustment. Operating 
range 30 - 140 beats/s 
t) 
Rationaliz
er 
Philips / 
[124] 
Wireless GSR Yes Colours Created by Philips and 
the bank Abn Amro. It 
consists of two 
components, the 
EmoBracelet and the 
EmoBowl. The bracelet 
measures the GSR and 
the emobould show 
the properly colour 
indicating the stress 
level.  
u)  
Exmocare 
BT2  
Helicor 
Inc. / [125] 
N.A HR, HRV Yes Wave  Power supply: 
Batteries. In the screen 
of the device a wave is 
shown representing 
the pattern of HR. A 
series of triangles 
appear on the screen 
that work as cues to 
modify the BR. 
v) 
 emwave 
Personal 
Stress 
Reliever 
HeartMath 
/ [126] 
N.A HR, HRV Yes Colours Power Supply: 
Batteries. Version 
portable from emwave 
(s). Bright Red, Blue & 
Green LED light bar 
and display as stress 
indicators. Finger or 
ear clip sensor. 
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The primary advantage of these sensors is that it is possible to obtain a stress level 
measurement. In most of the cases (“s”, “t”, “u”, “v”), this measurement is obtained in 
real time, which is ideal for the trading process. However, in some cases (“r”, “u”, 
“v”) the difficulties already discussed about usage of batteries remain compromising 
the acceptability principle. Furthermore, the stress measurement is based on only a few 
biosignals. In most cases, only  heart rate or heart rate variability (“r”, “s”, “u”, “v”) 
are measured, or in the case of “t”, only galvanic skin response is measured back into 
accuracy  principle problems. 
2.4.1.5 Other sensors 
In this last category, we will take a look at some interesting systems in Table 2.6 that 
could not be directly classified in one of the previous categories. In the case of “w”, the 
device is highly useful because it gathers a lot of information in a non invasive way and 
most traders use computers in their work. However, the trader is required to be in 
constant physical contact with the mouse in order to obtain continuous feedback failing 
in the adaptive principle. On the other hand, this problem is the great advantage of “x” 
(the electrooculography goggles). In “x”, it would always be possible to obtain 
feedback in real time (although only one biosignal measure is obtained, the 
electrooculography, failing in the acceptability principle). None of the devices is a 
commercial product but in prototype state. In Table 2.6, a commercial device, the 
VitalSense XHR (“y”) is included. It measures two biosignals (electrocardiogram and 
breath rate) through a chest-worn wireless sensor. However, battery problems arise 
again in this device. Furthermore in the three devices, the development of specific 
software would be necessary to transform the measurements gathered so that they may 
be applied to the trading process. 
Table 2.6. Other sensors 
Sensor 
Figure 
Developer/ 
Reference 
Communications 
Capabilities 
Measured 
Signals 
Specifications 
w)  
emotional 
mouse  
Quian Ji / 
[127] 
USB HR,GSR, 
EMG, 
TEMP 
Developed in order to evaluate the user's 
emotion when the individual uses a 
computer. Uses behavioural information 
(mouse movements, button click 
frequency, and finger pressure) and 
physiological information (sensors). 
x)  
EOG 
Goggles 
 
A. Bulling 
ETH Zurich 
/  [128] 
Bluetooth EOG Use of dry electrodes.  Automatic analysis 
and data storage. Adaptive real time 
signal processing. Artefact compensation. 
y) 
VitalSense 
XHR 
 
Philips / 
[129] 
Wireless ECG, BR Power Supply: Battery (Over 48 hours). 
Chest-worn wireless physiological 
monitor that incorporates an ECG-signal 
processor. Attaches to 2 standard ECG 
pads or to a dry electrode band.  
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2.4.1.6 Research projects 
In this section, some projects are selected where the sensor biofeedback field plays an 
important role. Although the target of these projects is not related directly to the stress 
measurements, they provide an idea of the focus in current research with regard to 
biofeedback measurements.  
The following projects illustrate what we can expect from the results with respect to 
stress measurement. 
The DARPA-ASSIST (Advanced Soldier Sensor Information System and Technology) 
program [130] enhances battlefield awareness via exploitation of soldier-collected 
information through a light-weight, wearable multi-sensor collection device. It is 
possible to find some study related to this project [131] with a wearable sensor system. 
The system consists of a multi-sensor board with a 3-axis accelerometer, microphones 
for recording speech and ambient sound, photo-transistors for measuring light 
conditions and temperature and barometric pressure sensors. Another system related 
with this project (Vanderbilt University’s System [132]) is developing a shooter 
localization technology with ten acoustic sensors that detects gunfire, determines bullet 
trajectory, localizes the shooter, etc. 
The SESAME [133] consortium is a multidisciplinary group that investigates the use of 
wireless sensor-based systems with offline and real time processing and feedback in 
enhancing the performance of elite athletes and young athletes who have been identified 
as having world class potential. The current work in progress includes pressure sensors 
in shoes (1000 samples/sec) to analyse foot contact intervals from shoe pressure and 
inertial sensors on limbs to measure the speed of motion from inertial and foot contact. 
The Healthcare@Home project [134] aims to integrate invasive and non-invasive 
patient monitoring systems with analysis of this information via grid infrastructure. The 
infrastructure promotes continuous and discontinuous (push/pull) monitoring of patients 
at home, employing a new class of dedicated home healthcare server relaying data from 
and to prototype Bluetooth sensor/comms devices. The project uses diabetes as the 
exemplar disease context and glucose monitoring sensors to provide real time 
continuous measurements [135].  
The WearIT@work Project ([136], [137]) aims to empower the mobile worker by 
wearable computing intelligent clothing. The project maintains that wearable 
technology can change the organization’s way of working in three ways: improving 
worker productivity and flexibility; increasing the number of tasks performed 
simultaneously and reducing the length of time for the performance of each task.  
Various low-embeddable physiological sensor modules, for measuring ECG 
(electrocardiogram), SpO2 (pulse oximeter), HR (heart rate), aortic pressure wave, and 
breath-to-breath CO2 / O2 concentrations, are used in the project scenarios. These 
sensors, for example, are particularly relevant to the BSPP (Brigade des Sapeurs 
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Pompiers Paris) / Rescue scenario where physiological monitoring of firemen is 
required. 
HeartCycle project [138] works to improve the quality of life for coronary heart disease 
and heart failure patients by monitoring their condition and involving them in the daily 
management of their disease. Monitoring each patient’s condition is achieved by using a 
combination of unobtrusive bio-sensors that are built into the patient’s clothing or bed 
sheets and home appliances. Some sensors used are cuff-less blood pressure, wearable 
SpO2 (pulse oximeter), inductive impedance, electronic acupuncture system and new 
sensor development like contact-less ECG, arrays of electrets foils, motion-
compensation in ECG, cardiac performance monitor (bio-imped.). The consortium also 
develops mechanisms to automatically report relevant monitoring data back to 
clinicians so that they can prescribe personalized therapies and lifestyle 
recommendations.  
In these research projects we can see the application of the sensors in different 
disciplines (military, sports, healthcare and rescue scenarios). The sensor measurements 
are focused in the outside environment or in the human being tuned to a project 
objective. However, from this diversity we draw a conclusion related to this work. In 
the projects where it is needed to get physiological measures in real time, heart rate and 
ECG measurement are used (The WearIT@work Project, HeartCycle project). Besides, 
in all projects, a post analysis of this information allows to draw conclusions to help to 
improve diverse characteristics. 
In order to support traders, it seems to be coherent that one of the biometric 
measurements chosen to feedback his/her owns state in real time is the heart rate and the 
ECG. Furthermore, we have to save the information to allow the traders a post analysis 
of the data to improve his/her trading process. So, we will bear in mind these 
considerations when selecting the sensor (Heart rate and ECG measurements available) 
and developing of the software (also saving data). 
This review illustrates the sensor technology that is currently available on the 
commercial market (categories 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) and where current research projects are 
focussing on. 
2.4.2 COMPARISONS AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, a comparison table is provided (see Table 2.7) with reference to all 
sensors described above. It is possible to find comparisons about some sensors 
described in this section based on their technical specifications as for example in [139]. 
In this case, the comparison described in Table 2.7 is based on relevant and important 
criteria for the trading process. It is important to point out that the purpose of this 
comparison is not to criticise the sensors. The main objective is to have a global idea of 
what kind of sensors we can find in the market and what factors we should bear in mind 
to apply these sensors to the trading process. This table illustrates how every sensor fits 
to every criterion in the following way: very good relation: “++”; good relation: “+”; 
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low relation: “-” ; very low relation: “- -”; not applicable relation: if the criterion is not 
applicable to the sensor, “N.A” is inserted; and if no information is available for an 
applicable criterion, a “?” is inserted. 
The criteria used in Table 2.7 is based on the basic principles mentioned in Table 2.1 for 
trading, applied to sensors shown in tables 2.2 - 2.6. In order to provide a more 
exhaustive comparison, we associate these principles to nine technical criteria referred 
to as technological characteristics important for trading process. This association allows 
us to show the impact of the current characteristics of the available technology in the 
basic principles. This gives us an indication which areas need improvement. Bearing in 
mind that the universality and permanence principles are considered to be achieved by 
all the sensors, we use these principles to select the examples illustrated previously. The 
eleven criteria are described below, relating them with the basic principles in format 
“Criteria. Principle: Description”. Only two criteria are not related to the basic 
principles, price and available sellers. However, we have decided to include them to 
show also the complete commercial market information. The criteria used in Table 2.7 
are enumerated below: 
C1: Data shown in real time. Adaptability principle: This indicates whether the sensor 
is able to send gathered data from the human body in real time. It is important to traders 
in order to display all information in real time and thus supporting decisions based on 
all updated information. For this criterion in the table, “++” is inserted when the sensor 
has real time support and “--” if it does not. 
C2: Stress measurement. Performance principle:  It is important to know if a specific 
stress parameter is supplied as otherwise it will be necessary to transform the data 
gathered into a suitable stress parameter providing valid information for the trading 
process. For this criterion, “++” is inserted when the sensor provides stress 
measurement and “--” if it does not. 
C3: Inclusion of software. Performance principle: Depending on the sensor, it may be 
sometimes necessary to develop own software to access to the measurements (assuming 
that there is an open interface). For this criterion, “++” is inserted when the software is 
included and “--” if it is not. 
C4: Data logging. Performance principle: This is a significant parameter if the trader 
needs to review the data and save his/her sessions to study or improve decisions in the 
future. For this criterion, “++” is inserted when the sensor has data logging and “--” if it 
does not. 
C5: Wearability (visibility). Acceptability principle: In some cases this parameter 
could be crucial depending on the scenario for the trading process (home/ investment 
company/ Wall Street). In this case, “++” is inserted when the sensor is not visible, “+” 
when it is not visible but it is still wearable, “-” when it is not wearable but the sensor 
could  be carried, “--” is inserted when the sensor should be fixed and it is impossible to 
carry. 
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C6: Intrusive/non intrusive (comfortable). Acceptability principle: Depending on the 
trading scenario, it may not be necessary to have a wearable sensor; however in most 
cases a non invasive sensor is necessary so that the trader is not disturbed during his 
work. The symbol “++” is assigned when trader movements and comfort are not 
compromised, “+” is assigned when the trader can move freely but comfort is 
compromised. The symbol “-” is used when the sensor is linked with cables or comfort 
and movements are compromised and “--” is marked when the sensor is connected to 
cables and comfort or movements are compromised. 
C7: Accuracy. Accuracy principle: The more biosignals are measured by the sensor, 
the greater the accuracy in calculating the trader's stress level measurement. In this case, 
the symbol “++” is used when the device gathers all of the biosignals measurements, 
“+” is inserted if it gathers more than two biosignals, “-” when it measures two 
biosignals and “--” when only it measures only one biosignal. 
C8: Autonomy. Acceptability principle: For traders, the need to be aware of the battery 
life of the sensors is not a good point because they should not be distracted from the 
trading process. In this case, the symbol “++” is inserted to show that the device can be 
plugged into the power supply as well as having batteries. The symbol “+” is inserted 
when it only can be plugged into the power supply or the power supply source is 
through a USB port. The symbol “-” is inserted when the sensor only has batteries (we 
consider that changing the batteries whilst trading is worse than an USB connection)   
and we put “--” when it only as batteries and the battery life is lower than 24 hours.  
C9: Communication capacities. Performance principle: The more communication 
capacities the sensor has, the more possibilities are available to the trader to adapt the 
sensor within the trading process. In this case, the symbol “++” is inserted when the 
device has wired and wireless capabilities. The symbol “+” is inserted to indicate when 
the sensor only has wireless capabilities. The symbol “-” is inserted when the sensor 
only works with wired communication and “--” shows that the device has no 
communication capabilities. 
C10: Available sellers.  Some sensors shown in the previous tables are prototypes and 
it is not possible to buy them. This criterion is referred to so that it can be seen if it is 
possible to purchase the device. The symbol “++” is inserted when the software is 
available on the market and “--” is inserted if it is not available.     
C11: Price. In this case, the price category has been defined in the following way: “++” 
for under 500€, “+” for between 500 and 1000€, “-” for between 1000 and 2000€ and “-
-” for above 2000€ and Na is used when the device is not a commercial product. 
In the following, we can see Table 2.7 with all the sensors (in the first column from “a” 
to “y” keeping the same name that was used in the previous tables) and all criteria 
described above (From C1 to C11). For every sensor, eleven criteria have been applied, 
so the table can be read in two ways: Per sensor (per row) or per criterion (per column).  
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To maximize the usefulness of Table 2.7 and in order to select the most suitable sensor 
for the trading process, it is necessary to bear in mind that depending on the trader’s 
profile (if he/she works for him/herself or for a company, if he/she is trading in shares, 
futures, commodities, risk profile, etc.) and his/her environment (the place where the 
trading process is carried out), some sensors may be more appropriate than others. 
Criterion C1 (Data shown in real time) is always important for traders. However, the 
relevance and importance of the rest of the criteria will be different in each case. Some 
examples of different environments and profiles are as follows: 
1. Trading with shares from home: in this case, the trader works for him/herself 
and the environment is the home office. This type of trader usually trades with a 
computer in a seated position. In this scenario, the acceptability principle (C5, 
C6 and C8) would not be of crucial importance. Furthermore, in this particular 
case, the frequency of decision making is usually moderate and therefore it is 
easier to identify critical times so the accuracy principle (C7) would be of less 
importance. On the other hand, the performance principle  (C2, C3, C4 and C9) 
would be crucial for the user and sensors such as “s” could be appropriate.  
2. Trading in an investment company: in this case, the trader is an investment 
company employee. Also the trading process is done with computers while 
sitting so the acceptability principle (C5, C6 and C8) still keeps a secondary 
role. However, in this case probably the company has a computing department, 
so it is possible that they can develop suitable software according to the traders’ 
needs that for example can transform biosignals measures into stress 
measurement so the performance principle (C2, C3, C4 and C9) could be 
achieved with technical support. Besides, in these companies the traders usually 
have a high-frequency number of operations and works with many investment 
products at the same time, so the accuracy principle (C7) could have a crucial 
role. In this case, sensor like “i”, “j”, “k” or “l” could be a good option.    
3. Live trading (e.g. Wall Street): it is possible to see on television, for example, 
how frenetic trading can become in live environments such as Wall Street. 
Obviously in this case, the traders are employees for investment companies and 
in contrast with the previous scenarios, acceptability principle (C5, C6 and C8) 
are the most important and sensors such as “n” or “p” could be preferable for 
this category; assuming that these companies can develop the necessary 
software. 
There are many combinations for potential options and Table 2.7 attempts to assist 
traders according to his/her requirements. In doing so, it is possible also to help traders 
where only one criterion could be determinant. For example, in the case of C11, sensors 
such as “a”, “e”, “u” or “v” could be interesting options.  Furthermore, Table 2.7 also 
shows specific sensor designs for investment companies such as “t” where even 
criterion C10 is not relevant.  
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Table 2.7. Comparison of sensors 
Sensor C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 
a ++ -- ++ ++ ++ ++ - - + ++ ++ 
b ++ -- -- -- - +  -- - -- ++ ++ 
c ++ -- ++ ++ - -- - ++ - ++ ++ 
d ++ -- ++ ++ - -- -- ? -  ++ -- 
e ++ -- -- -- - - -- - -- ++ ++ 
f ++ -- ++ ++ - - -- - + ++ - 
g ++ -- -- -- -- -- -- + -- ++ - 
h ++ -- -- -- -- -- -- ? -  ++ - 
i ++ -- ++ ++ - -- ++ + - ++ -- 
j ++ -- ++ ++ - -- ++ - + ++ + 
k ++ -- ++ ++ - -- ++ - - ++ -- 
l ++ -- ++ ++ - -- ++ - - ++ -- 
m ++ -- ++ ++ ++ ++ + - + ++ - 
n ++ -- ++ ++ ++ ++ - - + ++ + 
o ++ -- ? ? ++ ++ - ? ? -- N.A 
p ++ -- ++ ++ ++ ++ + -- + ++ - 
q ++ -- ++ ++ + ++ + ? + ++ ? 
r -- ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ - - -- ++ ? 
s ++ ++ ++ ++ -- - - + - ++ ++ 
t ++ ++ ? ? ++ ++ -- ? + -- N.A 
u ++ ++ -- -- + + - - -- ++ ++ 
v ++ ++ -- -- + + - - -- ++ ++ 
w ++ -- ++ ? ++ ++ + + - -- N.A 
x ++ -- ++ ? + - -- + - -- N.A 
y ++ -- ++ ++ ++ ++ - - + ++ - 
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The table provides information about different sensors that may be applied to the 
relevant principles. In all cases, and aside from the criteria, it is possible to identify 
where improvements could be made in sensors, particularly from the point of view of 
the technology.  
We consider that improvements could be made in the following areas helping to fulfil 
successfully the basic principles:  
1) Performance: a standardization process is required for interoperability between 
various types of sensors. This is raised because the software is proprietary and even 
the communication in some cases is not foloowing a standard (“a”, “c”, “d”, “m”, 
“q”). For example, if a trader gets some category 1 sensors and later wants to take 
advantage, using them in category 2 devices, this is not possible.   
2) Accuracy / acceptability: security in wireless transmissions must be improved in the 
cases where the biosignals are communicated by the wireless method. The 
Bluetooth protocol is commonly used but it has some security problems ([140], 
[141]). It would be desirable therefore to ensure that this data is reliable (accuracy) 
and protected (acceptability) to avoid security risks. Besides that, if a trader uses 
stress measurement within a decision making process and somebody can capture 
and change this parameter, the trading process could be manipulated. 
3) Acceptability: the battery life of the sensor in scenarios like a trader is in live trading 
(Wall Street) is very crucial. It is possible to identify an important area for 
improvement in all the sensors using batteries. The batteries are possibly too big to 
wear in many cases. This problem is accentuated in the case of wearable sensors. 
Longer duration of the batteries and batteries of smaller size would be desirable. 
Having considered this comparison, it is possible to identify how sensor technology can 
assist traders to be aware of their stress. Furthermore, we have suggested some points 
on how the technology can be improved to fulfill the basic principles of the biometric 
sensors in trading context. However, in order to ensure the successful integration of the 
sensor technology in the trading process, it is necessary to establish how to adapt the 
information on stress levels to the trading process; otherwise the technological support 
of integration capabilities is lacking [142]. Some aspects to be considered are explained 
in the next subsection. 
2.4.3 Issues in trading process where sensor technology can be deciding 
Our approach aims at providing assistance during the trading process by providing 
psychological data with the technological support offered by new sensors. For this 
approach, we need to know, firstly, the information that is used in the trading process, 
how it is possible to complement this information, when it is a suitable time to present 
to the trader information on her/his stress levels and finally how and what need to be 
measured to reach an integrated trading process using the new data. In the following, 
two concepts are presented: 
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1. Current information in trading process 
Usually traders manage a significant amount of real time information that supports their 
decision making in real time. Different companies under paid subscription provide this 
information.  Fig. 2.3 shows typical information from Reuters systems [143]. 
 
Figure 2.3. Reuters 3000 Xtra trader information 
In Fig. 2.3 four main sections can be distinguished: A. Quote - Display a full quote, B. 
News - Provide headlines and full-text news, C. MetaStock Chart - Create graphs and 
technical analysis, D. Matrix - View quotes for a portfolio of instruments.  
The trader should also take into account other important information: the accounts of 
customers.  Usually traders are in charge of some clients’ accounts and depending on 
the profile of the client (conservative, brave), the time of investment (short-term, long-
term) and even the results of the trader in the session, the decisions made may differ 
with the same news and the same real time trading information. An example of the 
information on accounts is presented in Fig. 2.4, following the format of CMS Forex 
reports [144].  
 
Figure 2.4. CMS Forex account information 
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As both figures illustrate, (Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4) significant information is processed for 
the trader in real time. 
2. Trader’s stress: the missing information in trading process 
According to [145] “the markets are not random, because they are based on human 
behaviour, and human behaviour, especially mass behaviour, is not random. It never has 
been, and it probably never will be”. This section suggests that all of the current 
information used by traders could be useless if the trader is suffering from the effects of 
stress. Besides gathering and feedbacking this information to the traders, they are closer 
to understand their behaviour, therefore the markets.  
At present, however, traders are not aware of this data, that is to say, his/her own stress 
levels and furthermore, the problem is that without sensor support, when a trader 
realises that his/her decisions are being made under stress, it could be too late. If we 
have a trader aware of his/her own stress (Stress-Aware Trader), when the sensors 
detect a non secure decision making moment and the alert appears in the trading 
information process, the decision as to how the trader can manage this information 
could depend on the context of the trader. However, the entry of the sensor technology 
allows traders to be aware of his/her state decision making and of his/her own risk.  
The new sensor support in trading context can arise some questions with complex 
solutions. According to Weick [146] “if there is a structure that enables people to meet 
sudden danger, who builds and maintains it?”. Probably, a possible answer depends on 
the context and the organization. For example, an individual trader can decide whether 
to stop an operation or to continue with it. If the context was an investment bank where 
the trader is an employee of this entity, the action could be to always stop the operation. 
Even an alert could be shown to the traders’ supervisor in case a team of traders’ stress 
level was increasing constantly a defined period of time. In any case, a Stress-Aware 
Trader conducts a more secure trading process.   
2.4.4 Guidelines for designers 
Being self-aware of stress levels at crucial times is an important tool for a trader during 
the trading-process. However, this information could be harmful if it is not shown 
bearing in mind psychological aspects of the trader to take advantage of the information 
successfully.  
Once the information that traders usually manage is known, it is necessary to take into 
consideration the following concepts: the trader’s profile and how and when the stress 
information should be shown to her/him. Here we consider three elements: the adaptive 
stress time window, interruptions and secondary tasks. 
• Adaptive stress time window: it may be less distracting and more helpful to the 
trader to see the average real time stress level every five minutes rather than 
each second. Every person has different biometric reactions depending on 
several parameters. Those parameters include age and experience or the kind of 
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trading carried out (futures, shares, commodities, etc) amongst others. It is 
necessary to have an adaptive measure of the trader’s stress depending on the 
trader’s profile. We call this the “Adaptive stress time window”. The adaptation 
of the time window could be offered automatically (according to learning 
technology), whilst preserving the possibility for manual selection. In the current 
prototype the user selects the time window manually and automatic learning has 
been left as a future improvement. 
• Interruptions: according to Speier et al. [147], interruptions make information 
overload worse by reducing the amount of time one can spend working on the 
problem, which in turn leads to a feeling of being under pressure. This creates 
both capacity interference (too much information to process), and structural 
interference (inputs that are occupying the same physiological channel), that is, 
requiring to monitor two visual displays at once. If traders are attentive to the 
devices or the software to manage stress level, they are adding a continuous 
interruption to the trading process and recovering the concentration could cost 
several seconds [148] thus increasing the risk. It is therefore sensible to show an 
alert to the trader only when it is necessary to liberate traders from interruptions. 
In this sense, Picard and Liu [149] built a new mobile system that interrupts the 
wearer to support self-monitoring of stress evaluating an empathetic version of 
the mobile system vs. a non-empathetic version concluding that users do point 
towards a preference for the empathetic system; and 
• Secondary tasks:  Entin and Serfaty [150] placed subjects under a main task with 
time pressure and a secondary task. The authors found that with difficult 
decision tasks, subjects preferred to seek additional input from the easy-to-
process opinion of a consultant versus raw data from a sensor probe. This was 
particularly the case as time pressure and workload increased. Traders need not 
only to know their own stress levels at the exact time; this should be also 
presented in an easy way and without complicated data to analyse. This is an 
important concept to apply in the model; we need to show the stress level to the 
trader in an easy way, thus liberating traders for secondary tasks. It may be of 
interest to show heart rate, skin temperature and other parameters but they may 
overload a trader’s attention capacity. Hence, we consider it useful to translate in 
the background various sensing inputs in a simple stress level indicator. 
Guided by the previous considerations in this section and our previous research work in 
sensor technology for the trading process ([151], [152]) and in the development of a 
rule-based recommendation system for traders [153], some recommended guidelines 
respecting the basic principles described in section 2.3.2.1 may be identified which 
should be considered by sensor technology designers to support traders.  
In Table 2.8 some recommended guidelines are shown according to some important 
points to consider and a brief explanation about the importance of these points. 
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Table 2.8. Recommended guidelines 
Guideline points 
to consider Explanation 
Real Time The stress level should be processed and transmitted in real time, but it should 
not hinder a trader during trading process. / Performance, Adaptability. 
Wearable The biometric sensor should be wearable in order to be unnoticed to the 
trader. / Acceptability. 
Networking The sensor technology used should have standard networking capabilities 
(wired and wireless) in order to not only send the data to the trader, but also  
to have the possibility to send data to a supervisor online (such as an 
investment company) without additional effort. / Performance, Accuracy. 
Security Secure communication is required in order to protect personal (biosignal) data 
of the trader. / Accuracy, Acceptability. 
Batteries  If the design is focused on wearable technology, small batteries with long life 
are desirable. / Acceptability. 
Software A standard and open interface on the software with sensors to measure the 
biometric data would be desirable to allow the interaction between different 
kinds of sensors. / Performance. 
Alerts 
(When) 
Alerts should only be shown to the trader if there is an indication that her/his 
stress level jeopardizes decision making. This information should be 
communicated in a simple way, raising a trader’s awareness while positively 
influencing his/her effectiveness (like known from traffic signals); an alert 
should disappear when the trader's stress level returns to normal. / 
Adaptability. 
Alerts 
(Where) 
The alert should appear during the trading information process and in real 
time (news, accounts, etc). The trading process is not interrupted but the trader 
is made aware of her/his stress levels. / Adaptability. 
2.4.5 Conclusions  
In this chapter, the state of the art related to this work has been presented. Now, we 
summarize the main contributions of this chapter, after that, conclusions are drawn and 
relevant consequences are identified when developing the general model. 
2.4.5.1 Summary of contributions 
The main contribution presented in this section is a complete review of the existing 
works in stress effects and sensor technology. As a result of this review some issues are 
identified where sensor technology can be decisive and guidelines for designers are 
shown. 
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1. Complementing and supplementing existing works in stress effects and sensor 
technology: The existing studies about stress and sensor technology are focused 
in their specific disciplines. This chapter applies these studies to the trading 
process since decision making is the main tool used by traders and provides a 
detailed review of these fields in the context of trading. Additionally, a detailed 
discussion is provided about the design of the sensors currently available in the 
commercial market (Table 2.2-2-6). This discussion is based on proposed basic 
biometric principles in the trading process (Table 2.1). As a result of a 
comparison (Table 2.7) between the products some weak points have been 
detected and several recommendations have been stated (Table 2.8).  
Some important current research projects have been presented, these projects are 
dedicated to sport, health care and work but the trading process is not an 
exception. 
Furthermore, this survey significantly complements and expands our previous 
work in this area ([151], [152], [153]). Even if we want to help traders with one 
automatic trading process ([8], [9], [10], [153]), we need to understand not only 
the technology but also the psychological approach to understand how we can 
design the system in a right way.   
2. Identifying basic biometric principles in sensor technology applicable to a 
trading process: Usually biometric sensor principles [99] are focused on 
identification purposes. In this work, we change slightly the focus and we 
propose basic principles focused on the state of the trader. These principles are 
used to compare the existing available sensors in the market and give us the clue 
of what we need to assess to a successful integration of sensor support in a 
trading process. 
3. Identifying issues in the trading process where sensor technology can be 
decisive: Whereas [75] and [86] show the connection between emotions of 
traders and the movement of the financial market with sensor technology, the 
work presented in this section identifies the potentially crucial role of sensor 
technology in the trading process. Sensor technology could be used to enable 
traders to become aware of their stress levels when making decisions, thus 
covering this current information gap. In this way, sensor technology becomes 
an active element in the trading process.  
4. Guidelines for designers: Another contribution of this chapter is the 
identification of some common needs that are desirable for the successful 
integration of sensor technology in the trading process. It does so by explicitly 
highlighting some studies ([147], [148], [149], [150]) about the importance of 
how sensors should show the relevant data to traders and in this context, the 
parameters that should be adapted (manually or automatically) to the trader’s 
profile preference (stress time window). The purpose of the discussion about 
Table 2.7 in this work is to consider some characteristics to obtain the most 
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suitable sensing infrastructure for the trading progress giving some 
recommended guidelines for designers in Table 2.8.  
2.4.5.2 Main conclusions 
The main conclusions after the study of the state of the art are the following: 
• Studies on stress show that this mental state can have a significant impact on our 
daily life and decision making process. However, there is little done on how to 
prevent its consequences. Most efforts are focused on managing its 
consequences.   
• Traders have real time information to help them in the decision making process. 
However, one of the most fundamental pieces of information traders usually do 
not have is an objective measure of their own mental state and stress level.   
• Trading is a clear example where people can benefit enormously by managing 
the problem before it appears (avoiding bad decision making) instead of trying 
to manage the consequences (dealing with bankruptcy and ill health).   
• Higher stress is detected with lower BVP values, higher BR, EMG, GSR, SCR, 
HR values and changes in TEMP, EOG, and HRV.  
• Sensor technology can measure and detect changes in real time in these 
biometric variables. 
• It is necessary to define biometric sensor principles under trading context in 
order to allow a complete integration of the sensor technology in the trading 
process. 
• It is possible to select the suitable sensor for the trading process studying the 
current sensors in the commercial market under these biometric sensor 
principles. 
• Taking advantage of this technology we can design a solution allowing traders 
to be aware of their own stress level, and improve decision making in the trading 
process. 
• Psychological aspects must be considered along with technical aspects in the 
design of the system (how show the information, bear in mind the trader’s 
profile, avoid monitor the trader in an intrusive way, etc...)  
2.4.5.3 Concluding remarks and new directions 
This chapter merges different disciplines as stress effects in decision making, biological 
stress parameters or sensor technology. From the study of the art of these disciplines 
applied in trading context we detected the following main gaps to cover: 
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• Stress level has a high impact in the trader’s decision making process 
jeopardizing the trading process. Currently there is no information available to 
feedback to the traders about their stress level. 
• The technological evolution in the trading process has been oriented to 
maximize the external information (news, charts, automatic trading systems…) 
to support traders. The main actor in the trading process is the trader and his/her 
own biometric information is not considered in the decision making process. 
• The current biometric sensors available in the commercial market are not 
designed for trading discipline. The biometric sensor principles focused in 
trading process would help to integrate this technology in trading process. 
To close these gaps we propose the design of the Self-Aware Trader system supporting 
the trader’s decision making process allowing feedback of his/her own stress levels. 
This information could be gathered with the sensors available in the market and we can 
base on some psychological studies to integrate this information within trading 
information. Besides, extending the Stress-Aware Trader concept to a group of traders, 
we could create Group-Aware information as being highly valuable information for 
different uses (supervisors managing an investment company, detecting panic moments 
in the market, etc).  
Thanks to the study of the sensors available in the market we saw in detail what it is 
possible to get with these kinds of devices. Besides, the current research projects 
described show the usual measurements in circumstances what we can extrapolate to the 
trading context (heart rate, ECG). It is possible now to take the following steps of this 
work, the sensor selection and the construction of a model to allow feedback to the user 
of his/her own stress levels. These steps will be described in the next chapter. 
Furthermore, this state of the art provides the foundation for understanding the 
important role that sensors have in the trading process and it is hoped that it will inspire 
other researchers to take up the challenge to investigate some of the issues raised in this 
chapter as combinations from different disciplines such as trading (economy), stress 
(medical) and sensors (technological). 
 
  
Chapter 3 
3. SELF-AWARE TRADER SYSTEM 
 
En este capítulo, se introduce el sistema Self-Aware Trader  en el que se basará esta 
tesis y la arquitectura específica aplicada a la misma. En primer lugar, se presenta de 
forma razonada el sensor escogido para la realización del sistema. A continuación, se 
describe el modelo utilizado y se presentan tanto la arquitectura global del modelo 
como la arquitectura específica para el ámbito de esta tesis: el trading. Se presentan 
los modos de funcionamiento del sistema, individual y grupal, cerrándose el capítulo 
con los algoritmos seguidos en el desarrollo del software. 
 
In this chapter, the Self-Aware Trader system and the specific architecture applied are 
presented. Firstly the selection of the sensor is discussed. After that, the model is 
described as well as the general and the specific architectures used on this work. The 
operational modes of the system: individual and group are shown. Later, a detailed 
explanation of the algorithms is given and the implementation of the software is 
presented. 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The previous chapter highlights the importance of traders’ stress due to its impact in 
their decision making process. This chapter tries to cover the existing gap detected in 
chapter 2 to feedback the stress level information to the traders, currently missing in the 
trading process. This chapter explains the development of a concrete model and its 
implementation to cover this gap and help traders in their daily work.  
Firstly we explain the sensor selection to gather the biometric data from the trader. 
Additionally, we will show how we use the software included in the sensor kit and how 
we define a stress level indicator taking as input to our system the biometric measures 
gathered with the sensor. 
The main architecture is defined bearing in mind the conclusions extracted from the 
state of the art, chapter 2, and the objectives defined in chapter 1.  
It is possible to see in the state of the art the variety of fields where stress has a high 
impact on human work. Existing models are focusing on very different areas and none 
of the documented systems support trading taking into account the stress level of the 
own trader. It was necessary to design a flexible platform supporting individual and 
group mode working with real time data acquisition and processing.  
We are going to show the general architecture designed and the concrete architecture 
applied in trading context, taking into account the specific variables of the trading 
(every context has different specific variables). The use of a general architecture is an 
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important prerequisite to get a mobile solution with a common problem in different 
areas: the need to feedback the stress levels. 
Straight afterwards, the algorithms will be discussed since the application environment 
requires a solution not overwhelming the trader with too detailed information but 
sending out clear information easy to process and to apply.   
Finally we review the objectives reached with the new system model. 
3.2 SENSOR SELECTION 
We want to feedback to the trader his/her own stress in a suitable way to improve 
his/her decision making. To be able to do this, firstly we have to be able to measure 
their stress level. In order to gather the necessary biometric signals we need a biometric 
sensor connected to the trader monitoring his/her biosignals. 
After a review of the sensors available in the market shown in the previous chapter we 
considered two main options to select the sensor taking into account the basic biometric 
principles defined: 
1. To gather different biosignals with different sensors. With these measures, we 
would develop an algorithm that notices the changes in real time and feeds back 
a stress measure level merging all information. 
2. To select one unique stress specific sensor that incorporates that algorithm and 
feeds back the stress level measure.  
The first option has the advantage that we can get from different sensors different kind 
of biometric information (accuracy principle), so we can feed back a more accurate 
stress level. However in our context, is the accuracy principle crucial? If we focus in 
fulfilling only accuracy we find big important issues. The more sensors we use, the 
more uncomfortable the trader feels and his/her movements are more limited and thus 
breaking the acceptability principle. Besides, in this case, usually these sensors do not 
feedback a concrete measurement of the stress, so we have to delimitate the stress levels 
needing medical knowledge with every biosignal. It requires an intensive study only to 
establish these levels, and that means missing the focus of this work. 
The second option, incorporating the stress level measurement, allows us to focus in one 
signal and avoiding algorithm limitations (time delays, too many sensors for the trader, 
setup of stress levels). This is the reason why we focused our selection in stress specific 
sensors.  
One of the conclusions reached in the previous chapter is that the ECG and the heart 
rate are usually used to measure levels that imply changes in the behavior; this can be 
extrapolated to the trading context. In this sense, this is the reason why we prefer that 
the ECG and heart rate measures are signals present in our sensor. Although the 
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accuracy is not expected to be highly precise, is seems practical taking only these 
biometric variables and then evaluate the results obtained. 
The whole trading context has significant influence so it is necessary to bear in mind 
some inherent characteristics: 
• Real time measurement: As we said before, real time capability is very 
important in trading context. If a trader makes a decision in one specific 
moment, it is precisely this moment (or even the moment before) when the stress 
information is important.   
• The trader’s profile: For example, the work mode of the trader (whether he/she 
works for him/herself or for a company) and the type of trading (whether he/she 
is trading in shares, futures, commodities, risk profile, etc). This implies that it 
would be ideal that the stress measures of the sensor could be recorded and 
studied (data logging). 
• The environment: An example is the place where the trading process is carried 
out (sitting in a computer or live trading in Wall Street). Depending on these 
circumstances some sensors may be more appropriate than others taking into 
account communication and wearability capabilities. In this sense, most of the 
traders work from home or in investment companies, this means that we have to 
remember that traders are close to the computer (wired communications 
allowed) and sitting (only movements with the head). 
Bearing in mind these parameters and the sensors of Table 2.5, the sensor chosen was 
the HeartMarth’s sensor with Emwave software allowing data logging shown in Figure 
3.1. This sensor allows measuring coherence/stress level in real time with only one 
sensor in the ear (allowing movements with the head). It is based on a USB 
Plethysmographic pulse sensor for ear (ECG and Heart rate), optionally for finger with 
a sample rate of 360 samples/sec. The gain (increase needed for the amplitude of the 
signal) setting adjusts automatically via LED duty cycle (ratio between the pulse 
duration and the period of a rectangular waveform). The photo diode operating range is 
30 - 140 beats/sec.   
It is possible to choose other sensor alternatives but we consider in the current 
commercial market that it is the best choice for this work. If future works choose other 
sensors, the design of the system should fit within the particularities of the sensor 
chosen and the sensor should keep the biometric sensor principles.  
The software included with the sensor will be explained in the next section, showing 
how it is possible to save the information of the stress levels. This information will be 
the input to our system. Later, we will see how we to manage this information and feed 
back to an individual trader or to a group of traders. 
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Figure 3.1. Emwave Pc sensor and software (displaying heart rate and pulse wave) 
3.3 SENSOR SOFTWARE INCLUDED AND SOFTWARE TO DEVELOP 
The sensor selected and the software included will represent one of the inputs to our 
system to help traders. This input provides us with the biometric data gathered from the 
trader in real time. In order to clearly differentiate and explain the software included 
with the sensor and the software that we going to develop, we comment it in this 
subsection: the information gathered with HeartMarth’s sensor, how we use this data 
and finally the main principles that we are going to apply to develop the Self-Aware 
Trader system software. 
1. Data logging through sensor software: The HeartMarth’s sensor includes the 
Emwave 1.0 software. In this software we can activate the data logging option 
(Figure 3.2) where it is possible to enable the creation of a log with the 
biometric measures of the user (twice per second). We can access this log in two 
ways, from a TCP port in an XML file or from a log file. It is to be noticed that 
this option only can be used for research purposes according to the HeartMarth 
Company. 
 In this log, the following information is saved: 
• NAME: The name of the user. 
• LVL: Current challenge level. This is an option where the user can select a 
difficulty level for a training mode system to control stress. 
• SSTAT: The current session status. 
• STIME: Currently elapsed session time. 
• S: Current score or coherence level. 
• AS: Accumulated score. Used to print graphics. 
• EP:  Raw entrainment parameter (related to synchronizations frequencies). 
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• IBI:  Last interbeat interval. 
• ART: Artifact in input detected.  
• HR: Current heart rate. 
• PPG: Photoplethysmography values. 
• FFT: Typical power spectrum set of values. Used to calculate by Emwave 
the coherence level (S). 
It is possible to see these parameters in the next log example (indicated in 
italics). In this example, it shows the values measured and saved in the second 
546000: 
546000  NAME: Javier Martínez Fernández  
LVL: 1  
SSTAT: 2  
STIME: 546000  
S:0 AS: 12 EP: 10 IBI: 814 ART: FALSE HR: 73 
546000 PPG: 76.4160 72.0215 70.8008   
546000 IBI: 809  
546000 PPG: 57.6172 55.9082 56.1523   
546000 PPG: 56.3965 54.9316 50.7813 45.6543   
546000 PPG: 42.7246 42.4805 42.9688 42.2363   
546000 PPG: 40.2832 36.3770 32.7148   
546000 PPG: 30.7617 32.4707 35.1563 36.3770   
546000 PPG: 34.1797 29.5410 24.9023   
546000 PPG: 24.1699 27.3438 31.9824   
546000 FFT: 195.96 146.84 25.30 5.00 30.67 60.09 73.45 29.31 49.06 74.74 
9.48 3.12 0.06 23.51 36.85 67.70 28.26 17.31 4.42 0.81 4.37 6.16 4.71 0.36 3.69 
2.90 8.89 1.00 6.05 14.27 13.83 2.75 1.62 1.08 2.01 1.25 0.87 4.91 10.92 8.02 
0.01 3.04 1.09 1.88 9.14 7.97 3.08 1.09 1.32 5.66 5.42 0.15 1.01 0.43 1.35 2.00 
0.90 3.72 5.29 2.41 0.26 1.86 5.77 2.38  
In this example the complete log with all the options is shown. We can select the 
concrete variables that we want to save in the log or send it via TCP to external 
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applications through a TCP port. These options also are modified from the 
Emwave data logging options (Figure 3.2)  
 
Figure 3.2. Emwave Data logging options 
2. Biometric sensor data used as input of our software: Most of the parameters 
(HR, IBI, PPG, FFT) are used to calculate one of them: the coherence level (S). 
This is the main parameter that indicates us the state of the user. This parameter 
can take three different values: 0 (bad coherence, high stress), 1 (medium 
coherence, moderate stress) and 2 (High coherence, no stress). As we can see in 
Figure 3.2, EmWave allows activating a TCP XML logging option to 
communicate with external applications and we take advantage of this feature to 
extract this data and use it as input of our software.  
With the physiological measure of the trader, our software processes this input 
bearing in mind the conclusions of chapter 2: adapt the measure to the trading 
process context (time stress window) and feed it back to the trader in the right 
way (avoiding interruptions and secondary tasks) allowing a perfect integration 
with the trading information process. This procedure will be explained in detail 
in the next subsection. The basic flow of data is described in Figure 3.3. (The 
picture of the trader is from the movie “Rogue Trader” [154]).  
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Figure 3.3. Flow of data between Emwave and Self Aware Trader System 
3. Principles used to develop the Self-Aware trader system: As we concluded in the 
previous section, the precise method used by the system to bring to the attention 
of the trader that he/she is in a state of stress is as important as the actual 
detection of stress. Psychological aspects must be considered along with 
technical and usability aspects.   
Alerts on biometric changes should be shown only when strictly necessary and 
integrated in the trading information process. In addition, the way to show stress 
level measurements should adapt to the trader’s profile. Bearing in mind the 
three psychological elements described in the previous chapter (the adaptive 
stress time window, interruptions and secondary tasks), we have considered the 
following elements to strengthen the usability of our system. 
The usability principles and software engineering decisions have been made 
according to the international standards for HCI (Human Computer Interaction) 
and usability principles [155]. The term usability is the capability of the software 
product to be understood, learned, used and attractive to the user, when used 
under specified conditions (context of use). 
Taking into account that the usability principles are within the principles of 
quality in use of the standard ISO/IEC FDIS 9126-1: Software Engineering – 
Product quality, we have developed the software based on these points: 
• Interface usability: The interface chosen to cope with the usability principles 
is a traffic signal. A traffic signal is a worldwide-recognized standard the 
user can easily understand and learn. The lights will be represented in square 
shapes in order to avoid confusions with the major programs of trading 
analysis where the circle is used to mark areas in any kind of charts 
(technical trading analysis).  
• Functionality: The metaphor of a traffic signal allows the necessary accuracy 
to understand a situation without distracting the attention of the trader. Red: 
the risk of a bad decision making is high, green: the risk is low and yellow 
where there is a moderate risk. The system allows different ways of 
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operation (individual and group modalities) and follows the client-server 
model. The client-server model of computing is a distributed application 
structure that distributes tasks or workloads between the providers of a 
resource or service, called servers, and service requesters, called clients. In 
our system the selection of this kind of model during developing software 
allows a company scenario, where the traders (clients) receive from the 
supervisor (server) the predominant coherence of the traders’ team. 
Therefore the system is suitable for the two scenarios we considered: trading 
from home (only working the client side) and trading in an investment 
company (server and client working). In order to differentiate clearly the 
indication of the individual mode and the group mode, when they are 
operating at the same time, the light of the individual data will be more 
intense than the light for group behaviour (to highlight the individual trader 
stress levels).  
• Reliability: The intention is to add the stress level information as important 
real time information to the trading process, keeping the individuality and 
avoiding interference with other systems in the trading process (news, client 
accounts, real time prices etc.). Besides that, in the group mode, networks 
communications may fail affecting the number of traders working every 
moment. Therefore, regardless of the case, both the information of group 
stress (updated every second) and the number of traders connected to the 
system are sent to all traders in a group mode, to let them know the amount 
of traders on which the information is calculated.    
• Efficiency: Some studies [156] have focused on the time required to make 
decisions and formulate them within a selection process. These processes 
take a few hundred milliseconds, the sensorial evaluation step might 
consume about ~25 ms for humans. Taking into account all information that 
a trader sees in real time and keeping a compromise between process 
capacities and efficiency, the stress level can be updated two times per 
second, which is enough to keep a continuous monitoring, and overall, it is 
technically affordable.  
Guided by the considerations in this subsection, our previous research in sensor 
technology applied to the trading process and our experience in the development of a 
rule-based recommendation system for traders and in the own trading process, we know 
clearly our starting point and our goal.  
We want to introduce a new input in the trading process to assist traders in their daily 
work, a traffic signal resembling interface showing the own trader’s stress level 
information. This new input is shown in Figure 3.4, which indicates the goal to reach: 
supports a safer decision making process.  
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In the figure it is possible to observe the classic information inputs for the trading 
process (real time news, client accounts, real time prices, charts as the small figures 
taken from [157], and companies’ information) and how our system adds a new input 
based on the biometric data gathered from the trader to obtain the stress level.  
With this data shown under a traffic signal resembling interface, the trader considers 
his/her own mental state as part of the information trading process, lowering the risk of 
bad decision making under stress. 
In order to give a clear idea to the reader of the development work to build the Self-
Aware trader system, firstly we are going to describe the tools and the methodology 
used and present some diagrams to help to understand the program logic. 
 
Figure 3.4. Self-Aware Trader improvement to traditional trading decision making 
3.4 METHODOLOGIES AND TOOLS USED TO DEVELOP THE SOFTWARE 
In this subsection we want to present and explain some basic concepts about the 
methodologies used to develop the software and the tools used to create it. A detailed 
study about software development methodologies is beyond in the scope of this work; 
however, we want to include some basic references to support understanding of why we 
prefer to use some methodologies and tools over others and to give the reader a clear 
idea about some basic concepts used in the development of the software. 
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The Self-Aware Trader system has been designed bearing in mind the crucial role of the 
traders’ acceptability and the integration with the other trading information systems. 
The author considers from his own experience as trader the importance of the 
continuous feedback to traders from global concepts to small details to reach a full 
satisfaction in the use of the system allowing a full integration in their daily work. 
Therefore every piece of software has been tested in advance (from internal changes in 
data bases to small details in interface). This is a crucial point to decide that we prefer a 
methodology that highlights the feedback of the users in every moment of the 
development, in this case, the traders.  
We have decided to use of an Iterative and incremental development methodology 
(called IID) [158]. With IID, the system is developed through iterative cycles and in 
incremental time periods. In this way, it is possible to take advantage of the 
accumulated experience of previous versions. In each iteration, it is important to obtain 
the user’s feedback to enhance the previous version.  
We decide to use a program design that will be able to be reutilized, changing only the 
proper characteristics of the context domain. Therefore, our software design follows the 
Object Oriented Design paradigm (called OOD). Object Oriented Design (OOD) is 
based on three important concepts in software design: modularity, abstraction, and 
encapsulation. OOD concepts were first introduced by Abbot in 1983 [159] and were 
subsequently enhanced by Booch in 1986 [160].  
We have used some diagrams to represent the classes and the objects used in the 
development. Some of these diagrams will be shown in the next subsections. These 
have been made under UML (current version 2.0 [161], [162]). The Unified Modeling 
Language (UML) is currently the standard notation for software architecture (including 
structural and behavioural views). The UML includes the following representations: use 
case diagrams, sequence diagrams, interaction diagrams, collaboration diagrams, etc. 
There are a lot of tools to draw these diagrams. We used Visual Paradigm for UML 8.2 
Community Edition [163]. 
The programming language chosen to fit with these methodologies has been Java. Java 
[164] is an object-oriented programming language designed to have few implementation 
dependencies. It was originally developed by James Gosling at Sun Microsystems and 
released in 1995 as a core component of Sun Microsystems' Java platform. 
After choosing the program language, we select the Netbeans platform 6.91 [165] to as 
the Integrated Development Environment (IDE). NetBeans is an open-source software 
development project. NetBeans started as a student project (originally called Xelfi) in 
1996. Xelfi was the first Java IDE written in Java, with its first pre-releases in 1997 
[166]. 
We have selected the Netbeans platform instead other platforms (as eclipse) because, 
under the point of view of the author, Netbeans has a friendlier interface to design the 
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interface of the application. The selection does not have any influence on the principal 
result obtained and it would have been possible to choose an alternative platform. 
Finally, in the development of the system, we save plenty of information to present 
different reports and to be able to trace the traders’ state in the whole session. We use 
the open platform MySQL to store and manage all this information (explained in group 
mode). MySQL [167] is a relational database management system (RDBMS, [168]) that 
runs as a server providing multi-user access to a number of databases. It uses Structured 
Query Language [169]. Concretely we used the MySQL Server 5.1 version to manage 
all the information saved. 
In the next subsections we will present in detail the development of the system and how 
the system works and reaches the goal within the two modes of operation for a single 
trader (individual mode) and for a team of traders (group mode). 
3.5 INDIVIDUAL MODE OF OPERATION 
This section explains how the Self-Aware Trader system works in the individual 
modality. This modality is ready to work with one trader. It is designed thinking in 
traders working from home and traders working from companies but not related with 
other traders. We will explain in two subsections the architecture used and the software 
development.  
In the architecture subsection it is possible to see a general architecture proposed for a 
general context where the stress situation could have a high impact in the human 
decision making. In this proposal the trading fits in this architecture as a specific context 
among others where the general architecture could be used. 
The steps followed for the development of the Self-Aware Trader Software in individual 
mode are explained in the software subsection. This explanation is organized 
hierarchically. The explanation starts from a basic UML diagram to represent the main 
system to develop, to some sequence diagrams to understand the information flow and 
the logic used within the own software. 
It is necessary to bear in mind that the individual mode of operation deployment 
(architecture and software) is the base to the group mode of operation. Therefore, the 
concepts explained in this section are suitable for the group mode operation, being the 
group mode an extension of the individual mode.  
3.5.1 INDIVIDUAL MODE ARCHITECTURE 
A general Self-Aware individual architecture has been designed suitable for all decision 
making scenarios in stress situations. Trading is a specific scenario within this general 
architecture. A modular architecture allows taking advantage of this work in other 
scenarios, changing only the necessary parameters and modules according to the 
different contexts. Figure 3.5 represents the Self-Aware architecture in an individual 
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mode of operation with the main modules in the left part and its adaptation to the 
trading context in the right part.  
We bear in mind the conclusions reached previously presented in chapter 2 and in this 
chapter (from the sensor selection) to design the general and the concrete architecture. 
The points previously discussed taken into account for the architecture design are the 
following: 
• The measurements gathered through the sensors should be quantified in one 
numeric scale to deal properly with the biometric information. 
• The architecture should allow enough flexibility to let to the user adjust some 
functionality according to his/her profile. 
• The measures gathered by the sensors necessarily have to be feed back to the 
user in the right way and in the precise moment. This will have different 
implications, depending on the context, in the mapping from the general 
architecture into the specific architecture. 
• The architecture must be in tune with the usability principles used to develop the 
Self-Aware trader system as was explained in the previous subsection (3.3). This 
allows an easier development of the software under the architecture modules. 
This point is crucial for the interface. 
Physiological  sensor 
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Numeric  stress 
measure module
Stress levels definition 
module
User preference 
adaptation module
Interface module
Emwave PC sensor
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value 
Three coherence 
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Adaptive stress time 
window 
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Self-Aware individual 
architecture
Self-Aware individual
architecture in trading context
Mapping into 
trading context
 
Figure 3.5. Mapping of Self-Aware individual architecture into trading context 
Considering the model principles previously presented, a brief description of the 
modules follows (top-down): 
• Physiological Sensor Module: The first module is needed to acquire the 
physiological measures of the person. In our trading context this module works 
with the HeartMarth’s sensor.   
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• Numeric Stress Measure Module: Depending of the data gathered (hearth rate, 
breath rate, temperature, etc.) within the first module, here the data is processed 
to obtain only one numeric data indicating the stress measure. We extract this 
data (the coherence value) from the Emwave software (included with the 
HeartMarth’s sensor). 
• Stress Levels Definition Module: It defines the necessary levels of stress to be 
indicated to the user. The system applied in trading context will differentiate 
among different states of the users, each state being associated to different 
ranges of coherence. The levels of coherence for each range will be defined in 
this module. We selected three coherence levels (low, moderate and high) for the 
trading context. 
• User Preference Adaptation Module: Every person has different reactions and 
different biometric responses in every situation. It is necessary to allow the user 
to select the sensibility required in each circumstance. The adaptive stress time 
window (trader’s predominant coherence in a certain time window) is our way 
to allow the trader to manage it.  
• Interface module: The physical context conditions are critical in this point. The 
interface should fit to the use case. For example is common in extreme 
conditions to use augmented reality to see the information without external 
equipment (for example, for gas welders working with extreme brightness some 
information could be presented in glasses [170]). In our case a traffic light signal 
presents the status. 
Once we have defined the mapping from the general architecture into the trading 
context domain, the next step is the development of the necessary software to be able to 
test the system with real traders and check if our system reaches the objectives proposed 
in chapter 1. 
3.5.2 INDIVIDUAL MODE SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION DESCRIPTION 
The Self-Aware Trader software running in individual mode is a Java program that 
shows an interface using the metaphor of a traffic light system to feedback to the trader 
his/her coherence state.  This allows the trader to be aware in real time of his/her real 
coherence state in a time window chosen by him/herself. Using the traffic light design, a 
red light represents a bad coherence, yellow light is a medium coherence and a green 
light is a high coherence. The program uses as source data the measurements gathered 
through Emwave software, so the Emwave software included with the sensor needs to 
be running as a requirement prior to execute the Self-Aware Trader software program. 
Following, the main algorithms and the main structure of the program are explained. 
Besides we detail the options contemplated to allow the user a better integration with 
the trading information process. Please notice that some elements presented in the 
individual mode operation are shared by the group mode operation (for example the 
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interface) without any change; in that case we are going to explain only the elements 
involved in the individual mode without repeating them in the group mode’s 
explanation section. 
To take a first picture of the system is important to understand that our main actor is the 
trader and the trader interacts with two systems. One system is the Emwave software 
and the other one will be the Self-Aware Trader system. As we explained before in 
subsection 3.3, both systems are related since the Self-Aware Trader system obtains the 
biometric information from Emwave. The processes carried out in both systems and the 
relation between the trader and the systems could be shown through the use case UML 
diagram in figure 3.6.  
 
Figure 3.6. Use case diagram for individual mode of operation 
The relations between the trader and the processes are described with lines in the 
diagram. The processes where the trader has direct control are related to him using these 
lines and processes which are launched by the system and which are not directly linked 
the trader do have not lines. The discontinuous arrow in the diagram represents the 
dependency relation between the Self-Aware System and the Emwave. The Self-Aware 
System needs to receive the biometric measurements from the Emwave to be able to 
calculate the trading stress information and feedback to the trader. Now, we are going to 
do a brief description of the processes to get a first approach to the system.In Figure 3.6 
we can see the Emwave system with the following processes: 
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• Start/ Stop the application: The trader must start the Emwave application to 
measure his/her biometric responses during the trading process. We propose that 
in this process the trader wears the sensor to gather these measures. 
• Get biometric stress measurement from the trader: Emwave calculates the 
coherence through the biometric measurements the stress level of the trader. 
• Save stress trading information: It is important to mention at this point that 
Emwave is saving all the information in a log file. We will see in the group 
mode subsection why and how in that case it is necessary to save all the 
information in MySQL and how this database is managed. 
• Send measurements to Self-Aware trader system: Emwave system sends via a 
TCP connection every measurement (twice per second) to the Self-Aware Trader 
system. Concretely, EmWave creates a server socket on port 20480. We take 
advantage of this feature and the Self-Aware Trader system accesses this port to 
collect the biometric information. 
In the Self-Aware trader system and in individual mode we can observe in Figure 3.6 
the following processes: 
• Start/ Stop the application: The trader runs the application.  
• Receive biometric stress measurement from Emwave: The Self-Aware Trader 
system receives the biometric information from Emwave via TCP. Concretely, 
the Self-Aware Trader program accesses the 20480 port creating a socket and a 
buffer to read the data sent by Emwave two times per second. 
• Select mode of operation: The individual mode of operation in Self-Aware 
Trader system is set by default. The trader can change it.  
• Select stress time window: The trader chooses the time stress window that 
he/she believes is the suitable for the trading process to carry on. This window 
can be change in any moment by the trader. The time stress window will be 
explained below. 
• Calculate stress trading information: The Self-Aware Trader system processes 
the biometric measurements received by Emwave according to the time stress 
window chosen by the trader. Among the data sent by Emwave is also the 
coherence level (called “S”, previously commented in subsection 3.3) and our 
software extracts this information twice per second. This value depends on the 
current state of the trader and it could have three different values: 0 (low 
coherence) that will be translated in the red colour in the traffic signal, 1 
(medium coherence) translated in yellow colour and 2 (High coherence) 
translated in green colour. 
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• Feedback stress trading information: The information is shown to the trader via 
traffic light signal interface being refreshed twice per second as minimum and 
twice per minute as maximum. This period depends on the stress time windows 
chosen by the trader and in every period, the colour (green, yellow or red) that 
represents the stress of the trader in this time window will be shown.   
According to Kopetz [171], a real time computer system is a computer system in which 
the correctness of the system behaviour depends not only on the logical results of the 
computations, but also on the physical instant at which these results are produced. It 
states: “The right answer late is wrong”. In real time systems, performance requirements 
are as important as functional requirements, so not only do we have to perform the 
correct functions, but there are clear bounds within which these must be completed. 
The trading process is one of the clearest examples where the information in real time is 
crucial for a good decision making. The Self-Aware Trader system must fit in this 
subject and must show the information to the trader when the trader needs it. This 
requirement is translated into a time stress window. 
The Self-Aware Trader system creates a time stress window where the coherence level 
is saved during some seconds (depending on the trader selection). Once the time 
selected by the user is reached, the most repeated coherence during this time window is 
shown through the representative colour. We call this “predominant coherence” and it is 
calculated through the mode in statistics terms.  
The user can choose the sensibility/size of this window between five options with a 
slider bar, where 1 implies 1 second (most sensible), 2 implies 5 seconds, 3 implies 10 
seconds (and it is the default value), 4 implies 15 seconds and 5 implies 30 seconds (less 
sensible). Since the mode is not a unique value, and in a given set of data it could take 
more than one value, it was decided that if such case was to happen, the system would 
take the most restrictive of the values to show in the interface. For example, if 10 green 
values and 10 yellow values appear in 10 seconds, then a yellow light is shown.    
Regarding the choice of the time window coherence, we suggest the following tips for 
the traders. These tips are the consequence of the author’s experience in trading and 
some comments of other traders: 
• Low sensibility, higher time window coherence: It is preferred for share markets 
where time pressure is not so critical and we have more time to make decisions. 
The lowest sensibility allowed is 30 seconds (60 measures of coherence). 
• Medium sensibility, medium time window coherence (by default): It is 
recommended for users that are concurring in some market at the same time 
(shares, commodities, bonds, etc.). This value is defined by default in 10 
seconds (20 measures). 
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• High sensibility, small time window coherence: It is recommended for users that 
are in futures market where the number of transactions and the number of 
changes in the market could be really high so a smaller window is 
recommended. The smallest time window coherence is 1 second (2 measures). 
This selection could be done at any time while the program is running. However, the 
change is not applied until the current coherence time window is completed. According 
to the most predominant coherence in the period of time selected in the stress time 
window, we display the appropriate colour in the traffic signal interface: red, yellow or 
green. 
If we study in depth the relations between the processes involved in achieving the Self-
Aware Trader information, we need to understand these relations in a time-based view. 
The relations between the Emwave and the Self-Aware Trader system and the flow of 
the information from Emwave to the traffic signal interface in the Self-Aware Trader 
system have been represented in the next UML sequence diagram shown in Figure 3.7. 
The reader should note that with all the relations defined if we compare the use case 
diagram and the sequence diagram, we can see that the name of the use cases is slightly 
different than the entities in the sequence diagram. This is so because some processes in 
the use case diagram imply system behaviour (shown as static) and that behaviour is 
transformed in messages in the sequence diagram (shown as dynamic), in the same way 
the number of processes is different from the number of entities (some processes in the 
use case diagram converted to messages).  
In Figure 3.7 the relations between the processes are represented by messages from one 
process to another. In order to get a clearer view of the system, the diagram has been 
built under these relations / premises: 
• The trader is the main actor and he/she starts and stops the Emwave and the 
Self-Aware Trader system. Also he/she is the receptor of the Self-Aware Trader 
information shown in the traffic signal interface. 
• The main entities Emwave and Self-Aware Trader system are only in charge of 
starting/stopping the main activities. In order to give more detail, the processes 
carried out in each main entity have been considered as entities on the same 
level. The first word in the name of these entities names will be the name of the 
main entity to which it belongs. In this way, we can show the temporal relation 
between all processes. 
• The Emwave entity is in charge of receiving the message from the trader to 
start/stop the application.  
• From the main Emwave entity, the Emwave biometric measurement process 
receives the message to execute and to start gathering the biometric information 
from the trader.  
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• The Emwave log process receives the message to save the data from the main 
Emwave entity.  
• The Emwave Communication Self-Aware system receives the messages from 
the main entity Emwave to open/close the port 20480 and to send the trader’s 
biometric information to Self-Aware Trader system 
• The Self-Aware Trader System main entity receives the start/stop message from 
the trader. 
• The Self-Aware Trader System Communication entity receives the messages 
from the main entity Self-Aware Trader System to open/close the port 20480 
and to receive the trader’s biometric information from Emwave Communication 
Self-Aware. 
• The Self-Aware Stress time window receives from the trader the message to 
select the period of the time window. 
• The Self-Aware Stress trading information receives from the Self-Aware Stress 
time window the period of time selected. Also it receives the message with the 
trader’s biometric information from The Self-Aware Trader System 
Communication. With the period and the trader’s biometric information, this 
entity extracts the trader’s coherence, it calculates the self-aware trader 
information based on the period of the time window and it sends this to the 
traffic signal interface the information. 
• The Self-Aware Stress feedback receives from the Self-Aware Stress trading 
information the Self-aware trader information. Based on this information it sets 
the colour in the traffic signal interface. 
• The individual mode is selected by default so this information is not included in 
the diagram to avoid confusion with more entities.  
The software architecture diagram for the individual mode is represented in Figure 3.8. 
Bear in mind that Emwave is an external application so in the figure it is only 
contemplated as an external package linked with the Self-Aware trader system under a 
dependency relation.  
The reader should note that we use the word Client in the main entity of the system. In 
the following subsection related with the Group-Aware traders we are going to use the 
structure Client/Server. This software architecture will be a basic part for the future 
client structure. 
Finally, the last step is translating the information extracted from the sequence diagram 
into the necessary algorithms. These algorithms are shown in the next subsection. 
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Figure 3.7. Sequence diagram for individual mode of operation 
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Figure 3.8. Software Architecture diagram for individual mode 
3.5.3 INDIVIDUAL OPERATION MODE ALGORITHMS 
In this subsection, we are going to describe the algorithms used to develop our software. 
This is the most detailed level of the complete flow of information. This subsection 
contains two kinds of algorithms over the same code; the first one is a basic algorithm 
where the main strategy of the program is explained, focusing the attention on the 
followed strategy. The second one is explained in full detail, used as base to program 
the application. Both algorithms have some comments in some steps to support better 
understanding. These comments are indicated with the symbols “//” and are written in 
italics.  
Afterwards, a flowchart diagram and a brief sketch of the process are included to 
present in a graphic way the strategy developed in the algorithms.  
Finally, brief instructions that were given to the traders to assess the difficulty to 
understand how to start the program are presented. 
The Self-Aware Trader in individual mode algorithm description in pseudocode is 
shown below: 
Input: XML data sent by Emwave through PORT 20480 / time window coherence 
desired. 
Output: Traffic signal shown in screen indicating the coherence level for the selected 
time window. 
Main algorithm steps (strategy) 
A. Prepare connection between Emwave program and Stress Traffic Signal 
program 
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B. Establish communication between Emwave program and Stress Traffic Signal 
program 
C. Print Traffic Signal in the screen with the lights off 
D. User defines sensibility in the system (time window coherence desired) // User 
can change this parameter at any time. This change will be applied in the next 
coherence time window cycle. 
E. Current time window coherence and Coherence counters (3), one per traffic 
signal are defined and initialized 
F. Search in the data sent through Emwave the exact location of the real time 
coherence 
G. While (User is connected to application) 
a. Extract real time coherence value from Emwave program 
b. Increment current time window coherence counter 
c. If Current time window coherence < time window coherence desired 
• Increment the right coherence counter (green, yellow or red) 
according to the coherence real time value  
d. Else // Only enter here when the time window coherence reach the 
sensibility of the user, meanwhile the algorithm only increment the 
counters and the traffic signal light does not change 
• If user changed time window coherence, time window coherence 
desired is updated with the new value 
• Compare the value of the three counters and put in the traffic 
signal light the colour of the counter with the higher value 
• Restart the current time window coherence counter and the three 
coherence counters for the next cycle 
e. End if //Notice that if there is a draw between the counters, the traffic 
signal does not change and keeps the previous light. 
H. End while 
I. Close communications, close socket and close buffer. 
Now we will see the algorithm in more detail with all the steps. The reader can follow 
the correlation with the strategy algorithm due the uppercase letters introduced in the 
steps of the detailed algorithm. Each letter implies the starting of the correspondence 
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strategic step from the strategic algorithm. Notice that one step in the strategic 
algorithm could be several steps in the detailed algorithm. 
Algorithm in detail:  
1. Create Socket to read from Port 20480  (A) 
2. Create Buffer reader to save the data read 
3. Establish communication between Emwave program and Stress Traffic Signal 
program (B) 
4. Print Traffic Signal in the screen with lights off (C) 
5. User defines sensibility in the system (time window coherence desired) // User 
can change this parameter at any time. This change will be applied in the next 
coherence time window cycle. (D) 
6. Sensibility variable (time window coherence desired) is initialized with user 
input data between 1 second and 30 seconds. The default value is a medium 
sensibility, 10 seconds. 
i. If input data <> default value then  
I. Time window coherence desired = input data. 
7. Current  time window coherence is initialized (E) 
i. Current time window coherence counter = 0  
8. Coherence counters (3), one per signal are initialized 
i. Red Counter =0  
ii. Yellow Counter = 0 
iii. Green Counter = 0 
9. Create a string variable to search in the string the exact location of the real time 
coherence  (F) 
10. Initialize the search string variable with “ S=”  
11. While (data in buffer != null) (G) 
i. Read buffer (a) 
ii. Current time window coherence counter = Current time window 
coherence  counter +1 (b) 
iii. Search the coherence real time value through the search variable 
iv. If Current time window coherence  counter < sensibility desired (c) 
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I. Increment the right coherence counter according to the coherence 
real time value  
• If coherence real time value = = 0 then 
o Red Counter = red counter +1 
• If coherence real time value = = 1 then 
o Yellow Counter = yellow counter +1 
• If coherence real time value = = 2 then 
o Green Counter = green counter +1 
v. Else // Only enter here when the time window coherence reaches the 
sensibility of the user, meanwhile the algorithm only increments the 
counters and the traffic signal light does not change (d) 
I. Current time window coherence counter =0  
II. If input data <> time window coherence desired then  
• Time window coherence desired = input data. 
III. Compare the value of the 3 counters and obtain the counter with 
the higher value 
• If (red counter > Yellow Counter) and (red counter > green 
counter) then 
o Turn off Traffic signal 
o Traffic signal = red 
• If  (Yellow Counter > red counter) and (yellow counter > 
green counter) then 
o Turn off Traffic signal 
o Traffic signal = Yellow 
• If (green counter > Yellow Counter) and (green counter > red 
counter) then 
o Turn off Traffic signal 
o Traffic signal = green 
IV. Restart Counters  
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• Current Time window Coherence =0 
• Red Counter=0 
• Yellow Counter=0 
• Green Counter=0 
vi. End if //Notice that if there is a draw between the counters, the traffic 
signal does not change and keeps the previous light. (d) 
12. End while (H) 
13. Close communications, close socket and close buffer. (I) 
A brief sketch of the process described above in a graphic way is presented in Figure 
3.9 with a stress time window of 5 seconds (10 measures). 
Real time sensor measurements
Emwave sends the data through TCP protocol 
Coherence is saved  as an incremental value according to the time 
window coherence selected (in this case 5 seconds10 values) 
Predominant coherence shown
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Figure 3.9. Self-Aware trader algorithm running in a 5 seconds stress time window 
Finally, in this flowchart shown in figure 3.10 it is possible to see the strategy followed 
by the algorithms in a graphic way.       
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Figure 3.10. Flowchart for individual mode of operation 
Brief user instructions 
A short description for a suitable Self-Aware Trader system in individual mode start up 
for the trader is described below. The reader should note that no trader had problems to 
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understand these steps. These instructions were given to the traders in the tests 
presented in chapter 4. 
The trader should follow the next steps: 
• Put on the sensor in the ear  
• Plug the cable sensor to the USB Emwave unit. 
• Plug the Emwave unit to the PC. 
• Start the Emwave applications and run a session. 
• Launch the Self-Aware Trader application 
• Chose the window coherence level desired with the slider bar. 
• A traffic signal will be showed with the time window coherence. 
• When the session is finished close firstly the traffic signal application and later 
the Emwave Program. 
Once we are able to work with the Self-Aware Trader system in individual mode, now 
following the objectives of this work, we want to extend the concept from Self-Aware 
traders to Group-Aware traders. This concept is achieved with the Self-Aware Trader 
system running in group-mode of operation. This mode is explained in the next 
subsection so the benefits that we can get from the Group-Aware concept. 
3.6 GROUP MODE OF OPERATION 
One of the most important problems in trading is the difficulty to gather in real time an 
indicator of the stress level experienced by the market, e.g., an immediate measure of 
the collective stress level that operating traders are experiencing.  
The collective reaction to news during the session, for example, could cause high stress 
state (even panic) and risky decisions. According to Lori, [172] the movements of the 
stocks markets are very connected with the emotional state of the collective emerging 
opinion and reaction of traders that are operating in the market itself. Even a recent 
study [173] using the social network twitter predicts the movements of the stocks 
markets. The authors of this study concluded that there is a correlation between the 
emotional status of the users of twitter and the stock market. When the calmness of 
tweets (twitters messages) changed, two to six days later the Dow would fluctuate in 
about the same way. “Calm + Happy” also seemed to be able to predict the Dow. 
However, it does not provide a real time correlation and hence is of very limited help.  
The advantage of the Self-Aware Trader system in group mode operation is that it can 
perform this correlation in real time. Therefore, if a trader is able to see at the same time 
his/her state and the statistical picture of the state of his/her partners, this allows him/her 
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to compare and detect critical moments in the market. The trader could see whether the 
subscribers to the group are stressed, that is, in panic mode or whether they are in 
normal coherence and he/she is in a risky period. Through this information, a trader can 
detect anomalies in his/her own state, thus avoiding risky decisions.  
The architecture and software implementation for the individual mode of operation have 
been enhanced to cover the group features. Taking into account that the base of the 
group mode is the individual mode, the biometric principles (cf. chapter 2) are constant. 
The group mode keeping these principles is described hereafter.  
3.6.1 GROUP MODE ARCHITECTURE 
The extension of the individual Self-Awareness concept to a group-awareness is also 
applicable to other domains where collective team state could be important (rescue 
teams, military strategies, etc.).  
We define a generic group-awareness architecture that extends the original individual 
architecture with the necessary group elements. This generic group architecture could be 
customized to the different domains by applying the concrete discipline parameters. In 
any case, it will always be necessary to support the communication among the group 
and to calculate the predominant state of the group. In order to keep the modularity of 
the system, a client/server model architecture has been developed for a group mode 
operation. Figures 3.11 (client) and 3.12 (server) show both modes of the general 
architecture (left part) and their mapping into the trading context (right part). 
Taking as a reference the Self-Aware individual architecture, only a few changes are 
needed to reach the client side architecture. A communication module is inserted and 
the user preference adaptation module and the interface module suffer minor 
modifications (wider boxes in Figure 3.11).  
• Communication Module: This module will manage the communications in a bi-
directional mode. Every person sends his/her own state and receives from the 
server the predominant state of the group. The communication technology used 
to get this communication will depend on the context. In our trading context 
where all the traders will be in the same computer network, a multicast protocol 
is used. Each client will be a client from the multicast network.  
• User Preference Adaptation Module: The feature of the information group 
should not be mandatory. It is possible that the user does not want this 
information. In the trading context case, a button to connect and disconnect from 
the group has been added to leave this decision to the user. If the trader 
disconnects from the group mode, the client does not send information about 
his/her own state and does not receive information about the group (the trader 
will work in an individual mode of operation) 
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• Interface Module: It is necessary to show two kinds of information now: the 
individual information and the group information. In the trading context a 
coloured picture of people has been added below the warning lights to indicate 
the state of the group using the same parameters as for the individual 
information, e.g. red: the predominant state of the team is high stress; yellow: 
the team keeps a predominant moderated stress level and green: the predominant 
state of the team is low stress. 
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Figure 3.11. Mapping of Self-Aware group architecture into trading context. Client side 
The server architecture is focused in calculating the predominant group state and in 
sending the information. In order to achieve this goal, the server architecture has the 
following modules: 
• Synchronization Module: It is necessary to keep everybody synchronized to 
ensure reliable information. In the network of traders all clocks are synchronized 
with the server clock. 
• Group Information Calculation Module: The server processes the information 
sent by the clients in order to calculate the group information.  This is then sent 
back to the clients. This information in our trading context is the team 
predominant coherence. 
• Storage Module: All teams usually have a supervisor. It is very useful for this 
person to study the reaction of the members of the team in previous situations in 
order to be able to manage the team. For this reason, it is valuable to save the 
data of the team members. In the trading context we have used a MySQL 
database.   
• Communication Module: This module will manage the communications in a bi-
directional mode. The server will receive from every client his/her state and will 
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send everybody the predominant state of the group. A Multicast server protocol 
is used for the trading context.  
• Query Module: It is necessary to allow the possibility for the supervisor to make 
some queries to the server. This module processes these queries. Thanks to this 
module the traders’ supervisor will be able to see the state of the traders in 
different periods of time during the trading session. 
• Interface Module: Depending on the context, the interface could be totally 
different, but in principle this interface only will be accessible for the team’s 
supervisor.  To cover up the needs of the trader’s supervisor, the interface shows 
by default all the traders’ state in real time. It is possible to show the team’s state 
in some specific periods thanks to the query module. 
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Figure 3.12. Mapping of Self-Aware group architecture into trading context. Server side 
The extensions made in the architecture used form the individual mode of operation 
have been described. Besides, the mapping from the general group architecture into the 
trading context domain has been explained. The next step is the development of the 
necessary software to be able to test the system with a group of traders and check 
whether our system reaches the objectives proposed in chapter 1. 
3.6.2 GROUP MODE SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION DESCRIPTION 
To add the group modality to the Self-Aware Trader software, a multicast network has 
been programmed using a model client-server. In our context the clients will be 
represented by every trader joined to the group, and the server will be in charge of 
receiving the traders’ coherence, calculate the group aware coherence and feedback to 
the traders the group aware information. The team traders’ supervisor will be able to see 
the reports generated by the server and he will be able to monitor the real time self-
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aware status of every trader connected to the group. We start explaining in a brief way 
how this works below. 
The trader starts to work in individual mode and when he wants to join to the group he 
clicks a button in the traffic signal interface (connect/disconnect) to join or leave the 
group. While the trader is working connected to the group, the warning lights 
continuously show his/her own state. At the same time, the group state is shown below 
his own state with a picture of people that is changing colour (like the warning lights). 
Furthermore a number close to the picture indicates the amount of people that are 
connected to the system. When the trader is operating in individual mode, this picture 
appears in grey and no number is shown. An example is presented in Figure 3.13.  
                         
Figure 3.13. Self-Aware Trader software individual and group mode. Client framework 
The picture on the left shows an interface in individual mode where the trader is in high 
coherence (third square in green). In this case since the group mode is disconnected, the 
picture of the team is in grey and the information box with the number of the traders 
connected to the system is empty. The picture on the right shows the interface in group 
mode (connected) where the trader is in medium coherence (second square in yellow) 
and the rest of the traders, a total of 28, are in high coherence (green colour in the 
team’s picture). When one state is indicated in one square the other squares appear in 
black (lights off). In both cases the stress time window is selected in position 3 (medium 
sensibility, 10 seconds). 
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When the trader is connected to the group, the application joins a multicast group 
created by one server where all traders within the group send the current coherence level 
every second. It is necessary to bear in mind that a synchronization process is necessary 
in order to keep consistency in the group coherence. The server calculates the 
predominant mode among all traders in the group and sends this value and the number 
of traders connected in the multicast network. Furthermore, the server saves every data 
received from every client.  This is in order to have the necessary information to provide 
different statistics (useful for example for one supervisor) of each trader and have a 
historical data logging of every session. The main processes carried out by the clients 
and by the server are shown through the use case UML diagram in figure 3.14.  
The first conclusion of the diagram is that the server part will be another application 
inside the Self-Aware System that will communicate with the client application. 
Therefore, the Self-Aware System will comprise a Client application and a Server 
application, the last one being only in use when group mode of operation is necessary. 
Comparing with the use case diagram for individual mode of operation (Figure 3.6), it is 
possible to appreciate that the client part is basically the same diagram, only the 
processes necessary to communicate with the server (send trader’s information and 
receive group aware information) and the synchronization process have been added. The 
supervisor only will have direct contact with the server application to start/stop it and to 
see the information presented by the system. In the figure 3.14 it is possible to see that 
the server will receive as many connections as there are clients connected.  
As in the individual mode of operation, the next step is to understand the time line in the 
relation of the processes involved in this stage. Basically, in the client side we keep as 
base the time-line relations shown in figure 3.7 in individual mode. However, in this 
case, the trader changes his/her status to connected to join the group of traders. Once the 
trader set the mode to connected, the Self-Aware Trader system client (entity in charge 
for the external connections with the server, from now client) sends a message to Self-
Aware Trader system server (from now server) to join the group and the server responds 
this petition accepting the new client in the group. Besides, when the trader connects to 
the group, the Self-Aware Trader system communication (entity in charge of local 
communications) sends a message to the Self-Aware Stress trading information to send 
the trader’s information not only to the interface, but to the server as well in order to 
calculate the group aware information. The server will subsequently send this 
information to the multicast network. This process is shown in figure 3.15 (The reader 
should note that the message from the server to the multicast network is represented in 
the figure as a message to the client).  
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Figure 3.14. Use case diagram for group mode of operation 
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Figure 3.15. Sequence diagram for group mode of operation. Client side 
This process is run by every client, so if there are 10 traders connected, the server 
receives 10 trader coherence values and sends the group aware information received by 
the 10 traders to the multicast network. Thanks to the multicast network the server only 
has to send one message. This is crucial when the network is loaded with many clients. 
For example, if there are 1000 traders connected at the same time, in the case that 
multicast is not available; the server should send 1 message per trader, so probably 
every second (time chosen to update the information) the server would send 1000 
messages thus congesting the system’s network. In this way, in communications terms it 
is indifferent the number of traders connected to the network because the server always 
need to send only one message.  
It is expected that a possible congesting problem could be detected first in the data base 
than in the network. Anyway, the system has been designed to be ready to work in 
team’s scenarios where it is not expected more than 100 traders connected. 
Another crucial aspect considered for the design was synchronization. The first relation 
between the clients and the server is the synchronization. The clients and the server 
should be timed-synchronized in order to get the information that really is happening in 
that moment. To calculate the group-aware information in a precise moment, the server 
needs the traders’ coherence in that precise moment. In the same way to save the 
information consistently we have to be sure of a total synchronization of the 
information.  
One possible solution contemplated was to synchronize the server and the clients with 
one free atomic hour server available through internet. However, in the trading context 
due the security of the systems and the value of the information, usually the network 
where the trading information is present is closed for this kind of connections. 
In order to keep the compromise of a total integration with the trading information 
process, we decide to use the server internal clock as primary clock to synchronize all 
the clients. In this way, when the client joins to the multicast network the first task is to 
ask to the server (through a socket connection) the time and the server responds with its 
local time. From this moment on, the client calculates the difference between its time 
and the server time and applies this difference in every information send to the server. 
In other words, the client clock is a “fake” clock with the server time. This process is 
described in the diagram in the figure 3.16. 
Another decision adopted in this design was the frequency at which the server sends the 
Group-Aware information. Our first approach was to use the same frequency at which 
Emwave sends the biometric trader’s information, twice per second. We tested this 
option and the multicast connection between server and clients worked without 
problems. However, after the initial tests we found arguments to reduce the frequency 
of messages to 1 per second.  
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Figure 3.16. Sequence diagram for synchronization 
On the one hand, in the client’s side the minimum time stress window commonly 
accepted was 1 second, in the other hand, depending on the number of clients 
connected, saving all the data would possibly overload the data base and the process 
that calculates the group aware information in the half time. For example, with 1000 
traders connected to the group, there are now 2000 new records per second added to the 
database plus the information saved by the server (as for example the group coherence 
as we will see below) and the system has to manage 2000 pieces of data to calculate the 
Group-Aware information.  
The following question arises: Is it really necessary to save 2 records per second when 
the traders prefer to see the information updated every second? In our opinion detecting 
and saving the change of behaviour in 0.5 second or in 1 second is irrelevant in the 
trading context. The advantage is to reduce the load of the data base system by half and 
keeping a record of the information in every second. 
According to this decision, the clients send three pieces of information every second: 
the trader’s coherence; a time mark to be sure that in the calculation of the group aware 
information are taken only the last second values; and their IP address to identify the 
trader’s information in the data base (explained below).   
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The server calculates and sends every second the Group-aware traders’ information. The 
server offers an interface to the supervisor (described below) to see the group coherence 
information.  
Furthermore, it takes advantage of the information sent by the clients and shows the 
state of the traders connected updated every second. In this interface the information is 
presented in colour lines keeping in consistency with the colour of the coherence of the 
traders and the coherence of the group. It is possible to see in the next chapter the high 
usefulness and the great impact of this interface in the supervisor work.  
These processes in the server are described in figure 3.17. In this diagram we avoid 
including the synchronization process in order to focus in the functionality. 
 
Figure 3.17. Sequence diagram for server processes 
At this point we reach the level of detail necessary to be able to design the software 
architecture for group mode shown in Figure 3.18.  
Bear in mind that the software architecture presented in the individual mode of 
operation is contained and extended in this architecture. In order to have a clearer view 
of the architecture the client and the server appear in the figure well differentiated inside 
descriptive boxes. 
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Figure 3.18. Software Architecture Group mode 
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For the database server we want to describe the decisions made and where the 
information is saved. This database (cf. subsection 3.4) is a MySQL data base system. 
Points to consider in the design of the database are the following: 
• It is necessary to have a fast access storing few information (at least one record 
writing per second) 
• The server is in charge of managing all information to and from the database. 
Saving the group coherence calculated per second and the traders’ coherence 
allow the supervisor to monitor the system. 
• The server should be considered in the data base as one client more connected 
with the same data (the coherence of the server will be the group coherence). 
This allows saving all the information in one record (clients’ coherence and 
group coherence). 
• It is important to manage the time at least in seconds in the data base since in 
every second new information is recorded. 
Responding to these points, a centralized data base was chosen; it is called 
stressawarelog with only one table. This table is created per day and the name is the 
date (day_month_year) followed by “_marketfeeling” making reference to the content. 
Creating a table per day gives us two advantages, the first one is avoiding the overload 
and the consequent slow down in the managing of the table; the second one is that we 
get the “log” effect in an easy way, so the supervisor can check easily the trading 
session of one concrete day. This is extremely useful in audit cases. This table is created 
automatically when the supervisor starts the system (if the system is restarted, it detects 
that the table is present and skips the creation step). The table is composed of the 
following fields in every record: 
• Id: Every table has a primary key, in this case with few information it is more 
efficient to include in the table an auto incremental field being this the primary 
key. 
• TimeStamp: As the name indicates, it is a field to save the timestamp. The 
TimeStamp saves information in the format year-month-day- hour- minute-
second-millisecond. This is enough precision for our purposes. 
• Ip: Saves the Ip address allowing the system to know to whom the coherence 
saved belongs. The information is saved as a string (in MySQL  notation is a 
VARCHAR 15) 
• Coherence: Save the coherence value 0 for bad coherence, 1 for medium and 2 
for good. The information is saved as small int. (in MySQL notation is a 
TINYINT) 
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The reader should note that with these fields, it is possible to manage the group 
coherence as the clients’ coherence.  
The group mode operational way has been designed thinking in an investment bank, 
here, it is common to have a lot of traders in the same network of computers. In this 
sense, the interface has been developed in the server in order to allow supervision of 
employees (Figure 3.19).  The following information (refreshed every second) is stored: 
• Traders connected: Each trader appears identified by the IP of his/her 
workstation. The colour depends on the current coherence state of the trader. 
• Percentages per state: The percentage is calculated based on the time that the 
trader is in every state. It is possible and easy to monitor each trader 
individually.    
• Connected Time: The amount of time that every trader is connected to the group 
system. 
• Query button: A combo box button has been implemented in order to allow 
making different queries to the database based on the session time. A team’s 
supervisor may find interesting to know the state of the traders the last ten 
minutes of the session coinciding with the release of an important data or news 
that affect the financial market. The options allow showing the information of 
the framework in a specific period of time (last 5 minutes, last 10 minutes, last 
30 minutes, last hour, and last four hours). By default the query button is in 
“Full Session Time” status showing the real time. One design decision made in 
this subject was relating how to show the information. The supervisor interface 
as we have explained is capable of showing either real time information or 
queries related to a concrete time period. To differentiate the information, it was 
decided to avoid the use of colours in the query as a response to advice from the 
supervisors (colours always are related to real time information). In this way, it 
is possible to avoid confusion. For example, if a supervisor launches a query and 
he/she is interrupted and needs to leave the computer and later he/she comes 
back, if he/she sees the black and white interface, he/she immediately realize 
that it is a query information instead the real time information. 
In this stage, once the final software architecture has been designed and the design of 
the data base has been clarified, the next step is to build the necessary algorithms to 
program the application.  
These algorithms are shown in the next subsection, bearing in mind that as in the case of 
the previously presented diagrams, the individual mode algorithm will be included in 
the group mode with slight differences.  
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Figure 3.19. Self-Aware Trader software. Server framework 
3.6.3 GROUP OPERATION MODE ALGORITHMS 
Once the complete architecture has been designed and in order to get a good 
implementation, some details and decisions made are commented in the following 
points: 
• All the clients (traders) are preconfigured with the server IP address in a 
property file (a characteristic file of Java where preconfigured data are saved), 
so in case the address of the server changes, updating the system is not a great 
issue. Should that be the case, it is only necessary to update this property file. 
• The computer trading networks are well known by its vital security systems. We 
assume that the Self-Aware system is part of the trading information and it is 
running under these security systems.  
• In order to prevent failures in clients and server, different timeouts have been 
programmed.  This is to avoid cascade failures and if a problem occurs in any 
client the server is able to keep working with the rest of the clients. Conversely 
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if the server has a problem the rest of the clients are able to keep working in 
individual mode. 
For this development every trader (client) has been implemented managing the 
following communications: 
• One socket connection to receive the sensor data (two measures per second) 
• One socket connection to send the current coherence to the server (one per 
second) 
• One multicast connection to receive the current coherence to the server (one per 
second) 
In the server side, the following communications are managed:  
• One socket connection for synchronization (every time a new trader joins to the 
group) 
• One multi socket connection to receive the data from the clients (one read per 
client per second) 
• One multicast connection to send the current coherence to all clients and the 
number of the traders connected to the system (one per second) 
• One mysql connection to save the data in the database (one write per trader per 
second) 
The algorithms used as previous step to program the group mode of operation are the 
final algorithms to develop the application. These algorithms really represent the full 
system. We want to reach this level as highest degree of detail and to give to the reader 
the complete flow of the information. As in section 3.5.2.1, the main strategy of the 
program is explained for the client and the server and the algorithms with full details are 
following explained. Some comments are indicated with the symbols “//”.  
In this case and since in the flowchart diagrams threads cannot be properly seen, we 
avoid this presentation for the group mode of operation. However, the reader could find 
a full detailed explanation (including threats) in the previously presented sequence 
diagrams.  
Finally, brief instructions that were given to the supervisors to check the difficulty to 
understand how to start and work with the program are presented. 
The Self-Aware Trader Client in group mode algorithm description is shown in a 
pseudocode way (the steps added to the individual mode it is highlighted in bold): 
Input: XML data send by Emwave through PORT 20480 
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Output: Traffic signal showed in screen indicating the time window coherence level and 
picture of the group showing the group’ coherence. 
Main algorithm client steps (strategy) 
A. Prepare connection between Emwave program and Stress Traffic Signal 
program 
B. Establish communication between Emwave program and Stress Traffic Signal 
program 
C. Print Traffic Signal in the screen with the lights off 
D. User defines sensibility in the system (time window coherence desired) // User 
can change this parameter at any time. This change will be applied in the next 
coherence time window cycle. 
E. Current time window coherence and Coherence counters (3), one per traffic 
signal are defined and initialized 
F. Search in the data send through Emwave the exact location of the real time 
coherence 
G. User connects to group 
H. Synchronize with Server 
I. While (User is connected to application) 
a. Extract real time coherence value from Emwave program 
b. Increment current time window coherence  counter 
c. Send every second the current coherence to server // It is important to 
bear in mind that the trader keep watching the coherence according 
with his/her time window. However, the coherence of the group is 
showing every second, so it is send every second. 
d. Receive the group coherence from server. // This process always is 
hearing (Threat) 
e. Set the colour of group picture 
f. If Current time window coherence   < time window coherence desired 
• Increment the right coherence counter (green, yellow or red) 
according to the coherence real time value  
g. Else // Only enter here when the time window coherence reaches the 
sensibility of the user, meanwhile the algorithm only increments the 
counters and the traffic signal light does not change 
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• If user changed time window coherence,  time window coherence 
desired is updated with the new value 
• Compare the value of the 3 counters and put in the traffic signal 
light  the colour of the counter with the higher value 
• Restart the current time window coherence counter and the 3 
coherence counters for the next cycle 
h. End if // Notice that if there is a draw between the coherence counters, 
the traffic signal does not change and keeps the previous light. We 
considered that with this approach we avoid false positives. 
J. End while 
K. Close communications, close socket and close buffer. 
The algorithm in more detail is explained below. It is highlighted in bold the steps 
added to the individual mode 
Algorithm Client in detail:  
1. Create Socket to read from Port 20480  (A) 
2. Create Buffer reader to save the data read 
3. Establish communication between Emwave program and Stress Traffic Signal 
program (B) 
4. Print Traffic Signal in the screen with lights off (C) 
5. User defines sensibility in the system (time window coherence desired) // User 
can change this parameter at any time. This change will be applied in the next 
coherence time window cycle. (D) 
6. Sensibility variable (time window coherence desired) is initialized with user 
input data between 1 second and 30 seconds. The default value is a medium 
sensibility, 10 seconds. 
i. If input data <> default value then  
1. Time window coherence desired = input data. 
7. Current  time window coherence is initialized (E) 
i. Current time window coherence counter = 0  
8. Coherence counters (3), one per signal are initialized 
i. Red Counter =0  
ii. Yellow Counter = 0 
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iii. Green Counter = 0 
9. Create a string variable to search in the string the exact location of the real time 
coherence  (F) 
10. Initialize the search string variable with “ S=”  
11. User click connect to group (G) 
12. Synchronize with Server (H) 
i. Ask time to server through socket 20000 
ii. Receive time 
iii. Calculate difference with local time 
13. While (data in buffer != null) (I) 
i. Read buffer (a) 
ii. Current time window coherence counter = Current time window 
coherence  counter +1 (b) 
iii. Send every second the current coherence to server  through 
multicast 
1. fake time = local time - difference 
2. It is send in this way (Coherence, IP, “fake time”) 
iv. Receive the group coherence through multicast (Threat) 
v. Set the colour of the figure 
1. If coherence group == 0 
a. Picture group colour = red 
2. If coherence group == 1 
b. Picture group colour = Yellow 
3. If coherence group == 2 
c. Picture group colour = Green 
vi. Search the coherence real time value through the search variable 
vii. If Current time window coherence  counter < sensibility desired (c) 
2. Increment the right coherence counter according to the 
coherence real time value  
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3. If coherence real time value = = 0 then 
a. Red Counter = red counter +1 
4. If coherence real time value = = 1 then 
a. Yellow Counter = yellow counter +1 
5. If coherence real time value = = 2 then 
a. Green Counter = green counter +1 
viii. Else // Only enter here when the time window coherence reach the 
sensibility of the user, meanwhile the algorithm only increment the 
counters and the traffic signal light does not change (d) 
1. Current time window coherence counter =0  
2. If input data <> time window coherence desired then  
a. Time window coherence desired = input data. 
b. Compare the value of the 3 counters and obtain the 
counter with the higher value 
3. If (red counter > Yellow Counter) and (red counter > 
green counter) then 
a. Turn off Traffic signal 
b. Traffic signal = red 
4. If  (Yellow Counter > red counter) and (yellow counter > 
green counter) then 
a. Turn off Traffic signal 
b. Traffic signal = Yellow 
5. If (green counter > Yellow Counter) and (green counter > 
red counter) then 
a. Turn off Traffic signal 
b. Traffic signal = green 
6. Restart Counters  
7. Current Time window Coherence =0 
8. Red Counter=0 
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9. Yellow Counter=0 
10. Green Counter=0 
ix. End if //Notice that if there are a draw between the counters the traffic 
signal does not change and keep the previous light. (d) 
14. End while (H) 
15. Close communications, close socket and close buffer. (I) 
Now it is presented the Self-Aware Trader server in group mode algorithm description 
in a Pseudo – code way is showed (it is highlighted in bold the steps added to the 
individual mode). It is important to take into account that the steps presented are not 
sequential since the oriented based programming allows us to define multi threats of 
execution allowing in parallel some routines: 
Input: Data send by clients through multicast 
Output: Interface supervisor with traders’ coherence in real time, possible queries and 
data saved in data base. 
Main algorithm server steps (strategy) 
A. Prepare multicast connection to receive data from clients and wait//Threat 1 
B. Prepare server connection to serve the time for the clients and wait //Threat 2 
C. Create diary data base 
D. Print Supervisor interface empty. No clients are connected. 
E. Trader connect to group // Until this moment the server is waiting. 
F. Increment the number of traders connected 
G. Save the information in the data base 
H. Refresh information in supervisor interface. 
I. While (traders) // Threat 3 
a. Calculate coherence group between all the traders connected 
b. Send every second the current group coherence to multicast network  
c. Write in data base coherence group information 
J. End while 
K. User decides to see a query // This step is only execute when is received a order 
from the user and not implies the stopping of the previous steps. 
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a. Access to the data base and do the query selected 
b. Present the results 
c. Wait until detect user select “Full session time” 
L. User decide close the program // This step is only execute when is received a 
order from the user 
a. Close communications, close database. 
The algorithm in more detail is explained below.  
Algorithm Server in detail:  
1. Create multicast connection to receive data from clients and wait//Threat 1 (A) 
2. Create socket connection port 20000 to serve the time for the clients and wait  
//Threat 2 (B) 
3. If !data base (C) 
a. Create data base 
4. Print supervisor interface empty (D) 
5. Socket newclient accepted (E, F, G) 
a. Read the current value 
b. If !(list traders)  
i. Create vector of traders 
ii. Create list of values inside every trader  
c. If Ip !found in list traders 
i. Add new trader to the vector of traders 
d. Add the value to the list of  values of the trader 
e. Insert value in data base 
6. Refresh information in supervisor interface.(H) 
7. While (traders) // Threat 3 (I) 
a. For trader 1 to trader n connected get value last second 
b. Make mode  from values //Same process detailed before to set the colour 
of the traffic signal 
c. Send via multicast Coherence group 
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d. Insert into data base ( Ip server, Coherence group, Timestamp) 
8. End while 
9. User select in combo a query // This step is only execute when is received a 
order from the user and not implies the stopping of the previous steps. (K) 
a. Access to the data base and do the query selected (5 minutes, 10 minutes, 
last hour, last 4 hours) 
b. Present the results 
c. Wait until detect user select “Full session time” 
10. User decide close the program // This step is only execute when is received a 
order from the user (L) 
a. Close server socket clients data information 
b. Close server socket Time 
c. Close data base 
Brief server instructions 
A short description for start up of the system for the supervisor is described below. In 
the tests explained in the next chapter, we will see that the supervisor had no problems 
to understand these steps.  
The supervisor follows the next steps. 
• Start the Self-Aware Trader system supervisor application 
• Chose in the interface the query desired with the combo box. If none query is 
selected the traders’ coherence information in real time is presented. 
• When the session is finished close application. 
The software development went through an overload test in the laboratories of the 
School of Computing and Mathematics of the University of Ulster and was tested with 
30 clients running without anomalies (as we can see in the figure 3.20 previously 
presented).  
The next chapter describes the tests carried out with some real traders to validate the 
system and a discussion of the results is shown. 
 
  
Chapter 4 
Este capítulo está dedicado a la presentación de los experimentos más destacados 
realizados durante la presente tesis. Se presentan de igual modo en cada experimento 
los resultados obtenidos así como su análisis. En este capítulo se pueden encontrar 
experimentos realizados bajo los dos modos de operación del sistema: individual y 
grupal. Unas conclusiones extraídas tras el análisis de los resultados obtenidos en 
todos los test cierran el presente capítulo. 
This chapter is dedicated to the most representative experiments realized during this 
work. In every experiment an analysis and discussion of the results is presented. 
Besides, this chapter comprises experiments under the two modes of operation: 
individual and group. Finally, the conclusions obtained during the analysis of the 
results are closing this chapter. 
4. CASE STUDIES – VALIDATION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes tests made with traders in two scenarios, individual trading from 
home and trading in a company (individual and collective). The global intention with 
these tests is to establish the real impact of information on the coherence levels of 
traders during the trading process through the Self- Aware Trader Software.  
Depending on the specific scenario, the setup of the test is different with different 
objectives. These tests are described in detail in the following subsections and a 
discussion of the results is presented.  
It should be noticed that since the trading context is a quite closed environment with 
high confidentiality needs, it was hard to find some traders to test the system in real 
operating conditions. Besides, every moment in the stock markets and the state of each 
trader is different so any test is unrepeatable under the same circumstances. This fact 
put high pressure to compile the maximum number of data in these tests.  
Therefore, the tests made in the company Louis Capital markets to validate the group 
mode of operation and gather information from a traders’ team supervisor needed some 
permissions to allow carry out these experiments. 
We thank Louis Capital Markets for the opportunity to be able to validate the system 
and allow us to gather all the necessary information. We were even allowed to take 
some pictures and present them in this work. 
The chapter will start with the validation of the individual mode of operation with some 
tests from individual traders (usually his/her trading process is carried on from home) 
and some first conclusions drawn. After that, he company tests are described. It is 
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possible to see that some conclusions taken in the first individual tests are supported and 
new conclusions about the group mode are achieved.  
Finally, the opinion of the traders and the supervisor about the system are gathered in 
some questionnaires that are included in this document as appendix A, B and C. As a 
consequence of these questionnaires and the results reached in the tests, some 
improvements are considered and explained in the evaluation and discussion of the 
results section (4.4). 
4.2 INDIVIDUAL TEST - TRADING FROM HOME 
The case study consists of a trader working in the financial market from a computer 
through Internet (this is the most common case for traders in US). The stress sensor is 
connected in the trader’s ear and we explain some significant moments of the trading 
session and how the sensed data and increased self-awareness influence the results of 
the trading exercise.  
In order to get some possible comparisons between the trader using the system and the 
trader without the support of the system, different examples are presented where the 
trader is working with and without the support of the system and it is possible to see the 
influence of coherence levels in the process. 
4.2.1 OBJECTIVE OF THE TEST 
One primary objective described in chapter 1 was to increase the traders’ awareness of 
their own stress levels reducing the illusion of control. To achieve this objective two 
points are crucial: 
1. To measure biometric data from a trader in real time through sensors to 
detect when good decision making may turn into risky decision making 
2. To alert the trader in a way that he can increase effectiveness 
The goal of this test is to see if this objective is achieved. We are going to run in an 
individual mode the Self-Aware Trader software, only reporting information of stress 
levels from the own trader and to get feedback about the following points: 
• The trader’s comfort with the sensor during the test 
• How easy to use the software is 
• How easy to understand the stress levels are 
• Compatibility with the current information for trading process 
• How the trader feels about receiving new information about his/her own state 
• Whether the trader considers this information to be useful for the trading process 
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The result about these points will give us the answer whether our primary objective has 
been achieved. Since the company test also tests the individual mode of operation, the 
final evaluation will be explained after all the tests. 
4.2.2 SCENARIO SETUP 
The equipment used by the trader is a laptop with Internet connection, the HeartMath 
stress relief system (stress sensor), the Emwave Pc (V1.0) software and the Self-Aware 
Trader software. The experiments have been done in the Spanish financial market, and 
all necessary information for the trading process (price of shares, charts, news...) has 
been extracted from Infobolsa [174].  
The trader who deploys the experiment is a non professional trader, but has 8 years of 
experience in this market trading for himself. To avoid problems with the income tax, 
commissions, and other effects of the trading process, the experiments have been done 
without real money. However, decision making is performed in real time in the real 
market and the aim to beat the market and win (play) money, provides motivation and a 
stress source in our trader as we will be able to see in the results.   
4.2.3 IBEX 35 SHARES WITHOUT SELF-AWARE TRADER INFORMATION SUPPORT 
With this experiment we want to know if in the crucial moments of trading with shares 
(buying and selling), the trader’s coherence level is affected and how that changes the 
decision making process.   
In this experiment, the Self-Aware information is not shown to the trader. However, we 
record the coherence of the trader with Emwave software in all the session to see the 
relation between his coherence and the trading done. The experiment duration is 90 
minutes. In the next table (Table 4.1), we can see the operations done by the trader (21-
April-2010): 
Table 4.1. Share trading. 
Buy Time Share Price Sell Time Price (€) 
12:00 TELEFONICA 17.380 13:23 17.390 
12:05 BBVA 10.970 13:22 10.980 
12:06 SANTANDER 10.305 13:14 10.32 
12:20 ABENGOA 20.10 13:04 20.27 
 
Figure 4.1 shows the trader’s coherence during trading time. In order to be able to 
analyze all the data, we record the coherence graphics generated by Emwave software. 
In this graphic, the time is represented on axis X and the coherence level, is the 
accumulated Coherence Score shown in axis Y. When the coherence is in safe mode the 
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score grows up, when the coherence enters in an unsafe mode, it decreases, bearing in 
mind that the minimum accumulated coherence score is 0 (no negative values). 
 
Figure 4.1. Coherence score in session 1 
We can see that in the first 20 minutes of buying operations, the stress of the trader 
prevents achieving good coherence levels (the lines in the graphic remains low). Later 
on, the next half an hour of the experiment shows the time when the trader was waiting 
for the optimal selling point and that inactivity allows a high level of coherence to be 
reached, which is reflected on the graphic growing up. Finally, the stress again comes 
back when the trader tries to sell the shares at an optimal prize. The conclusion of the 
experiment is that the trader’s body and coherence changes naturally reflect the crucial 
moments (buying and selling of shares).   
4.2.4 IBEX 35 INDEX FUTURES WITHOUT SELF-AWARE INFORMATION SUPPORT  
In this experiment, the trader operates with “futures” in IBEX-35 Index. The Index is an 
indicator formed by the principal companies of the national market, in US for example 
is Down Jones Index, in Spain it is formed by the 35 more important national 
companies and it is the IBEX-35.  
This index has a prize and moves it depending on the movement of the companies 
included.  If the trader thinks that this index will go up, then the trader can buy an 
IBEX-35 “future” and sell it when the trader thinks that the index will go down.  In the 
opposite case then the trader can sell a “future” and buy it when he/she thinks the 
market could go up.  In this mode each point up or down represents significant money 
and the movements are very fast (unlike in the shares trading). It forces traders to 
continue operations and increases the stress moments.  
Table 4.2 indicates the operations most representative for the experiment in 1 hour 30 
minutes (21-April-2010). Taking into account that the first 20 minutes the trader 
considers not to make any operation, but the Emwave software is running and recording 
the coherence level. In this experiment, the information for Self-Awareness is not 
shown to the trader. 
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Table 4.2. Future trading without support 
Open Time Value Open    OP Close Time Value Close  OP Points 
16:21 10808.30 Buy 16:26 10830.20 Sell +21,9 
16:27 10843.10 Sell 16:31 10848.30 Buy - 5,2 
16:32 10849.90 Buy 16:39 10816.60 Sell -33,3 
16:45 10801.00 Buy 16:49 10828.20 Sell +27,2 
 
In Figure 4.2 (a) we can see the coherence score during the trading process and in 
Figure 4.2 (b) the IBEX-35 chart. This chart represents the movements of the Index’s 
prize (axis Y) during the session time (axis X) represented by the hour. 
 
Figure 4.2. Coherence score in session 2 (a) and chart of IBEX-35 in session 2 (b) 
We can see a frequent trading risk situation, at 16:27. The trader believes that 10843 is a 
good level to sell (corresponding with the first top of the IBEX graphic), then the trader 
sells. However, IBEX go up some points breaking the trader’s strategy, so the trader 
buys losing some points. The trader tries immediately to change the strategy, he knows 
that he was wrong and does not want to lose this crucial moment, now the trader is very 
stressed and his decision making is unsafe. The market has done a “false break” (circle 
in Fig 4.2.b) and the trader has bought in a rushed decision (circle of Figure 4.2 (a). The 
trader loses 37 points in total in two operations (highlighted in grey in Table 4.2).  
The Self-Aware information could have helped to avoid this mistake because in the 
moment when the trader enters in the unsafe decision making zone, the Self-Aware 
Trading Interface shows a clear red light in the interface, alerting to the trader of this 
risky moment. 
4.2.5 IBEX 35 INDEX FUTURES WITH SOFTWARE INFORMATION SUPPORT  
This experiment is conducted to show the favourable impact in the trading process when 
the trader has access to the information that makes him/her more Self-Aware. This 
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session was the most difficult session for trading during the experiments, due to the 
Greece debt default news [175] at the time of the exercise.  
The Index suffered abrupt variations in seconds. Table 4.3 indicates the operations in 1 
hour (23-April-2010). Take into account that the trader in this case is Self-Aware of his 
own state with the Self-Aware Trader software. In this table, the number of sequence of 
operation has been added for a better tracking.  
Table 4.3. Future trading with support 
Open Position 
Time 
Value 
Open 
OP/nº Close Position 
Time 
Value 
Close 
OP/nº Points 
16:25 10948,60 Sell/1 16:28 10948,60 Buy/2 0 
16:31 10947,30 Buy/3 16:44 10952,80 Sell/4 +5,5 
16:59 10921,70 Buy/5 17:01 10934,20 Sell/6 +12,5 
17:03 10906,20 Buy/7 17:07 10923,70 Sell/8 +17,5 
 
In Figure 4.3 a) we can see the coherence score; in this case we have added numbers 
corresponding just with the 8 moments when the trader made a decision to buy or sell. 
Figure. 4.3 b) shows the IBEX-35 chart. 
 
Figure 4.3. Coherence score in session 3 (a) chart of IBEX-35 in session 3 (b) 
In this session, we can see the high impact of the news and the abrupt movements of the 
Index in the coherence of the trader. However, in this case, the trader has access to 
feedback from the system on his coherence levels and based on that the trader decides to 
make decisions only when he believes to be in a safe state avoiding, in this case, bad 
operations. In this case, all the decisions were made with the green light in the traffic 
signal interface. Three decisions about the sell in point 4 and the buy in point 5 were 
avoided by the trader because he saw a constant red light during this period (More than 
7 minutes). The trader commented us that it is in these kinds of frenetic market contexts, 
the support offered by the system is more clearly appreciated.   
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4.3 COMPANY TEST 
On Friday December 10th 2010 we carried out tests in the company Louis Capital 
Markets UK in London [176]. Louis Capital Markets is a global independent agency 
broker-dealer providing execution, value-added sales, trading and research services on a 
variety of Equity, Commodity, Fixed Income and Foreign Exchange products. 
Some of the traders kindly allowed us to test our system and we gathered some 
important data, which will be shown in this section. It is worth mentioning that the 
company FCC Performance [177] (New TakeTen Ltd) licensed by the HeartMath 
Institute supported us lending all HeartMath sensors necessary to make this test 
possible.    
4.3.1 OBJECTIVE OF THE TEST  
One primary objective described in Chapter 1 was to extend the trader’s awareness 
concept to a group mode and use this information as a measure of the predominant state 
of the market in real time (advisor’s sentiment or market feeling). This test consisted in 
running our system in a professional and real environment. The objective was to get 
feedback about the following point: Is it possible to achieve one of the primary 
objectives with the Self-Aware Trader system in group mode? The points to consider 
were the following: 
• Various traders using the system in individual mode 
• Various traders using the system in group mode 
• Supervisor feedback about the system 
The traders filled some questionnaires (See appendices A and B) on an anonymous 
basis after the tests in order to provide us with their personal opinion about the system. 
The impressions gathered will be explained in the different sections ahead. In the next 
subsections every test carried out will be explained in detail.    
The trading operations are not described due to confidentiality reasons so the traders’ 
identity and details of the operations are protected but the experiment was carried out in 
the real market with real money and real clients and traders. 
4.3.2 SCENARIO SETUP 
The first premise of our tests was not to alter the work environment or disturb the 
traders. The market information and the usual devices required for their daily work were 
as normal, even respecting their usual position.  
We added a laptop close to each trader with the HeartMath stress relief system (stress 
sensor), the Emwave Pc (V1.0) software and the Self-Aware Trader software installed 
in the laptop. The position of the laptops was close to their screens (usually more than 
two per trader) serving as an extension of the screens. In the laptop’s screen was the 
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Self-Aware Trader traffic signal interface allowing the trader to be aware of his/her own 
state as a data added to their usual trading information shown in their work screens 
(Figure 4.4).  
A wireless router was set-up in addition to the normal traders’ network to allow 
communication between the Stress-Aware Clients and Server, thus avoiding further 
disturbance to the normal business operation of the company. The ideal case would 
have been to install the applications as part as the information trading shown in their 
screens. Obviously for security and privacy reasons we had to adapt our own wireless 
network solution with the router getting the same result and bothering the company the 
least possible.  
 
Figure 4.4. System test setup with Self-Aware Trader information system 
4.3.3 FIRST TEST - VARIOUS TRADERS USING THE SYSTEM IN AN INDIVIDUAL MODE 
The market is unpredictable and our intention was to get as much data as possible from 
different market scenarios. However it is impossible to know how the trading session 
will develop (quiet or frenetic). The traders informed us during the test set-up that 
independently of the session rhythm there are some common frenetic moments (market 
opening, market closing and Wall Street market opening). The quiet moments are more 
difficult to detect depending on the news and the process of the trading session. 
In these experiments the traders wore the sensor attached to the ear and work with their 
normal process plus their stress level information during 45 minutes per experiment. 
This first test was divided in two moments, one aimed to capture data in a quiet moment 
and another to capture data in a frenetic moment. 
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4.3.3.1 Quiet market 
About 11:00 am in the morning traders indicated us that in these moments the market is 
quiet without many operations to do, so we took advantage of these moments to perform 
the test. In order to be able to analyze all the data, we record the coherence graphics 
generated by Emwave software. In these graphics, the time is represented on axis X and 
the coherence level, is the accumulated Coherence Score shown in axis Y. When the 
coherence is in safe mode the score grows up, when the coherence enter in an unsafe 
mode, it decreases, bearing in mind that the minimum coherence is 0 (no negative 
values used). In Figure 4.5 we can see the trader with the Self-Aware System working 
realizing the test during this period. We show below three graphics with the coherence 
of three different traders (Figure 4.6) that were involved in the same trading process 
(same market, same moment). It is important to bear in mind that during this period the 
trading process was calmed.  
 
Figure 4.5. Traders in quiet market 
The graphics of the traders’ coherence during this test have the same shape. The 
ascendant coherence scores make sense due the quietness of the market in this period. 
However each trader has a different perception of the risk in each moment and it is 
possible to observe this in some periods in Table 4.4 (the differences has been 
highlighted).  
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Figure 4.6. Traders 1, 2 and 3 coherence graphics. Quiet market 
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Table 4.4. Information example group test. Similitude and differences 
Trader Safest Periods. Most 
Green Light 
Moderated Periods. Most 
Yellow Light 
Riskiest Periods. Most 
Red light 
1 0-4,15-40 22-27 5-15,38-42 
2 0-4,15-40 5-15,22-27 38-42 
3 0-4,15-40,8-10,12-15 22-27 5-8,38-42,10-12 
 
In this sense during the first 5 minutes the three traders are in a low risk state showing 
in the Self-Aware Trader traffic signal interface a green light, however while trader 1 in 
the next 10 minutes most of the time received a red light warning, trader 2 keeps a 
moderated risk state showing alternatively yellow and green lights and trader 3 has 
continuous variations from red to green. After that, the coherences of the three traders 
are similar and most of the time, green and yellow lights are shown until the minute 38 
of the test where the three traders suffer a potential increase in risk. This moment 
coincides with some news being released to the market. At this time the traders’ 
coherence enters a decreasing state and recovers in the last minutes of the test. 
4.3.3.2 Frenetic market 
The Wall Street opening influences the European financial markets and echo as one of 
the moments of the session where more volume of transactions are executed. Wall 
Street opens the market at 14:30 pm (UK time). The transactions usually are done not 
only in the exact hour of the opening, but also in the pre-opening market. This is the 
reason why we selected a time period for this experiment from 14:15 to 15:00 hours. 
Figure 4.7 depicts this period during the test and Figure 4.8 shows the traders during 
this period working with the Self-Aware Trader system. 
The shapes of the traders’ graphics are close to the previous related scenario with the 
alone trader working in futures market showing drastic and continuous changes. 
Although the graphic shapes are totally different from the quiet market, also we find a 
common pattern in the three figures. During the first 25 minutes of the test (from 14:15 
to 14:35) where more operations are done, the traders were under more pressure and 
continuous decision making is needed.  
In these moments the information facilitated by the Self-Aware Trader is more valuable 
matching up the ascendant lines with a green light in the traffic signal interface being a 
safer state for the trader to make decisions and the descendent lines of the coherence 
with red light and informing the trader of the less safe decision making state. After 35 
minutes (about 14:50) the three traders came back to a quieter period growing up their 
coherences. We can select safer and riskier moments in the traders’ decision making in 
this period. In Table 4.5 we have selected some of these periods as an example. 
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Figure 4.7. Traders 1, 2 and 3 coherence graphics. Frenetic market 
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Figure 4.8. Traders in frenetic market 
Table 4.5. Safer and riskier decision making periods 
Trader Safest Periods. Most Green Light 
(minute) 
Riskiest Periods. Most Red light 
(minute) 
1 5-9, 26-29,36-42 0-4,15-25,30-35 
2 11-13,25-30,36-45 0-10,20-24, 31-35 
3 26-30,32-35,40-45 0-25,29-31,36-38 
 
After these tests the traders filled in a brief questionnaire with the following results:  All 
the traders replied that they do not feel uncomfortable with the sensor, even some 
traders said that it is not likely to be a problem wearing the sensor during the whole day. 
All traders thought that the software was easy to manage and understand. Some 
indicated a preference for a smaller warning system to be able to see it in the main 
screen. The questionnaires (See Appendix A) referenced the importance of this feature 
of the system. This preference could be appreciated in the reply to the questions. About 
the compatibility and usefulness of the information traders think that the information 
provided is useful and compatible. They want this information to be added to their 
trading information process.  
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Taking into account the data gathered shown in the previous figures and tables, we can 
observe that the same team working in the same market at the same time have similar 
graphic shape due the correlation in their trading process (as it is possible to see around 
minute 40 in both markets). However, every person has different biometric measures 
producing different coherence graphics (evidenced in the first 15 minutes), and it is 
possible to observe how trader 3 in this test undergoes more stress than his/her partners, 
so the individual information is a valuable data in all sessions for the trading 
independently of the state of the market.  
4.3.4 SECOND TEST - VARIOUS TRADERS USING THE SYSTEM IN GROUP MODE 
In this case, the traders are working with the Self-Aware system in group mode, so it is 
possible for the traders to get the following information: 
• Their own state as in individual mode shown in the traffic signal interface 
• The predominant market perception of the group shown with the group picture 
• The traders connected to the system with a number displayed just close to the 
group picture 
Bearing in mind that in the previous experiment where we can see a similar shape of the 
coherence graphic of the team, the Self-Aware system takes advantage of this point 
when it is working in group mode. The information of the predominant stress of the 
group tells to the trader whether he/she is correlated with the current team’s stress 
profile or whether his/her state is different. In this case, a safe decision making could be 
at risk (indicating either overconfidence or undue levels of worry). 
In the same way for a supervisor, when one trader is different to the rest of the traders 
for an unusual period of time, it is easier to detect that his/her decision making could be 
compromised (explained in the next test). Now the traders have two indications in the 
interface in real time. With the new group information the trader can continuously 
compare his/her own state with the predominant team’s state. In this way if his/her state 
remains in a continuously opposite state to the group, it could be a sign of a non-safe 
decision making moment for this trader. 
During this test, one of the traders (Trader 2) showed a red warning for an extended 
period of time after a phone call (from minute 20 to minute 31) showed in Figure 4.9, 
which is reflected in a prolonged decline of the coherence score in the graphic. Figure 
4.10 shows the graphic coherence of the traders in this test during 45 minutes.  
However, in this period the rest of the traders maintain a balanced level. This is the 
situation where the stress aware system working in group mode shows its potential.  It is 
able to detect and feedback to the own trader and the supervisor that the decision 
making of this trader could be at risk. It is possible to see this in a clearer way in the 
Table 4.6 where some periods of the session are highlighting the moment where trader 2 
keeps a red signal during 10 minutes in opposite way to his/her partners. 
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Figure 4.9. Traders in working in group mode 
Table 4.6. Information example group test. Period time 
Predominant Signal Period 0-10 Period 20-30 Period  35-45 
Trader 1 Green Green Green 
Trader 2 Green Red Green 
Trader 3 Green Green Green 
Group Green Green Green 
 
After this test the traders filled in a brief questionnaire (see Appendix B) with the 
following results: All traders thought that the stress group information was easy to 
understand and the system remains easy to use. The compatibility and usefulness of this 
information with the current trading information is appreciated in all responses.  In this 
questionnaire we expected some reticence about sending personal coherence 
information; however none of the traders minded, understanding that getting the team’s 
coherence was more profitable. 
Taking into account the traders’ answers and the data gathered shown in the previous 
figures and tables, it is possible to appreciate the real value of the group information in 
cases like trader 2’s behaviour between minutes 20 and 31 (highlighted in grey in Table 
4.6). The trader realized that prolonged inconsistent information between his/her state 
and the team’s state derived in a compromised period for decision making.  
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Figure 4.10. Traders 1, 2 and 3 coherence graphics. Group mode. 
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4.3.5 SUPERVISOR MODE 
During the group tests, the data sent by each trader is received by one computer that acts 
as server, stores all the information and sends every second the predominant stress 
levels in the team. The total information saved depends on the number of traders 
connected to the system (Figure 4.11). It is possible to see in the figure that in the same 
second four data items are saved, one per trader. In this sense, in the data base, the 
second is represented by the TimeStamp field, the items saved by the Coherence field 
and the trader by the Ip field. Three traders and the predominant state calculated by the 
server (bearing in mind that the server is an IP more in the database, in this case IP 
102).  This information is shown in the screen through a simple interface.   
 
Figure 4.11. Data saved by server in dataBase 
Figure 4.12 shows the information given by the software for the supervisor team. This is 
the default interface for the supervisor. Here, it is possible to see in real time the state of 
every trader in the team given by the colour of their IP. In the figure the trader identified 
with IP 104 is in red, IP 101 is in green, and IP 100 and the predominant colour sent by 
the server (Global Server) is yellow. It is also possible to check the accumulated 
percentage in the session that the server and every trader stay in different states (red, 
yellow, green).  
As it was explained, the supervisor interface is capable of showing either real time 
information or queries related to a concrete time period. A query button is available for 
this purpose. To differentiate between each interface it was decided to avoid the use of 
colours in the query interface as a response to advice from the supervisors (colours 
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always are related to real time information). As an example, while trader 2 was through 
an unsafe decision making period during the test group, a query in the server was 
generated with a summary of the last 5 minutes (Figure 4.13). Here it is possible to see 
that trader 2 (IP 104) spends most of the time in red (88%) while the other traders were 
in green (65%).  
 
Figure 4.12. Interface supervisor mode 
 
Figure 4.13. Query last 5 minutes 
While the group test was running, the traders’ team supervisor was able to see the real 
time status of his workers and afterwards filled a questionnaire (see Appendix C) about 
his perception of the program. He stated that the program was easy to use and 
understand and that the information was compatible with the other data he uses to 
manage the team. In this sense the information shown by Self-Aware stress software in 
some moments of the session was marked in the questionnaire as critical by the 
supervisor. 
We realized that the original purpose of the Self-Aware trader is even more powerful to 
manage a traders’ team from the point of view of the supervisor. The results of this 
questionnaire demonstrate that he considers this information critical to manage the team 
in crucial moments. His comments about the useless of all information when a trader 
has her/his coherence adversely affected due to panic or euphoria situations also support 
this.     
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4.4 EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS  
After both individual and company tests, we want to check if we achieve the objectives 
proposed with the results obtained. 
The primary objective was to increase traders’ awareness of their own stress levels 
reducing the illusion of control with two points are crucial: 
1. To measure biometric data from a trader in real time through sensors to 
detect when good decision making may turn into risky decision making 
2. To alert the trader in a way that can increase effectiveness 
In both tests, traders were measured through the HeartMath sensor. Thanks to the Self-
Aware Trader system were alerted when their decision making was in risk. The monitor 
of this detection was possible saving the coherences graphics and the Self-Aware Trader 
interface feed backing to the trader his/her biometric measures through the traffic light 
interface.  
In the first test it is possible to appreciate the improvement of the trading process when 
the trader is allowed to use the Self-Aware System even in complicated moments of the 
market (figure 4.3).  
In the case of the company test, it is possible to see how trader 2 realized about a risky 
period of decision making after a phone call (figure 4.9, table 4.6) and trusts in the 
system stopping temporally the operations until a safe state was recovered. 
Regarding the points to consider: 
• The trader’s comfort with the sensor during the test 
• How easy to use the software is 
• How easy to understand the Stress levels are 
• Compatibility with the current information for trading process 
• How the trader feels about receiving new information about his/her own state  
• Whether the trader considers this information to be useful for the trading process 
The information about these points was gathered through some questionnaires and we 
cannot find any complain about the use of the sensor or the use of the program. The 
Self-Aware system was received as an important and useful tool considering most of the 
traders as crucial.  
Due to these results, we consider the first objective achieved. 
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About the second main objective that it was to extend the trader’s awareness concept to 
a group mode and use this information as a measure of the predominant state of the 
market in real time (advisor’s sentiment or market feeling), we get the following results: 
• In the company test, we were able to test the group mode operation of the Self-
Aware Trader system. This mode is designed to get the group coherence of a 
team of traders. We discovered easily that in different situations, the group of 
traders’ coherence was running as a market feeling. In this sense, in frenetic 
situations the coherence of most of the members of the team was in red, in 
contrast with quiets markets when this coherence was in green. This can be 
appreciated in the percentages saved in the data base in figures 4.12 and 4.13.  
Our objective was achieved with this point. Besides, we discover through the results of 
the test other benefits about the group information: 
• The contrast between the Self-Aware information and the Group information 
gives the traders fundamental information to easily detect moments where they 
are influenced by different events in the own market. A continuous red light in 
the traffic signal interface, when the picture of the people is in a persistent green 
state, is an indication that the current decision making of the trader is in an 
unsafe state. We can see this again in the phone call period of trader 2 (Figure 
4.9, table 4.6). 
• The Self-Aware Trader system could be an important tool to monitor a team of 
traders by a supervisor. Explained with the same example that one supervisor 
told us in the test: “If I am having lunch, and in this moment the market 
collapses and the traders enter in a panic moment, later, I cannot monitor the 
traders’ behaviour in that moment and it is complicated to know how they 
reacted to that moments”. With the Self-Aware Trader this is possible. 
Besides these objectives, we consider important to describe other relevant conclusions 
of these results:  
• Previous losses, fear to lose a great trading movement, news, time restrictions, 
and many other factors have high impact in the trader’s decision making.  
Evidence of this can be seen in Figure 4.2 with the individual trader trading from 
home. A previous mistake at 16:27 derives in subsequent risky decision making 
and a bad operation at 16:32. In the same way, during the company tests in a 
quiet market (Figure 4.6), after a prolonged time in green, a news item in minute 
38 has a clear impact in the three traders. 
• The more difficult the market is, the riskier the trader’s decision making is and 
the more important for the traders to be Self-Aware of their own stress levels. 
This is evident as it is in frenetic markets (e.g. as the one depicted in Figure 4.3, 
or Wall Street opening shown in Figure 4.7) where traders find the Self-Aware 
Trader System more valuable.  
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Probably, the more unexpected result was the impression from the supervisor. The Self-
Aware Trader covers a gap in the managing of the teams. A supervisor may believe to 
unequivocally know the state of his/her team. Due to this circumstance, sometimes a 
supervisor may discover too late that one trader has problems. Usually, problems are 
discovered after high losses. With the Self-Aware Trader system, the supervisor is able 
to see in real time the state of his/her team and monitor in a more efficient way the 
trading session. 
After these tests we consider that the perfect balance between a technological offer to 
help traders and an improved human decision making must help avoiding significant 
losses due to risky decisions. The completion of the test in a real environment (Louis 
Capital Market), and the positive feedback obtained, supports this hypothesis.  
However, the traders and the supervisor have another principal contribution. They 
commented some possible improvements to the system. These suggestions were 
gathered and are commented in the following subsections.   
4.4.1 TRADER IMPROVEMENTS – CLIENT PART 
Given the quantity of information managed by the traders in real time, they put special 
focus in how the information is shown. In case of the interface of the Self-Aware Trader 
software, they like the traffic signal representation and the way to show the information 
about the collective awareness. However, they consider this information crucial and 
they would like to have this information continuously in his/her visual field. In the tests 
this information was shown in laptops situated close to the traders, but they need to 
move the head to see the information. 
In case that we could install our software as part of the trading information (recall that 
due security reasons the software could not be installed in the main system of the 
traders), the traffic signal would need a visual space not available in these moments on 
their screens.  
Traders are used to work with several monitors and they can manage all the information 
displayed on them simultaneously. Understanding that a traffic signal interface is too 
big to introduce it in a screen, the traders suggest a small improvement. They consider 
that it would be perfect to include the same information as a process in a task bar. In this 
case we would keep the use of the communication mode with colours for the own state 
and the coloured picture of the people for the collective awareness. The only difference 
is that all information would be presented in a small process bar. In this way, the trader 
could situate this process bar in any place and he/she does not need to move the head to 
be aware of the information in real time. 
4.4.2 SUPERVISOR IMPROVEMENTS – SERVER PART 
One of the unexpected conclusions of the test was that the usefulness of the stress aware 
trader is even more powerful to manage a traders’ team from the point of view of the 
supervisor. The results of his questionnaire demonstrate that he considers this 
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information critical to manage the team in crucial moments. His comments about 
useless information when a trader has her/his coherence adversely affected due to panic 
or euphoria situations also support this.     
In this sense he suggested some possible improvements to get extra information that 
could be very interested for a supervisor.  
Currently in the supervisor interface we show in real time the state of every trader and 
the state of the team and it is possible to get some statistics selecting a time period. 
However, to get a better control of the traders, supervisors consider the following 
improvements really useful. 
• To alert with a clear message in the screen when a trader stay in risky state in a 
prolonged time period. In this sense, the concrete period would be adjustable for 
every trader by the supervisor. For example, if one new trader starts to work for 
the company probably is normal to be in a risky state more time than another 
with 10 year of experience. This is the reason to be able to adjust this parameter 
in every trader. Supervisors want not only the alert messages presented in the 
screen. They would like to receive an alert in their mobile phone as well. 
• Other information desired by a supervisor was another alert when a percentage 
of the traders were in a non-safe state. This could be a symptom of a complicate 
moment in the market where, according to his words, sometimes it is difficult to 
realize that it is happening right now. As in the previous improvement, the way 
desired to show this alert would be a clear message in the screen and as well as 
an SMS to his mobile phone. 
4.5 COLLATERAL RESULTS 
One of the tools most often used in trading process is the technical analysis. According 
to [178]: “In finance, technical analysis is a discipline for forecasting the direction of 
prices through the study of past market data, primarily price and volume”.  
During the test we realized that the coherence graphics obtained from the traders were 
quite similar to the charts used in technical analysis. We did a research about this 
similitude and we found very interesting results that are described in this subsection. 
According to David Aronson [179] the behaviour of the trader (emotions, cognitive 
errors, irrational preferences, and the dynamics of group behaviour) blends with the 
practice of technical analysis. 
Given this relation between the behaviour and the technical analysis, would it be 
possible to apply the basic rules of technical analysis to the traders’ behaviour? To 
answer this question, we consider giving in this point some information about technical 
analysis. 
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Economic charts are the main tool of technical analysis. From 1688 [180] technical 
analysis was applied to the financial markets. Lots of techniques and theories have been 
incorporated from then to improve the principles of forecasting with technical analysis. 
In 18th century, candlestick techniques are introduced [181] and in the 19th century, the 
Dow Theory appears [182] and it is still used in these days.  
Technical analysts use charts to identify trends and patterns in financial markets. Once 
they recognize one pattern, they try to forecast the next price movement on base on that 
pattern. The explanation of these patterns is in the traders’ behavior. The traders’ 
emotions are irrational but they are present and usually are repeated, being predictable 
on a chart [183].  
Regarding whether technical analysis actually works, a study to evaluate the 
effectiveness of technical analysis [184] concludes that over a 31-year sample period, 
several technical indicators do provide incremental information and may have some 
practical value. With our work, we focus in the psychology component of the market, 
the trader’s state, and below we test whether there is a relation with technical analysis 
concepts.   
The main concepts of technical analysis where we will focus in will be: 
• Resistance line: It is a line drawn on a chart, which passes through the top prices 
reached. This line represents a kind of “ceiling” for the price. An increased selling 
activity avoids that the prices beats this line. 
• Support line: It is a line drawn on a chart which passes through the lowest prices 
reached. This line represents a kind of “floor” for the price. An increased buying 
activity avoids that the prices beats this line. 
• Breakout: It is the moment when prices cross a previous resistance or support line. 
• Trending: There are three kinds of trend. A bullish trend happens when the prices 
are growing up for an extended period of time. A bearish trend happens when they 
fall down and a lateral trend when there is no bullish or bear trend detected.  
• Trending channel: Usually a trending on a chart is conducted over two parallel lines 
a resistance line of the trending (upper line) and a support line of the trending (lower 
line) 
• Chart pattern: It occurs when the movement of the prices creates a known pattern 
on a chart. 
With these basic principles from technical analysis, we focus in the coherence graphics 
obtained from the company. We searched in these graphics whether it is possible to 
apply the principles of the technical analysis. One graphic of each test in the company is 
presented following. Here we show how we detected a possible forecasting in the 
trader’s behavior. 
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1. Quiet Market 
We show in Figure 4.14 a normal trader’s graphic coherence in this period. The 
ascendant coherence scores make sense due the quietness of the market in this period. In 
this sense we can detect in the shape of the graphic that this ascendant shape fits with 
one of the basic concepts of the technical analysis: the trending channel. In the next 
figure (Figure 4.15) we try to put some “trending lines” to the coherence graphic and we 
can see how the coherence graphic respects the support line of the trending, leaning on 
it in three occasions (about minutes 12,31 and 41) and touching the resistance line of the 
trending in two occasions (about minutes 4 and 39). 
 
Figure 4.14. Coherence chart quiet market without technical analysis applied 
 
Figure 4.15.Coherence chart quiet market with technical analysis applied 
If we translate this result into the trader’s state, one example of this new information 
could be used in the following way: Once we have some points to be able to draw a 
trending line on a coherence chart, when the accumulated coherence of the trader is 
closer to this line, it is very possible that the trader’s coherence respects this trending 
line. For example, it is acceptable to forecast that in minute 41, where the coherence of 
the trader falls down a couple of minutes, it could be highly probable that the trader’s 
accumulated coherence recovered again before crossing the support line of the trending 
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channel. Besides, this information could be very useful because if the trader notices that 
his/her coherence trending line suffers a “breakout”, he/she could be in a risky decision 
making state. In other words, we can know some guidelines and forecast the behavior of 
the trader.  
2. Frenetic Market 
In this case we use the figure 4.16 regarding the coherence chart of one trader in this 
period.  
In this case the graphic shape is totally different from the quiet market. It is possible to 
see how the trader is affected by this frenetic period and so his/her coherence. 
Applying to this graphic the resistance and support lines, we get the following figure 
(Figure 4.17). 
 
Figure 4.16. Coherence chart frenetic market without technical analysis applied 
 
Figure 4.17. Coherence chart frenetic market with technical analysis applied 
In this case it is possible to see how the coherence has problems to jump over the level 
delimited by the red line, the upper line in the chart (about coherence score 52) from the 
minute 27 to 32, in fact the coherence falls down from this level until it reaches a score 
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below 26. However, in this zone there is a support line (lower horizontal line) and from 
here the coherence score starts to grow up coinciding with the end of the frenetic period. 
Usually, the resistance and support zones in technical analysis coincide with selling and 
buying zones. If we translate these cases into the trader’s behavior and feed back to 
him/her this information, it could be indicative of zones where the decision making is 
riskier (resistance line) and safer (support line). 
Given the strong relation between the technical analysis and this human factor (recently 
termed “behavioral finance”), these results open the possibility to take advantage of the 
knowledge of the technical analysis and apply it to behavioral finance. 
If this is the case, as future work will be interesting the study of these coherence charts 
using technical analysis. This could help to understand and even somehow forecast the 
human factor of the traders. 
With the entire results obtained in this chapter (direct and collateral), we consider the 
objectives of this chapter (enumerated in 4.2.1 and 4.3.1) achieved. We leave open a 
new vision to explore with these collateral results: the trader’s behavior forecasting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Chapter 5 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Este capítulo concluye esta tesis doctoral. En primer lugar, se resumen a grandes 
rasgos las ideas planteadas en la misma. Posteriormente se exponen las principales 
contribuciones realizadas. Finalmente, se proponen cuestiones de posible estudio futuro 
que pueden ser desarrolladas a partir del presente trabajo 
 
This chapter finishes this work. Firstly, the main ideas of this work are presented in a 
general way. After that, the main contributions realized are described. Finally, future 
work is proposed to be developed based on this work. 
 
5.1 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
This work focused on supporting with new technologies the vulnerability of the human 
decision making in critical situations where stress is high. In Chapter 1, we established 
some basic objectives to support with sensors the traders’ decision making during the 
trading session. In the whole work, these proposed objectives were kept in mind and in 
the next subsection will be analyzed in detail.  
During the study of the influence of stress in the decision making process made in 
Chapter 2, it is possible to see how stress degrades the quality of this process. However, 
in stressful situations, good decision making could be crucial. The cost of a bad decision 
depends on the application field; from economical as in the trading process to human 
lives in critical situations as crisis management in natural disasters.  
Is it possible to avoid bad decision making? Obviously the human factor introduces a 
mistake probability in the decision making process; however, it is possible to reduce 
this probability. Some psychological studies show that the main problem is that in these 
crucial situations, where our decision making process is degraded, we do not realize it. 
Well-known effects as illusion of control avoid realizing that our decision making is 
risky. Usually we realize the risk after a wrong decision is made. However, 
technological support offers help. If we can add the self-information about our own 
status, we can make a decision in a safer way. 
Stress not only has an effect in our decision making, also it has an effect in our human 
body, reflected in physiological changes (hearth rate, breath rating, skin conductance, 
etc.) We take advantage of these changes and monitor these variables with a suitable 
sensor support. It is possible to feed back this information to the person to let him/her be 
aware in real time about how his/her own state to make decisions is. 
A software system has been developed in order to cover the current gap of self-aware 
information. This system integrates the use of sensors to measure the biometric 
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variables affected with the stress. It was developed in a general and modular way to be 
able to be used in any application field where the stress management is relevant. 
This work presents and applies a global architecture using sensor support in stressful 
situations. The idea was born due to the vacuum of information detected in the decision 
making in the trading process.  
In Chapter 3, in the financial market field, we developed a concrete architecture and 
software to manage the stress in trading context. The system developed allows two 
kinds of operative: the individual mode focused in traders working alone (usually from 
home) and the group mode focused in the traders working in cooperative mode (usually 
from financial companies).  
Different tests are presented in Chapter 4 for individual and collective situations. Given 
the high confidentiality carried out in trading companies, we really appreciated the 
Louis Capital Markets London company support to allow us to test our system. In all 
the described tests, it is possible to see the stress influence in the traders and how a self-
aware trader can cope in a better way with complicated situations and have a safer 
decision making. 
A lot of systems are developed to replace the human factor with artificial intelligence 
techniques in any field, avoiding irrational decision making. We consider that a total 
replacement of the human factor is not the optimal way. For example we can see the 
current problems in trading context with the high frequency systems (the flash crash on 
6 May 2010 was attributed to the use of these systems). With this work, we do not try to 
replace the human factor, we try to enforce it by supporting it with suited technology. 
In the trading process, the life cycle of the automatic systems is extremely short due the 
continuous evolution of traders’ behaviour working with these systems. This behaviour 
evolution changes the patterns of these automatic systems and they become useless. 
Furthermore, effects as illusion of control do not permit to take full advantage of these 
systems because in stressful moments (panic, euphoria, fear, anxiety) decisions are 
made in an irrational way. A Self-Aware trader improves himself/herself in real time 
allowing taking full advantage of the systems used avoiding risky decision making and 
being fully compatible with any advance in technology.  
5.2 SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
This work presents the following contributions: 
• Sensor biometric principles to characterize the state of the user. Priorization of 
these principles for the trading context and classification of the current 
commercial sensor market based on these principles. 
• Sensor system design guidelines for trading context. 
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• Self-Aware trader system that feedbacks the user’s stress level according to the 
design guidelines 
• Backend server system that aggregates individual stress information and gives 
an approximation to the advisor’s sentiment value in real time (market feeling) 
• Trading supervisor interface providing features to monitor and control his team.   
5.3 PHD BRIEF  
This work merges knowledge on stress effects and sensor technology in order to 
establish a system to feed back the stress level information in real time to persons in a 
general scheme and to traders in a concrete scheme applied in the financial markets. The 
objectives achieved are enumerated below: 
1. State of the art study and related works. 
The existing studies about stress and sensor technology are focused in their specific 
disciplines. This work applies these studies to the trading process and provides a 
detailed review in the context of trading. Additionally, a detailed discussion is provided 
in Chapter 2 about some guidelines to consider on the design of the sensors in trading 
process as well as a comparison (Table 2.7 and Table 2.8) between the products that we 
can currently find on the market (Tables 2.2-2.6).  
The review of some important current research projects where sensor technology is used 
independently from the target of the project is also shown within Chapter 2. Here, it is 
possible to see the great development existing and the fast dissemination of this 
technology in our daily lives: sport, health care, work. 
Furthermore, we have complementary works to this PhD dealing some aspects in more 
detail. In [151] the focus of our work was to highlight the difference between Stress-
Aware and standard traders in order to establish how sensor technology can in fact 
assist them. Once we saw the big difference between a Stress-Aware Trader and a 
standard trader, our next step [152] focused in confirming whether it is possible with 
current sensing technology to design a preliminary model to help traders. Finally, in 
[153], we realized that current automatic trading mechanisms miss the psychology 
approach, necessary in our opinion to design an effective system.   
2. Identifying basic biometric principles in sensor technology for the trading 
process.  
Usually biometric sensor principles [99] are focused in identification purposes. In this 
work, we change slightly the focus and we propose in subsection 2.3.2.1 basic 
principles focused in the state of the trader. These principles are used to compare the 
existing available sensors in the market and give us the clue of what we need to assess a 
successful integration of the sensor support in the trading process. 
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3. Identifying issues in the trading process where sensor technology can be 
decisive. 
While [75] and [86] show the relation between the emotions of the traders and the 
movement of the financial market with sensor technology, this work identifies the 
potentially crucial role of sensor technology in the trading process. Sensor technology 
could be used to enable traders to become aware of their stress levels when making 
decisions, thus covering this current information gap. In this way, sensor technology 
becomes an active element in the trading process.  
4. Guidelines for designers. 
Another contribution is the identification of some common needs that are desirable for 
the successful integration of sensor technology in the trading process. It does so by 
explicitly highlighting some papers ([147], [148], [149], [150]) in Chapter 2 about the 
importance of how sensors should show the relevant data to traders and in this context, 
the parameters that should be adapted (manually or automatically) to the trader’s profile 
preference (stress time window). The purpose of the discussion about Table 2.7 in this 
work is to consider some characteristics to obtain the most suitable sensing 
infrastructure for the trading progress giving some recommended guidelines for 
designers in Table 2.8. 
5. Self-Aware system model deployment. 
In this work, the Self-Aware system model has been deployed. It is used to feed back to 
the person the stress level information to allow a safer decision making. This system is 
the result of the deployment of a general model described in Chapter 3 called Self-
Aware system. 
6. Specific context trading architecture deployment. 
This objective was achieved with the development of the Self-Aware trading 
architecture and software described in Chapter 3. The Self-Aware trader system keeps 
the Self-Aware system model premises, focusing the context in trading in financial 
markets. The effectiveness of the concrete model deployment has been tested in a real 
environment with real traders. 
7. To increase traders’ awareness of their own stress levels reducing the illusion of 
control.  
To achieve this objective, two points are crucial:  
• To measure biometric data from a trader in real time through sensors to detect 
when good decision making may turn into risky decision making. After a 
complete study of the sensors available, the HeartMarth’s sensor with Emwave 
software was chosen and used to gather the biometric data necessary and was 
used as an input of our system. 
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• To alert the trader in a way that can increase effectiveness: Not only technical 
aspects were considered to design the system. Psychological aspects based on 
research studies were took in account to develop an interface suitable for the 
trading process.  
The achievement of this objective was commented in detail in the results section of 
Chapter 4. 
8. To extend the trader’s awareness concept to a group mode and use this 
information as a measure of the predominant state of the market in real time 
(advisor’s sentiment or market feeling)  
To cover the most usual cases in trading process, we included two modes of operation 
in the system (explained in Chapter 3).  
• An individual mode. The trader’s stress level is fed back through a traffic signal 
interface (red: high stress, yellow: moderate stress and green no stress detected). 
The trader can select the period of time to calculate the stress (stress time 
window).  
• Group mode: When the trader is connected in group mode, the application joins 
a multicast group created by one server where all traders within the group send 
the current coherence level every second. With all the data received from the 
traders, the server calculates the predominant coherence among all traders in the 
group and sends this value and the number of traders connected to all the traders 
connected in the multicast network. Furthermore the server saves every data 
received from every client.  This is in order to have the necessary information to 
provide different statistics (useful for example for one supervisor) of each trader 
and have a historical data logging of every session. In this way we get an 
immediate measure of the collective stress level that traders operating are 
experiencing.  
The achievement of this objective was commented in detail in the results section of 
Chapter 4. 
9. Get feedback from traders in real environment.   
The objectives of the tests presented in Chapter 4 are to run the Self-Aware Trader 
system in a real environment and to get feedback about the following points: 
• The trader’s comfort with the sensor during the test 
• How easy to use the software is 
• How easy to understand the Stress levels are 
• Compatibility with the current information for trading process 
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• How the trader feels about receiving new information about his/her own state 
• How the trader feels about receiving new information about the collective state 
• Whether the trader considers this information to be useful for the trading process 
After these tests, we consider that the perfect balance between a technological offer to 
help traders and an improved human decision making must help avoiding significant 
losses due to risky decisions. The completion of the test in a real environment (Louis 
Capital Market), and the positive feedback obtained, supports this hypothesis.  
5.4 FUTURE WORK LINES 
This work proved the viability to merge the psychological concepts and the 
technological concepts in a system to allow a safer decision making in the context of 
trading processes. Based on these results and on the comments provided by the traders 
themselves, it is hoped that it will inspire other researchers to take up the challenge to 
investigate some of the issues raised in this work as combinations from different 
disciplines such as trading (economy), stress (medical) and sensors (technological). 
These other research lines could include the improvement of the model proposed in this 
work as well as algorithms used integrating the System-Aware Trader system as part of 
a complex trading platform. Another possibility could be to incorporate the group mode 
of work as part of a subscription mode for home trading.  
5.4.1  INTERCONNECTION WITH A INTELLIGENT TRADING PLATFORM 
The current implementation is designed to support a trader without interfering with the 
other technical support that the trader uses. 
Once we have developed the Self-Aware Trader system and checked how traders feel 
comfortable using the system, the next step could be a total integration in the current 
trading platform. 
This integration could be a good trigger for other technical decision support used by 
traders. For example for automatic systems (such as expert systems) that are capable of 
making decisions under determinate circumstances. The trigger of this systems could be 
when the trader lost a minimum level of coherence fixed by himself/herself in the case 
of home trading or even fixed by a supervisor in the case of company. 
The core of the architecture could run as an OSGi 4 framework [185] since OSGi is 
service oriented architecture. According to this architecture, the system could be 
organized in the following modules (bundles under OSGi architecture): 
• Self-Aware Trader Module: Represents this work. It is responsible for detecting 
the right moment to trigger the expert system. The process is continuously 
running and collecting data from the sensors. It will activate the expert system 
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module when the user enters into panic mode and may even block the current 
operation (depending on configuration preferences). 
• Sensors Module: Represents the module that gathers the trader’s biometric 
information through the sensors. 
• My Profile Module: This module is responsible for measuring the risk profile of 
the user depending on his age and experience in financial markets since the 
biometric responses are also conditioned by these rules. It could be an automatic 
learning system helping to set up critical levels for the Self-Aware Trader 
module. 
• Stock Information Module: This module connects to the Internet and it will 
provide stock information in real time. An example of this module would be 
Infobolsa PowerStation [186] belonging to Infobolsa. 
• Storage Module: Various databases are needed to store stock information that 
will be used later by the expert system for making automatic decisions. 
• Update Databases Module: This module will be activated at the end of each 
session. It stores tracking data of the stock data documents information relevant 
for the proper function of the expert system. 
• Expert System Module: This module comes into operation when the alert 
module activates it and it is responsible for the operation.  
• External Interfaces Module: This module contains the necessary interfaces to be 
able to communicate with proprietary traders solutions. 
A possible regular way of operation could fit to the following: 
The user uploads his profile (age, experience, type of market in that will operate, etc.) 
and connects to the sensors. The Self-Aware trader module monitors and feeds back to 
the trader his/her own state, checking that critical levels are not reached. In case a 
threshold is passed and the user enters in a non safe mode (panic mode), the expert 
system is triggered and calculates the more suitable operation in this moment, sending 
the proposal to the user, who must approve the operation. 
5.4.2 EXTENSION TO SUBSCRIPTION MODE FOR HOME TRADING 
The Self-Aware system currently works with two operation modes (individual and 
group). In case of home trading, the group mode is inactive and the trader works in 
individual mode. Usually, the real time information in these cases is realized via a 
subscription to a service. For example, it is not the same one service where the user can 
see the national index than one service where the user can manage information from two 
indexes. Obviously, the quote subscription for the second service is more expensive. 
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In this sense, given that different information is currently presented to the users, if we 
include the collective awareness as a service, it is possible to be able to manage the 
users subscribed to this service as the network of traders described in this work. 
This extension should have a strong security control in all the communications, because 
in the current model, this security control is under the network of the company of the 
traders. Also users should allow sending his/her state in an anonymous way.  
Although apparently the delay of the communications could be a problem, usually the 
trading information platforms work under dedicated lines and satellite communications, 
so this problem is already solved and only a small effort is requested for bidirectional 
communication (the client would need to send his/her own state). 
In the case of the service provider company, one server would need to process all the 
data of the users with this service active.  As a first approximation it would be necessary 
to make a discrimination process, at least, according to the market where the user is 
operating. It makes no sense that two users operating in different markets (for example 
shares of IBEX-35 and commodities as gold) send the coherence levels to each other. 
As an advantage, this service would have a high impact on the current trading system 
where is not possible to provide real time measurement of the collective stress in the 
market. 
5.5 APPLYING THE SELF- AWARE MODEL IN OTHER STRESSFUL AREAS 
In Chapter 3 we presented a general Self-Aware model and this model was applied in 
the trading context. Every context has some particularities. It is necessary to bear them 
in mind to develop the concrete system. For example, the selection of the sensor or the 
interface are processes linked to the concrete context where the model is applied. 
If we want to transfer the general model into another application area, it is necessary to 
take into account not only the technical details but to bear in mind the physiological 
details. For example, a rescue team needs different technical capabilities, like for 
example feedback in radio mode as in Morse code, but also very different sensors and 
models to measure stress. In order to remain compatible, it is recommended to follow 
the global architecture proposed in this work. 
The trading context model could be adapted to other fields of research by designing 
(equivalence) relationships suited for model transfer and thus extending this model to 
similar application areas requiring real time response. 
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APPENDIX A. QUESTIONNAIRE CLIENT TEST (TRADER NOT 
CONNECTED TO STRESS AWARE GROUP) 
 
The objective of this test is to run an “off line” session of the Stress Aware Trader 
software, only reporting information of stress levels for the own trader (It would be 
desired 30 minutes time test). Please fill the suitable mark with your opinion: 
 
• The trader’s comfort with the sensor during the test (one sensor in the ear to 
measure the heart rate and communicate to the trader her/his own stress). 1 – 
Bad, I feel uncomfortable with the sensor, 2- I do not feel uncomfortable but I 
do not want to wear the sensor during trading process, 3 – Good, I do not mind 
wearing the sensor for a while, it is comfortable, 4 – Very good, I do not mind 
wearing the sensor the whole session.  
 
1 -   2 -   3 -   4 -  
 
• Ease of use for the software. (1 – Bad, I think it is very difficult to use, 2- I think 
I need time to use it , 3 – Good, I think it is easy to manage  4 – Very good, I 
think it is very intuitive.)  
 
1 -   2 -   3 -   4 -  
 
• Ease to understand the Stress levels. (1 – Bad, I think it is very difficult to 
understand, 2- I think I need time to understand it, 3 – Good, I think it is easy to 
understand 4 – Very good, I think it is very intuitive.)  
 
1 -   2 -   3 -   4 -  
 
• Compatibility with the current information for trading process. (1 – Bad, I think 
it is impossible to add this information. It is incompatible, 2- I think it is 
compatible but I do not think it fits my user preferences, 3 – Good, I think it is 
compatible and it fits my user preferences 4 – Very good, I think it is 
compatible and it should be in my trading process information.)  
 
1 -   2 -   3 -   4 -  
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• How does the trader feel about this information for the trading process? (1 – 
Bad, I do not like to be aware of my own state, 2 – Irrelevant, Nothing changes, 
3 – Good, I think all information is welcome to improve my trading process, 4 – 
Very Good, to be aware of my own state should be part of the information for 
the trading process) 
 
1 -   2 -   3 -   4 -  
 
• Suggestions (you can use the back of the page if necessary). 
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APPENDIX B. CLIENT TEST (TRADER CONNECTED TO STRESS 
GROUP AWARE) 
 
The objective of this test is to run the Stress Aware Trader connected to the network and 
to receive the group stress levels information. Furthermore, information about stress 
levels from the trader is recorded (a 30 minutes time test would be desirable). In this test 
we want to record: 
• Ease of use for the software. (1 – Bad, I think it is very difficult to use, 2- I think 
I need time to use it , 3 – Good, I think it is easy to manage  4 – Very good, I 
think it is very intuitive.) 
 
1 -   2 -   3 -   4 -  
 
• Ease to understand the Stress group information. (1 – Bad, I think it is very 
difficult to understand, 2- I think I need time to understand it, 3 – Good, I think 
it is easy to understand 4 – Very good, I think it is very intuitive.)  
 
1 -   2 -   3 -   4 -  
 
• Compatibility with the current information for trading process. (1 – Bad, I think 
it is impossible to add this information. It is incompatible, 2- I think it is 
compatible but I do not think it fits my user preferences, 3 – Good, I think it is 
compatible and it fits my user preferences 4 – Very good, I think it is 
compatible and it should be in my trading process information.) 
 
1 -   2 -   3 -   4 -  
 
• Whether the trader minds sending information about his stress levels in an 
anonymous way. Only one supervisor could see the state of the trader (1 – I 
mind sending my stress levels, 2- I do not mind sending my stress levels)  
 
1 -   2 -   
 
• How does the trader feel about this new information about stress group aware? 
(1 – Bad, I do not like to be aware about group stress, 2- Irrelevant, I do not 
mind, I think the state of the rest of the people does not give me any useful 
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information, 3 – Good, I think with this information I can improve my trading 
process, 4 – Very Good, I think it could be a critical information in some 
moments of the session.)  
 
1 -   2 -   3 -   4 -  
 
• Suggestions (you can use the back of the page if necessary). 
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APPENDIX C. SUPERVISOR TEST 
 
The objective of this test is to run the Stress Aware Trader connected to the network and 
receiving the traders’ information to obtain some feedback from the supervisor. (a 15 
minutes time test would be desirable). In this test we want to test: 
• Ease of use for the software. (1 – Bad, I think it is very difficult to use, 2- I think 
I need time to use it , 3 – Good, I think it is easy to manage 4 – Very good, I 
think it is very intuitive.) 
 
1 -   2 -   3 -   4 -  
 
• Ease to understand the supervisor interface information. (1 – Bad, I think it is 
very difficult to understand, 2- I think I need time to understand it, 3 – Good, I 
think it is easy to understand 4 – Very good, I think it is very intuitive.) 
 
1 -   2 -   3 -   4 -  
 
• Compatibility with the current information for trading process. (1 – Bad, I think 
it is impossible to add this information. It is incompatible, 2- I think it is 
compatible but I do not think it fits my user preferences, 3 – Good, I think it is 
compatible and it fits my user preferences 4 – Very good, I think it is 
compatible and it should be in my trading process information.) 
 
1 -   2 -   3 -   4 -  
 
• How does the supervisor feel about this new information (1 – Bad, I do not like 
to be aware about stress in my team, 2- Irrelevant, I do not mind, my 
supervision tasks do not change, 3 – Good, It is good for me to see how are the 
stress levels of my team, 4 – Very Good, I think it could be a critical 
information in some moments of the session)  
 
1 -   2 -   3 -   4 -  
 
• Suggestions (you can use the back of the page if necessary). 
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